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The complete BLITZ Designer Collection of 21 remarkable customised jackets by some of the 
world's leading fashion designers is featured on pages 40 to 72 ofthis issue. 

-


_ BLITZ DESIGNER COLLECTION 


BLITZ Fashion Editor lain R. Webb has customised an extra denim jacket himself, 

illustrated on these pages, and we're offering it to a BLITZ reader. It's a strictly one-off item. Here's 


how it can be won: 


In each of the last two issues of BLITZ we've printed a set of three questions and a BLITZ Designer 

Collection token. The final set of questions, and final Designer Collection token are printed below, 


and to refresh your memory we've reprinted the questions from the last two issues. 


To win the jacket you need to answer all nine questions correctly and send us three Designer Collection 

tokens: clipped from this and the last two issues or even from three copies of this issue. Photocopies 


won't do. Send the whole lot, answers and tokens, to 'BLITZ JACKET, BLITZ ~AGAZINE, 1 

Lower James Street, London WIR 3PN', and the first correct answer out of the hat on July 10th 


wins the jacket. 


THE QU IESTIONS: 

from 'May 
I. Name the two designers for whom Jean Paul Gaultier worked before 

setting up his own label. 
1. Who was voted Designer of the Year in 1985? 
J. With which well-known London street are Mark & Syrie commonly 

associated? 

from June 
I. Vivienne Westwood's London shop has been known by several names in 

the last fifteen years. What are two of them? 
1. Which of the designers taking part in the collection recently brought 

out the 'hippest' parfum dujour? 
J. Which designer got us to wear our consciences on our chests in BIG 

letters? 

the final set: 
I. Which of these was not the name of a Stephen Linard collection? 

a) Angels with Dirty Faces. b) Reluctant Emigres. 
c) Total Fashion Victim. 

1. What are the names of the two designers collectively known as 
BodyMap? 

J. Which designer is associated with trendy London club Taboo? 
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There can have been few more 
quixotic and stylish figures of rebellion 
than NA NC Y CUNARD. Throughout 
her ultimately tragic life she was a 
champion of a variety of causes 
Black Rights, Anti-Fascism, Socialism 
- and like so many challengers of 
social injustice, she had a very personal 
axe to grind. Blonde, blue-eyed and 
anorexically thin, she remains a 
symbol of the 20's and 30's, when 
people did the most extraordinary 
things and got away with it - well, 
almost ... 

Nancy was born into the wealthy 
shipping-line family of Cunard in 1896. 
Her early 'career' was as a writer of 
poetry, first published in the Sitwells 
anthology, Wheels, and her conviction 
that art should be subversive gelled 
quickly. Escaping the clutches of her 
socialite mother, Ms Cunard soon 

acquired a 'reputation' around town . .. 
Fellow 'Bright Young Thing' Diana 
Cooper recalls a morning visit to her 
flat: "We found Nancy not yet dressed. 
looking squalid, having been very 
drunk the night before .. . "Pools of 
blood and vomit were the frequ e nt 
legacies of such parties . .. Nancy's 
behaviour made her the perfect model 
for novels by Huxley and Mic hael 
Arlen, and she even featured in a 
section of Eliot's The Wasteland, which 
he later excised. 

Soon Emerald Cunard 's reaction to 
her daughter's excesses meant Nancy 
had to escape to Paris, where sh e 
became the toast of the bohemian 5e"t. 
possibly because she was very r ich. 
Louis Aragon, Surrealist leader and 
poet, was the target of her affection'S, 
and it was through t hei r mu tLlaJ 
admiration of primitive art that N ancy 

~"to acquire the huge collection of 
i ,.., bnceJea that beame her 

z 



Hours Press, her personal venture into 
publishing, which saw Beckett's first 
poem into print, amongst others, and 
the publication of Crowder's music. . 
Trouble brewed in London, however, 
and on a return visit Emerald's dislike 
of miscegenation nearly got the couple 
deported. They escaped to the States, 
only to become enmeshed in more 
controversy as Nancy insisted on 
taking a black man into smart, white
only clubs. She spent three years 
compiling an anthology of black 
politics and culture, the result being 
Negro, an impressive if somewhat 
confused volume of writings on and by 
black people, with other contributions 
by Harold Acton, Brian Howard, Ezra 
Pound and others. Reactions were 
predictable in a largely racist country 
- death threats from the Klu Klux 
Klan meant Nancy was on the run yet 
again. 

Back in Britain , the furore over the 
Spanish Civil War was raging, and in 
stormed ou r heroine to canvass 
artistic opinion in a new book, Spain 
most writers were behind the Spanish 
people, though Beckett's reply to her 
request, "Up the Republic", was 
typically equivocal. Nancy was drafted 
in as War Correspondent for the 
Guardian and got perilously close to 
the fighting. The Second World War 
which followed saw her working for 
the Free French in London, and 
afterwards her life appeared to take a 
swift downward turn ... She led an 
even an even more nomadic life, 
writing, staying with friends, drinking 
too much and eating too little. 

Nancy gradually lost stability and 
suffered from a paranoid delusion that 
she was being followed by "fascist 
spies". An argument with a cab-driver 
ended with her brandishing an ancient 
flame-thrower kept from Spain, and 
she left the cab in flames . . . 
Eventually, she was certified insane 
and went into a sanatorium for 
treatment. The success of this proved 
to be only temporary, and although 
her lack of fear or self-pity carried her 
on relentlessly, it was also her downfall 
as she refused help from concerned 
friends. 

Nancy 's last journey from London to 
Paris was undertaken after she had 
broken her thigh tripping over her 
Tibetan dogs, and heavily-drugged, 
drunk and half-crazed with pain, she 
checked into a hotel. There she 
proceeded to make a bonfire of her 
papers in the middle of the room and 
was found bruised and battered in a 
gutter by the police the next day. She 
was taken to hospital, where she 
regained consciousness long enough to 
ask for some red wine. She died two 
days later, on March 16th 1965, alone 
and under an oxygen tent ... 

It was a sad, mad ending to an 
impossibly eventful life. Nancy Cunard 
was no dilettante - she believed 
passionately in her causes and would 
have defended them to the death. 
Unlike her contemporaries, she didn't 
play with politics, she lived them. But 
most of all, this kohl-eyed, leopard
skinned femme fatale did it with style, 
and that's what makes her such a 
powerful, memorable woman. 

PhJ/lp Hoare 

(Page ePress publish These Were ,he Hours - The 
Inte llec tual Autobiography Of Nancy Cuna rd ae 

ehe end of rhe monch. price [11 .95. A nne 
ChISholm 's biography. Nancy Cunard, is published 

by Penguin, L2.95) 

BLITZ AT THE 
V&A: the BLITZ 

Designer Collection 
goes on public 

exhibition at the 
Victoria & Albert 
Museum, South 

Kensington, London 
SW7 on July 10th. Full 

details of the 
exhibition and 

opening times are on 
page 40. 

July is a good month for the comic comics to put their point across. 
strip lark. First there's an exhibition at Coinciding with the opening of the 
Liverpool's Bluecoat Gallery from exhibition, Issue 8 of ESCAPE 
June 25th to July 26th, entitled Magazine tumbles onto the streets. In 
Punchlines. Following on from the larger format than before, it maintains 
ICA/Bluecoat Graphic Rap touring the mixture of exciting new art and 
show of three years ago, it reassesses comprehensive coverage of the com ic 
and rounds up the best of the comic scene without ever lapsing into dry 
genre currently about. Selected by cataloguing. The new issue contains 
cartoonists Brian O'Toole and Ed work by old favourites like Eddie 
Pinsent, it will encompass work by Campbell and Ed Pinsent, as well as 
folks as diverse as Bill Tidy, Posy less familiar names like Lynda Barry 
Simmonds, Ray Lowry and even Alexei and Charles Burns. A reprint of 
Sayle. There'll also be the winners of a George Herriman's Krazy Kat and a 

The seductive Joanne Whalley, last 
seen as Bob Peck's dead but restless 
daughter in Edge of Darkness. The 
photograph is by Michael Birt, part 

of his one-man exhibition at The 
Ravensdale Gallery in Dean Street, 

'Strip Search!' talent competition, 
cartoon workshops and a video 
animation programme. 

Throughout there' ll be a variety of 
formats, from single frames to strips, 
hopefully proving once and for all that 
conventional narrative and The Big 

strip and cover by the Brian Wilson of 
the comic vision, John Bagnall. What 
more could you want from this life? 
And all for £1.95 from bookshops, 
record shops, newsagents or direct 
from ESCAPE, 1156 Muster Rd ., 
London SW6 5RA. Pa ul Ma h"r 

umdon WI from July 1st. Gag are not always necessary for 

"4,) million ordinary Russians have read this paper - now it 's your tu rn." Yep. PRAVUA. the Russian peop le's daily. is 
now available in English as a weekly 'Best or version Ipriced 501' 1and provides a fascinating glimpse into a culture which 
remains shrouded in false assumption, The titl es of the articles I'Let the masses speak'. 'The everyday side of a great 
exploit ' I are almost as striking as the titles of some of Pravda's correspondents - one letter comes from a gentleman 
rejoicing in the position of 'People's artist of the Mongolian Pt·ople·s HepubLic'. Agriculture seems Inot un reaonably l to be 
Pravda's major concern and even on the first page we are informed that : "Twenty young girls in red scarves lined up in th" 
t.raditiona l way in the centra l square of Ust-Kamenogorsk. Behind them was a column of MT3-RO trac tors. The young 
machine opera tors received tractors inscribed with their own na me." The "Iews Update column is possibly most interesting 
of all . recounting deta ils of ma lpractice I'Not at his post'. 'They hid the harvest ' I and the punishments meted out ''' His 
sentence was severe crit icism with an ent ry made on his record cilrd ."1 As the ads say, Genera l Secretary M.S. Gorbachov 
reads Pravda. Tim Hulse 



"Expressionism meets 

the Urban New Image 

Subjective Voyeurism 

underneath the 

Cityscape . A bold new 

vision: 1986 London 

sub-culture seen 

through the eyes of the 

two West Wonderland 

cruisers. The hard-

edged youth of the 

Paleocybernetic age; 

spectators in the 

society of the 
spectacle ." 

Sloganeering from 

illustrator and 'social 

observer' Wigan as a description of an exhibition of his work and that of sclf

taught but highly-accomplished artist Yuval Zommer. which opens at the 

Soho Poly (where else! ) on July 14th for two weeks. "A series of images 

about life on the edge." says Yuval. Definitely worth checking out. Soho Poly 

is at 16 Riding House Street, London WL 

As video techniques becom e more and 
more advanc ed (and more and more 
expensive), young di rector Duncan Abbott 
has taken things back to basics with the use 
of a straightforward Xerox copier. His 
IS-minute short . XEROXE D :r 1811 
DEGREES, cost £150 to make and 
featu res porcions of rough animation based 
on photocopies of 3smm stil i pllotagr"phs. 
The end result has a very 1976 feel to ;, and 
Abbot plans to develop the ec hnlque 
further. Watch this space . 

for some reason 'computer art' is 
still a concept regarded with much 
scepticism in the art world. In the 
same way that video art suffers from 
a generic association with pop 
promos, computer art is tainted by 
the commercial evils involved in 
high-tech computer animation; the 
world of television commercials. It's 
not serious art, it's just a way of 
making a buck. Perhaps the suspicion 
also has something to do with the 
age-old assumption that arts and 
sciences cannot mix. 

As a result, people like JEll E\I \ 
G,\IUII .\EH, a British artist bllsed in 
New York, are few and far between. 
Using an extremely sophisticated 
computer ilS, literally, a sketchbook, 
and then transferring the results 
onto canvass. his work is quite 
removed from commerciillly
oriented digital art. A period as 
artist-in-residence at the renowned 
Mauachusett.lnstitute of 
T .. chnology (or Min led to the 
ere.tion of a remarkable seven 
minute computer-enhanced video, 
Mirror With a Memory, ;0 

wonderfully obscure record of the 
development of the human head 
from the skull of a fish, then of the 
development of iln idea 
symbolised by a hummin&bird 
that results from a conversation 
between the artist and his hand ... 
The film has also served as a 
springboard for a series of paintings 
based on its digitally altered 
photographi.:; Imilges. 

As such, Gardiner' s work is a 
particularly satisfactory blend of ! 

computer enhancement and 
traditional painting - maybe he'll 
turn out to be the artist who 
dismantles the wall separating art 
and science. In the meantime several 
of his pieces are on show in the 
Venice Bienniale, running until 
August, and a major installation is 
planned at MIT for early next year. 

Torn Eftor 

COOL OUT! With a plethora of jazz albums hitting the record shops 

nowadays. not all of them quite up to scratch , it's easy to blow six qu id on 

something distinctly below standard. Best to stick to the brand names, then , 

and none comes more highly recommended than t he Blue Note label, during 

its heyday, home of the best jan on vinyl. Much of the catalogue is currently 

being reissued. but not all of the Blue Note material is easily accessible , so 
there are also a series of 'sampler' albums which offer a helful guide in and 

around the main names . Latest in the series is Blue Bossa , subtitled 'latin for 

beginners', which offers "eight solid jazz cuts combining the heat of South 

America with the cool of Harlem", as well as a truly cool sleeve design by 

Simon Halfon . In the aid of the further cultural education of BLITZ readers , 

we have fifteen copies of the album going free - just drop us a card 

>'lith the name of the man who established London's first and best-known 

modern jazz club. First fifteen out of the hat on July 10th get an album . 
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When models walk out on to the catwalks of London, Paris, 
New York and Milan, it is not merely the dresses, jackets 
and pants which the Press purposefully peer at through 
their pince-nez (Bowles, circa Spring/Summer '86), 
Accessdries , ha ir and make-up are all important pointers in 
the directional , yet fathomless, flow of fashion . TRENDS. If 
80% of the models model covered hands, the gloves trade 
can be certain of a handsome season. If the feel is for false 
eyelashes, the faker makers will undoubtedly flourish . 

There are always those designers who are to be watched 
closer than others. For a while now, YOHJI 
YAMAM010 has become one to watch. Even though the 
plain, drifting looks of the Japanese school have not been au 
courant , their influence is unmistakable . This Autumn we 
can expect the sales of stretch remnant fabrics to soar, as 
young ladies (and eventually young genr/emen) follow this 
leader of fashion and wrap their faces accord ingly. The look 
is reminiscent of Marley 's Ghost in A Chrisrmas Carol and 
has all the trappings of a bad case of toothache ... and yet 
already models bear sore heads in Vogue magazine , and 
where Vogue dares to tread .. 

The very least of Yamamoto's bandage bravado could see 
a return of the HEADBAND - the two-inch variety which 
was worn straight across the brow and made you look like 
an animated Viramontes sketch - which we haven 't seen 
for some time now Almost like saying IT'S BACK! 

lam R. Webb 

(Yohji Yamamoco's m en and women 's shop is ac 6 Sloane Screet. London SW/ .) 

Australia. A land of beer-swilling 
blokes and blousy women, of beach 
parties, bad losers and 'no Sunday best. 
A new frontier, a counter-culture, no 
culture at all , Well, I hate to disappoint 
you, but... 

Australia exists uneasily between its 
Old World ties with Britain and the 
post-war bargain basement export 
drives of the US. The new age dream 
of an independent emerging state has 
been retarded by the concentration of 
US multi-nationals and a history of 
socio-economic division built-in from 
the country's long association with 
Britain. 

What emerges as you peel away tht. 
layers of Australian society is a 
country muddled not only by the 
cross-fertilisation of British and 
American ideas, but also by an 
accelerating urbanisation and influx of 
immigrants seemingly out of synch 
with the wide-open spaces, displaced 
ethnic population and lazy beach 
subculture. 

For all that, distance, combined with 
those influences, has encouraged the 
rapid growth of a thriving fashion 
scene, throwing up a host of 
sophisticated and stylish new 
Australian magazines such as HERO 
and FOLLOW ME that appreciate the 
contradictions, even derive inspiration 
from them. And so in fashion spreads 
that demonstrate a variety of foreign 
influences you get full-jawed 
Australian girls draping themselves 
across golden sands in their Susie 
Middleton and Azzedine Alaia 
swimsuits, then, over the page, 
hitching up their Riva minidresses on 
the parched bush grass or rolling down 
their stockings beneath the black 
jersey knits as insular suburban 
couples look blankly on . 

Homegrown designers such as Kate 
Alison, Thorn and Siorach, Kate Platt 
and Marise Thorby are all making 
names for themselves in many 

different areas of Australian fashion, 
All at one time or another have 
struggled to compete with the 
established fashion houses, but in 
recent years a reverse flow has dented 
one or two European or American 
markets, 

While America has, despite a 
number of would-be's and try-hards, 
failed disappointingly to establish itself 
in both the new designer and the 
international fashion magazine 
markets, Australia seems to promise 
great things ahead .. , Both Hero and 
Follow Me are available through 
selected British new'sagents or can be 
ordered direct from Brugi Design Pty 
Ltd, 2 Bellevue Street, Surry Hills, 
Sydney 2010, mOf' Po ller 

'Country Music', a collage by Ron 
Bowen: part of the 'City - Two 

Views ' exhibition which runs at the 
Barbican Concourse Gallery from 

June 28 to Jul y 20. 



Monday May 26th, Memorial Day 
technically the beginning of summer. 
. ,Ianhattan was as usual deserted, 
everyone had gone to tbe beach, From 
here on in it's a whole different way of 
jife - reading trashy books on the roof 
;Jnd going to air-conditioned theatres to 
watch trashy movies (the summer 
releases), It's really too hot to do 
,my thing else. 

In addition to going to the beach on 
weekends those Americans who can 
afford it like to go and splurge some 
tourist dollars in Europe - but not this 
\fear they don't. You see, Memorial Dav 
is also ....: les t we forget - a day to . 
remember those Americans who gave 
their lives fighting for freedom. This 
normally conjures up some news 
footage of the Vietnam War Memorial in 
Washington and some references to the 
I\\'o World Wars, Before that, America 
kept itself prett), much to itself in a 
policy of splendid isolation, and with 
developments over the last eighteen 
months it looks as though history may 
we ll be about to repeat itself. 

Writes The New York Post: "The attack 
against freedom is not always as 
brutally clear as it was in World War 
Two or Vietnam .. , Americans today 
are engaged in a different kind of war." 
They're talking about the war against 
terrorism - which has become their 
latest flag to wave in the absence of any 
new dirt to report on AIDS. They're so 
concerned , in fact, that they are holding 
a special forum on the subject, 

Many Americans are not really aware 
of any 'war as such, and those that are 
seem genuinely surprised that their 
conduct has not endeared them to thei r 
European allies, But you only have to 
take a look at the Statue of Liberty and 
compare her with some of her female 
allegorical counterparts from around the 
world to see why such a rift might 
occur. The lovely and romantic lady on 
the French franc who so wistfully sews 
her seeds is not the kind to say 'a ui' to 
Libyan-bound jets screaming overhe,1d, 
England might well allow America to 
use their own runways, but the frumpy 
and barely feminine figure perched on 
top of the Old Bailey, sword in one hand 
and balancing scales in the other 
(we ighing the eternal imponderables of 
whatever), is hardly likely to give the 
nod of approval. On the other hand the 
Statue of Liberty, unhampered by either 
a pleasiilg melancholy or the 
debilitating consideration of the finer 
points of every issue, holds her torch 
firmly aloft, forward step in her gait, 
frozen in the act of pure 'Go For It '. 
Which is the story of American life . As 
Governor Cuomo likes to explain it to 
his young son Chris (there's it lot of this 
se ntimentality about), "It's about a 
struggle by millions who came before us 
to create a new society of tolera nce and 
llpportunity It reminds us how, 
beginning with nothing but their hands 
and their hearts and their minds, they 
built this beautiful country and gave it 
to us and left uS the obligation to make 
it a better one." 

As far as Libya goes, many Americans 
are prepared to admit that they did the 
imperfect thing. But there are few who 
will not add , "at least w~ did 
something," Europe's inability to 
understand this point of view baffles 
Americans, but does not really bother 
them, As far as a trip to Euro pe goes, 
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th ey can take it or leave it, The irony is 
that more people are worried about 
getting irradiated than they are about 
getting blown-up or held hostage. 

So Rambo didn't do Cannes this year, 
making him the butt of many juicy one
liners: 'The Stallone puppet deflates at 
the first sound of a wet fart" 
(Liberation). But not at the box office. 
Over the four-day Memorial weekend 
Stallone's new film Cobra opened in a 
record 2,131 theatres and grossed $15 
million - the biggest take for 1986 so 
far. But then it was projected to take $25 
million, and was even beate n out on the 
west coast by the paltry Poltergeist II. 
On the posters Sly poses in shades 
armed to the hilt while the caption 
reads "Crime is a disease. Meet the 
cure:' You won't have to look far for 
Schwarzenegger - where there's 
Stallone there's Schwarzenegger, 
sticking to each other like Burger Kir.g 
to McDonalds. His latest is called Raw 
Oea/. The poster gives you the plot 
"The system gave him a raw deal" 
and the moral - "No one gives him a 
raw deal." The rest, one imagines, is 
pure wall-to-wall pow. The movie
going public is not done with their 
muscle bound stars and strips, so rest 
assured that neither film is going to 
bomb. But it just may be that the public 
is almost sated with ultra-violent, 
patriotic vigilanteism. And with the 
close ties that there have always been 
between Hollywood and politics, it may 
turn out that no one wants to fight the 
New York Post's war against terrorism, 

There arc other pointers to a change in 

JAMES BRADY on Liberty and the war on terrorism. 

JS 

\ 

I 
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heart too, Only last year, singing We Arc 
Tile World was all the rage. But now 
America has succumbed to international 
charity fatigue. If Memorial Day marked 
the beginning of summer, Hands Across 
America initiated the summer of 
splendid isolation . Hands Across 
America, a human chain link running 
like a Christo fence from coast to coast, 
was as dynamic an idea as Live Aid, 
potentially a great sequel, but that's 
pretty much as far as it got. Because it 
was impossible to get a sense of the 
whole thing at a glance it was almost 
completely useless for television - the 
single most important ingredient for 
that global village goosebump and the 
spin-off multi-million dollar haul. 
Seeing Reagan in front of the White 
House, Yoko Ono in Battery Park and 
Raquel Welch in Long Beach all holding 
hands with a few people doesn't really 
cut it. "The rich, the poor, the haves 
and the have nots stood hand in hand 
from sea to shining sea." It sounds 
great, but it wasn't, in fact, the case, 
with gaps up to five miles long in the 
California desert. Besides, once you've 
seen one person holding hands, you've 
pretty much seen them aiL 

At first Reagan would have nothing to 
do with the project, saying that the only 
hungry people in America were those 
who didn' t know where to go for help. 
But then somewhere along the line he 
realised , or was made to realise, that 
Hands Across America was more a 
show of solidarity than a fundraiser 
(even if the projected $50 million was 
raised , that would still only work out at 
$2.50 per distressed person). 

The celebrations for the Statue of 
Liberty's one hundredth birthday and 
the unveiling of her $30 million revamp 
is another calendar event playing on the 
'We - America - Are Family' theme. 
Much more the stuff of television 
spectacular and goosebump, the party 
will include a parade of tall ships, a 
28-minute fireworks display usi ng 
40,000 shells, brass bands in the streets 
and much, much more. This is not just 
a celebration for all those "huddlEd 
masses yearning to breath e free" (from 
Emma Lazarus's sonnet inscribed on the 
statue's pedestal), At the time of goi ng 
to press, all the glossies are filled with 
the sentimental reminiscences of rich 
and famous immigrants or their 
offspring, all much of a much ness in 
their vague but noble rhetoric. Lee 
lacocca - who was responsible for 
raising most of the money for the 
restoration, and is also know as th( ,\1an 
who first turned Chrysler around and 
then upped his own profits with 2,6 
million copies of his autobiography in 
print - still grows misty-eyed recalling 
the dav his Italian father sailed into the 
harbo~r and first saw th e statue. Here 
art critic John Russell takes up the 
theme: "She is the epitome of 
everything in human nature that is 
straightforward and direct .. , She is 
perfect for the huge space that she 
occupies ... She cannot be completely 
debased in reproduction ... She is as 
memorable inside as out ... Her features 
have an all-American frankness and 
firmness, together with sass-resbtant 
weight and strength." 

There's no denying that there's a 
certain poetry to the statue behind all 
this purple prose, but for my tastes (not 
that anyone's asking me) she's a little 
too short and perched on an oversized 
and clumsy pedestal. She looks seasick 
too. But don't judge a book by its cover, 
Reading between the lines, I'd say that 
the Statue of Liberty is the subjective 
correlative for everyone's hopes and 
aspirations. With everyone bowed down 
right now before her, what is the 
difference between her and the golden 
calf? 

The irony of all this humanistic 
rhetoric amidst such an aggressive 
foreign policy has not escaped John 
Schlesinger Jr., who, amidst all the 
tributes, sticks out like a sore thumb: 
"America today holds out not a torch 
but a bl ow torch to the world . 
Humanity's friend has undergon e a 
horrid sea change into humanity's 
bully. . . Perhaps we might best celebrate 
the centennial by tearing down the 
glorious old lady and putting up a 
statue of Rambo in her place." 

But no one's listening. Immigrant chic 
has arrived at the perfect time . Just 
when America's actions abroad hilve 
caused her to lose face with foreigners, 
the spotlight is cast on those imoligrants 
who came here, worked really hard 
and, like Madonna, had their dreams 
come true, Dare we ask in a Whicker's 
World kind of way Just what the Statue 
of Liberty means? Isaac Bashevis Singer 
has the perfect answer: "A statue is just 
a statue, nothing helps ." On the oth er 
hand, unless terrorists provide their 
own fireworks display by blowing it up, 
it may not be necessary to replace her 
with Rambo, and maybe that will 
help.• 







Paul Morley watches the World Cup, listens tolohn Hurt and Iquite 
frankly) gets a bit bolshie '" 

The enigmatic editors of our wedded Blitz 
have left a message on one of my many 
desks around Europe requesting that in my 
latest televisual column - something I am 
now to do regularly, to cheers - I refrain 
from mentioning 'pop music '. How strange it 
is and how telling that a magazine produced 
to lighten the days and nights of the younger 
types should need to consider 'pop music' to 
be too light and far out when it comes to 
the serious ways and sights of the public 
worlds. But editors are seriously stubborn 
and they underline you with death, so I agree 
to be pop-less this month - weigh this 
column and just see! I'll talk about football, 
before they ban me from discussing that 
leaving me within a year to review only South 
Of Watford, The Antiques Roadshow and The 
Voice Overs OfJohn Hurt. 

I don't want to be john Hurt, but he's the 
voice you hear most of these days, give or 
take a Motson or an editor, The Voice Overs 
OfJohn Hurt could be a large hardback book 
published by Collins and written by Sheridan 
Morley or Gyles Brandreth. During the 
month of 'May I counted up to 28 
commercials that john Hurt talked his way 
over, as successfully seductive as the Trevor 
Brooking talk over is doomed from the 
start . The average commercial break now 
includes three sells featuring the Hurt voice, 
a Ridley SCOtt at £10,000 a second and a 
brisk Wollies at threepence a minute, As 
Sheridan Morley said in his mature book The 
Voice Overs OfJohn Hurt , "Hurt speaking on 
behalf of Mattessons is very nearly Utopia 
and as he sells you a car of some vague 
Hatchback persuasion; who cannot agree 
that all is well with the world?" Who indeed. 
Certainly not Ian St john, who'll agree with 
anyone and whose one gag of the World 

Cup has been to suggest after a short film 
showing the recovery of the England team's 
doctor from a heart attack that an England 
victory would be "jUSt what the doctor 
ordered." As jan Lemming said in her 
unsteady book The Width Of Ian St John, 
"... after St john delivers a great crack you 
can't help but think to yourself that St john 
is somehow risking his life." 

Anybody who comments in front of Brian 
Clough about anything, from the plastered 
pattern of the England tactics to the voice 
overs of john Hurt, is frankly committing 
suicide . Mike Channon , or is it Mick, or is it 
daft tit from the cider depths of nowhere, 
tried to take on Clough il'l some argument 
about the .English back four 's toothpaste and 
was immediately reduced to a shivering 
missed open goal - Clough using four 
syllables, as purposefully as Hurt supporting 
Electricity, to wipe away the future of 
Channon as a broadcaster. As John Cooper 
Clarke pointer out in his dishonest book And 
The Woofter Went Clough Clough. "There are 
one or two people who cannot stand the 
erect, frightening politeness of British sports 
broadcasting, and Clough knew one or two 
of them." 

Clough is surely one of the great irritating 
factors that makes the World Cup television 
coverage something of a moment when you 
know you're really alive. Clough, again, is one 
of the Few who could easily claim to have 
thoroughly enjoyed The Inevitable 
Embarrassment Of The English - I'm still 
too young to truly have enjoyed it, to truly 
HAVE KNOWN IT WAS REALLY 
COMING, and so passed through its various 
stages struck superbly dumb. I saw the first 
English game on German television, for 
which the commentary consisted of "Bobby 

Moore", "Bobby Charlton" and " Skinhead" 
and a huge frothy fart at the final whistle. 
The Germans all granted me enormous pity 
at The Embarrassment Of Being English, 
though I protested loudly that our television 
was still the best in the world. As Susan 
Sontag said in her funny book Bold Heads 
And Beauty's Ignoran! Ear, English television is 
the best in the world ." 

I returned home for the second English 
game, that Moroccan one, and as soon as 
Keegan opened his mouth I realised that for 
him to be allowed on television meant our 
television was most probably the sevemy
seventh best televiSion in the world. As 
Susan Sontag said in her unfunny book The 
Revised Bald Heads And Beauty's Ignoront Eor, 
"English television is the seventy-seventh 
beSt in the world." Kevin Keegan, as an 
athlete and a figurehead, almost 
singlehandedly contributed to The 
Embarrassment Of Being English, and there 
he was, as ten players and Waddle 
perpetuated the Keegan notion of guts and 
determination leading to no goals and 
exhaustion, finding the guts and 
determination to condemn the English 
attitude . An attitude he invented . The 
attitude of appearing lazy, stupid and curly 
and not coughing a shit ... I'd rather be 
Tony jacklin than Kevin Keegan. 

Writing this, we're Still cut very early into 
the two channel coverage of the World Cup: 
I trust that by the time you read this at the 
very least Brooking has been sacked, Hill and 
Pleat beheaded, and Motson restricted to 
four hundred words a game. It's obvious 
really that John Hurt should coi nmentate in 
the final, reading a script prepared by 
Rodney Marsh in collaboration with Gunter 
Grass. But you have to love it all. don't you: 
the mad magic of some unlikely team finally 
making the English ten and the Waddle look 



hke the post-Keegan bricks they really are, 
the shame and b'Iubber of the plastered 
panel , the theme tunes that just need Hurt 
vocals to be number one HITS. 

By not turning up, George Be.st has been 
the most splendidly eloquent, just as Alf 
Ramsey was by not appearing in the recent 
eleven-part Motson piece on the time 
England won the World Cup - at least 
we're told they did, although I suspect some 
Philip K Dick memory implant myself. If we 
did win the World Cup in some daisy-chain 
pre-Embarrassment days, perhaps it was 
because of the Ramsey class, out of Beaton 
and Wodehouse, but for now and for a little 
bit more our football is what's on television 
is what Hill and Venables say it is. Something 
the Voice Of Hurt will not be able to sell 
next year, not even that. But if the death of 
football is the death of the panel, I'll be a 

little bit sad like if the death of democracy 
meant the death of the By-election Special. 

After all , where else on television could 
you get a fifty year-old white man with a 
moustache, who isn't Roger Whittaker, 
singing the blues, as Jimmy Hill did when 
Scotland actually scored against West 
Germany. "Well, I woke up this morning and 
I thought to myself/it's about t ime 
something good happened/for the British 
Isles." As Benny Green wrote in his 
unforgiving book ihe Red , White and Blues 
Of jimmy Hill , "Jimmy Hill was never less 
riveti~g than a minor character in a Jeff 
Archer mini-serious." 

Take away the football , and all we've got 
left are The H ippies. Television, more 
specifically the pronunciation of the word 
'hippies' by Trevor Macdonald and Jan 
Lemming, has given the English something , 

else to whinge about - a few hundred 
scruffs of astonishing old-way thinking JUSt 
dropped in from a smoky blue to dominate 
the news. After the Colonel and the fall out, 
I suppose it's almost cheering to those who 
the news is directed towards - British 
bricks like Keegan. What might be less 
cheering is the way that a bunch of daisy 
chain wanderers have been organised by 
tired news coverage into something 
apparently threatening, As Lemmy so rightly 
said in his sem inal book on the dirt ones of 
some forest or another, "All we want is to 

be left in piss." 
Fortunately, for those of us who blame 

hippies for everything from Stonehenge to 
the World Cup Panel, there was escape on 
TV. The best hour to be seen was the 
Channel 4 documentary on Michael Clark, a 
dancer. This was the most up-to-date 

programme on television dur ing the last 
month. This was not least because there was 
Mark E Smith revealing his supreme 
familiarity with language, signs of English life 
like you never thought you 'd see again, and a 
true indication of how to beat the 'routine' 
that the Keegans of the world chuck hard at 
us, without dissolving into the piss. Clark 
and Are You Lonesome Tonight was the actual 
opposite in grace to the Waddle . In my 
biography about Michael Clark , a dancer, to 

be published in 1994 entitled The I Without A 
Self, I write : "All kinds of danCing are good 
except the boring kind . Then again, how 
arrogant do you want to be' " 

In the film of the book , Hurt will play 
Clark And it will be entirely pop-less .• 

NEW VIDEO RELEASES Grandma A ifouP or f!xtro 
terre5lriols rev'SIl Earth ;n order [0 

(ollec[ some of their f riends who 

• Forbidden (Odyssey) . ThIS gOI 
a few good reviews when it come 

out nor long ago on general release 

not exacrly cleor. Maybe the people 

who put up the money to make such 
a load of old lOsh as Ih is We 're In 

the scene in which 8etry and her 
lover use up half the caMents of 0 

vegetable SlaU m one of [he (very 

have been hibernating s;nce. lhe but turns out to be litOe more thon familiar B·movle territory here - mfrequenr) bedroom sceneS IS bOlh 

• The Goonies (Worner) A sort gct Justice from th~ authorities after sinking of ALJonl.s. and in the on overage lreOlmenl of a by now inhabitona Of small town suddenly [en rimes funnier and (or more 

of Indland jones meets the Famous her kid brother IS beoten up by (he process inadvertently bring the rather hackneyed film scenariO. find themselves beset by Somethlnj' memorable than [he equivalent 

Frt'e, from the Steven Spielberg local thugs She ends up a national secret of reJuvenouon to (he Jacquelme B,sset (for once not Horrible while (Wo au tsiders (0 scene /0 9 Y2 Weeks. Me. I'd five 

slable, as a bond of deeply irritatmg heroine. Helen Simer, in [he (We occupants of on old people's home. upstaged by her own nipples) ;s 0 happy loving couple naturally) are anything to have my bottom lashed 

dilidren huOf for buried treasure in role , makes up for the lemble start Despite a freal deal of cuteness, the German countess In wartime Berlin the only ones who can work out with a wellettuce leaf. 

the American boondocks. fa her ac ting career prOVided by (ilm, it must be said, works who eOfers on a dangerous and whae's going on Is it al;ens from 

E"tertaining in Its own minor woy, Supergirl, and the film 's pace and perfectly. Fun mdeed for 011 the clandestine offa" wilh a jewish poet outer space ? Is it a swarm of killer • Reanimator (Entenolnmen () . 
bUl this sort of thing does lake some energy more rhan compensate for fomily. as welt as helping other jews to leave bees' No. it's just a goad excuse for An exerciSt in glofJously grotesque 
feltinf used Co . Hardest to come to the occasional kirschiness . the country. Apparenlly it 's based on plenly of blood ond gulS bod taste . A crazed medICal studen[ 
terms WIth IS the noise - nOf thor of Recommended . • The Philadelphia o [rue Story and by the end [he only experiments on a series of corpses 
lh~ non-stop ocrion, but of the pre Experiment (Thorn -EMI). A near riddle which remains unsolved is why • Takin' It Off (Impacll . The wllh a drug thal can bring the dead 
pubescent heroes , who spend the • Cocoon (CBS /Fox) Anolher update of the oge·old time travel Bisset speaks in her usual plummy ririe is double-edged. referr ing both bock to life , WIlh prtdlc[obly messy 
.f!nlnt' film shouting at each other ot (11m in the seemingly all-powerful formulo , as a wart ime device , accent wh ile the rest of the cost are [0 nripplng and to the need for results The (JIm 's dellclou!Jy tWisted 
the lO pS of their vOICes. '(omily entertainment ' coterory. designed ( 0 make battleships forced to adopt the trad,tional mock Belly B'g Ones , ployed by Killen originali ty IS dented only by the 

Spielberg has a lot to answer (or . inviSIble (0 rodar. malfunctIOns , German. Notividad, (0 lose [hr~ inches from unnecessar ily in trusive soundtrack , 
• The Legend of Billie Jean This one touches all (he bases , rronspowng (wo sailors from 194] her more than omply proportioned which Shamelessly and blatantly r ips 
( CA ,Col ). Tremendous fun . A elrl including all the generoOon groups to 1984 . Full of nice touches. even • Impulse (Odyssey). II 's bust Takin' It Ort IS 6cwolly quite off the (heme to H itChcock's 
( tom the wrong side of town from Ji[lle kids to teenogers to though , fmolly and ineVI tably, the subtitled ' The N ightmare Comes omusing at times in on adolescent Psycho 
becomes an outlaw when she fails to Mom 'n Dod (0 Gronpa and f irm descends in to stereotype . True . . though whose nlghtmore IS kind of way and it must be said rhat 
R I I 7~_________________________TL~
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I N EW RELEASES 

AN IMPUDENT GIRL 

• In its charming and affectionate evocation 
of adolescence, Claude Miller's latest film is 
reminiscent of the work of the late Francois 
Truffaut. Charlotte Gainsbourg, bearing 
more than a passing resemblance to the 
young Tatum O'Neal, plays Charlotte, a 
gawky, inelegant 13 year-old who, poised on 
the troubling brink of womanhood, seeks to 
throw off all the stifling trappings of 
adolescence as a butterfly sheds its chrysalis. 
She rejects her clothes, her hair, the playful 
attenllons of her family and even begins an 
innocent but ill-advised liaison with a local 
man. However. her growing pains are 

almost iro-edeemably intensified when Clara 
Bauman, a child prodigy on the piano, moves 
into a nearby mansion in preparation for a 
concert. She and Charlotte share the same 
age but their lifestyles couldn't be more 
different . Naturally there are lessons to be 
learned. In her hero worship of Clara, 
Charlotte believes there lies an escape 
route. but only in her ultimate 
disappointment does she truly take a step 
forward. Jean Claude Brialy and Bernadette 
Lafont lend excellent support, but it's the 
intelligent, touching performance by the 14 
year-old Gainsbourg which lingers in the 
mind . Direction and script are equally 
successful· in capturing with warmth, 
humour and poignancy the ambivalent 
turmoil of youth and the idiosyncracies of 
rural French life. Mdr;" B: ennAn 

YOUNGBLOOD 

• A film for all insatiable fans of brat·packer 
Rob lowe: a kind of Rocky on ice. lowe plays 
Dean Youngblood , a 17 year.old. hick town 
farmboy whose one ambition is to be a star 
ice hockey playe r. He jolns;a Canadian semi
pro outfit where he discovers that It takes 
more than jock straps and kiss curls to make 
a go of it, and where a pretty face is often 
more a hindrance than a help when you're 
trying to prove you can whack a puck just as 
good as anyone else. It's classic outsider

makes-good stuff and since lowe appeared 
(to some critical acclaim, it might be noted) 
in Coppola's The OutSiders. he's no newcomer 
to this kind of role. Although Youogb/ood 
attempts to be an honest film, with sOn)e 
neatly photographed hockey sequences, 
lowe has quite clearly forgotten what it's 
like to be 17, and , too often, sets his jaw 
muscle twitChing in true Eastwood style 
instead of reacting (actingl) more naturally. 
U nlike the excellent Slop Shot, the Paul 
Newman ice hockey movie of a few years 
back, Youngblood doesn't go so far as to blow 
the whistle on dirty sportsmanship; its 
purpose in life is to entertain with the story 
of simple folk . In this it succeeds, but 
somewhere the meat's missing. Judy Upsey 



BLACK MOON RISING 

• No, this isn't a sequel to 810eu10 , although 
the mistake would be a predictable one. The 

Black Moon of the title is the prototype of a 

car powered by hydrogen distilled from 

ordinary tap water and capable of speeds up 
to ]50 mph. Eat your heart out, Clive 

Sinclair. When it goes missing the designers 
are suitably miffed but it takes the cold· 

blooded murder of one of their ;,umber to 

galvanize them into decisive action. Tommy 
Lee Jones, a 'Professional thief working for 
the government. is also anxious to recover 
the car sinc_e he has hidden an important 
computer cassette in one of the lights. He 

has a further and infinitely more pe"uasive 
motive in the voluptuous shape of Linda 

Hamilton, imprisoned by the malevolent 
mastermind who car-napped the vehicle in 

the first place. The car Itself Is under lock 
and key for most of the film, so director 

Harvey Cokliss can take credit for not 
allowing it to impinge on the action . When 
this oil .Iick on wheels i. called into use at 

the film'. climax the effect is all the more 
breathtaking, Anyway, the action is more 

than competently handled, which, together 
with the inventive high-tech design, ensures 
that interest doesn' t flag, ""ark Brennan 

STATIC 

• Ernie Blick wants to make people happy. 
He wants to change the way people think 
about their lives. In a big way, In the biggest 
way. By proving that He really exists; by 

tuning in to Heaven and showing it, right 
there, on the screen. As the good-natured 

Sheriff observes, laconically of course, most 

folk. in this small Arizona town 8elieve 

anyway, so what'. the point; but 
nevertheless the narrative of the film's first 
half lead. inevitably to the Christmas Eve 
unveiling of Ernie's good news. Along the 
way there is some humour as dryas the 

surrounding desert, notably in the form of 
Ernie's cousin Frank, a Vietnam Yet turned 

Evangelist Survivalist complete with 
Vietnamese wife and two kids, North and 

South, a'il togged out and prepared for 

atomic Armageddon - the modern nuclear 
family, heh heh . After reaching the halfway 
mark, Mark Romanek 's film snaps into two 

uneasy pieces. as it must, and there is 
nowhere really for it to go, except out into 

the desert , meandering towards its 

arbitrary conclusion . Keith Gordon (also 
seen in Carpenter's Chnsrineand de Palma's 
Dressed To Kil0 is fine as the is-he-or-isn't-he
mad Ernie, turning in a performance that 
holds together a film that leaves plenty of 

time for pondering: is it a comment on the 
pathological need to Believe. the essentially 
private, uncommunicable nature of Belief, 

the impossibility of getting good reception 
from Spiritual channels all jammed with 

conflicting signals1 Or simply a statement 

that Americans are inclined to rely too 

much on TV? Hell, I don't know, I'm sure. 
Mark Cotdery 

BRING ON THE NIGHT 

• The title comes, of course, from the 
Police song of the same name. However this 
is nOt a film about the Police. Rather, it is a 

full-length documentary recording the 
foundation of Sting's new solo career. Under 

the well-pa_ced and unobstrusive direction of 

Michael Apted, the viewer is led from the 
press conference given in Paris to ,introduce 

the new band officially, through rehearsals 
for the first ever public appearance in that 

city. to the quite moving birth of Sting'S 
fourth child. Fleshing out these bones is a 

mixture of fly-on-the-wall eavesdropping 
and str.ilight on-camera interview. As for the 

first approach, it is debatable just how 
natural one can be with a camera up one's 

nose, but certainly everyone gives the 
impression of being fully at ease. The 

process of putting a concert together affords 

its own particular fascination In any case, 
and the director never forgets the emotive 
power of the music. The interviews provide 

the most revealing aspect of the story as the 
band members express their hopes and 

reservations and describe their 
'backgrounds, Sting's arrogance is legendary, 

but hopefully we are privy here to 
something of the real man as he comes over 
all dewy-eyed while discussing the 

"privilege" of success. Mark Brennan 

A WOMAN OR TWO 

• This is the sort of arid French comedy in 

which a great deal happens for no very good 
reason. Sigourney Weaver plays Jessica, a 

tough advertising executive who passes 
herself off as an archaeologist to a bona fide 
member of the species, played by Gerard 

Depardieu, in order to avoid the attentions 
of a neurotic would-be lover, Jessica thereby 
gets herself i.volved in the discovery of a 

two million year-old female skeleton which 
just happens to be lying around the :French 
countryside, and she subsequently employs 
it in a high profile campaign for a new 

perfume, A'il of which bears the 

unmistakable hallmark of a poor 
scriptwriter clutching at the most ludicrous 

of narrative props merely to keep his plot 
functioning; sadly none of them manage to 

save the film's credibility. The actors, too, 

I F I L M NE ws 

E,en as th .. dust bega n to se.ttle from their 
£175 million takeover of Thorn-E l\fl 
Screen Entertainment Division . hraeli 
mega-moguls Menahem Golan and Yoram 
Globus continued to establish their 
domination of the world film industry. 
While the dusty old logo on EMI ·s Soho 
offices was being replaced by a spanking 
new ..Iectro-neon spectacular announcing 
Ca nnon Films' new res idence, Golan and 
G lobus were in Cannes poring over their 
04 pages of ad vertising in the Festi val 
issue of cinema trade bible Va riety. 

Two monlhs ago BLITZ reported on 
how Cannon had alread y signed up half of 
the world's cinematic talent - from J ean
Lur Godard and Robert Altman 10 C huck 
Norris and Sylvester Stallone. Well now 
they' ve got the other ha lf as well. Amongst 
Cannon's new projects are a remake of 
Zorba The Greek with Anthon)' Quinn. 
entitled, in true modern style, Zorba 
The.lvIusica/; Haunted Summer, a J ohn 
Huston film based on the idyllic holiday 
during which Lord Byron and Percy a nd 
M ary Shell ey swapped ghost stories and 
g-ave birlh not only to some of Shelley's 
best poetry but his wife's gothic novel 
FrankensteiJJ; the new film from Hector 
Babenco, direc tor of Kiss of the 
SpiderwDm an - The Sec()nd K iJ/ing of 
Ihe Dog; North SouLh, Godfrey Regg-io's 
long-awaited follow-up to K oyanisaatsi; 
and Mickey .Rourke in Barfly. And tha i 
doesn·t even include the batch of film s 
starring AJ Patino, Michael Caine. Color 
Purple star Whoopi Goldberg, Diane 
Keaton and Placido Domingo. Expect 
Cannon's purehase of the S lar Wars film 
series any day now... 

Although rumours were rife some eighteen 
monlhs ago that Robert Redford was to 
aunounce his retirement from the movie 

have been deployed, not to play characters 

of any substance, but merely to function as 
secondary component parts, to help propel 
this mechanical film , clunking and wheezing 

like an unwieldly steam engine, over the 

finishing line. I should imagine everybody 
involved heaved a huge sigh of relief when 
filming ended; they can expect the audience 

to react no differently. Jeremy LeWIS 

THE I)OCTOR AND THE DEVILS 

• An attempt to answer the riddle, 'What 
happens when you cross Dylan Thomas with 
Burke and Hare?' Thomas wrote the 

screenplay in the forties but, inexplicably, 
the production never got off the ground. It 
would be too convenient to suggest that the 

celebrated Welsh poet was only dabbling in 

cinema to relieve his deep impoverishment. 

but it has to be said that only very rarely 

does the dialogue here even hint at the 
resonance of language of which Thomas was 
indisputably capable. Ronald Harwood (The 

business after completion of his then 
current projec t. the massive success of that 
film - Out of Africa - would seem to 
have changed his mind. In fact. in strici 
contrast 10 the period that preceded his 
'comeback 'with The Natural two years 
ago. he has been n busy man recently. Just 
opening in the State. this month is Legal 
Eagles , a law firm comedy [rom the 
direc lor of Ghostbusters, 1van Reitman , 
co-starring the gravel-voiced D ebra 

Dresser) has adapted the original script and it 
would be fascinating to discover exactly who 
wrote what - your guess is as good as mine 

in the case of such bewitchingly lyrical lines 

as "Feel yer tits for a penny?" The story 

centres on the brilliant but arrogant Dr 
Rock (Timothy Dalton), who is supplied with 
suspiciously fresh corpses by Messrs Fallon 

Uonathan Pryce) and Broom (Stephen Rea), 
Grave-Robbers to the Gentry, and whose 

sneering villainy verges on burlesque. The 
good doctor's wilful blindne.ss to their 

unsavoury practices raises the question of 
wbether the end justifies the means 
regardless of the circumstances but surely 
even the most modest Hammer horror flick 

on the same theme could claim to have 
explored this dilemma with equal 
penetration . The rest of the cast is 

formidable - Julian Sands, Phyllis Logan, 

Beryl Reid, Sian Phillips - but I suspect that 

even a Forties audience would have found 
some of the dialogue r isible. More positively, 

however, the sets are worthy of mention, 
with the filthy, diseased throng and chaos of 
the market-place contrasting ominously 
with the clinical austerity of the Academy. 

Famed cinematographer Freddie Francis 
directs with a good feel for atmosphere. 

Mark Brennan 

MURPHY'S ROMANCE 

• The mO$t striking thing to emerge from 
this film Is how severely James Garner's 

acting abilities are underrated, On the 
surface here h e is still Jim Rockford, the not

so-private dick whose imposing stature and 

Winger and Daryl Hannah. Redford's 
new project is rather mOre ambitious: a 
thriller, to be titled Springs, bused on the 
last book Raymond Chandler wrote before 
his dealh in 1959, with Redford as 
Chandler's detective hero Philip Marlowe. 
It's ambitious for one very simple reason 
- Chandler only completed 12 pages of 
Ihe book before dying, so what happens 
after that is pure gueSSwork on the part of 
Redford and scriptwriter Robert Towne. 

lloyd Kaufman and Michael Herz 
present a Troma Team Release 

,t
f~GUYGOES 


NUTZ010!! 
He's all action ... He's all man... 


He's alii over the place! 


The Ca nnes Film Festival is traditionally 
the home grollnd of the tacky exploitation 
horror pic, with a variety of low-budget Z
movie producers compet.ing aggressively 
for suprema ~')' in the lowest common 
denominator Slakes. This is the area 
where the awful.ness of a film can be 
judged by the number of exclamation 
marks on the pc)ster arlwork . Past masters 
at this kind 01 schlock are an American 
company ca lled Troma Inc, who seem to 
spend a huge sum each year on ad vertising 
and promolion8 without any visible 

return. certainly in British cinema. 
Perhaps they·re huge in Singapore. 
Anyway, still riding high on the success of 
last year's chemical warfare ex travaganza 
T he Tonic Avenger, this year's portfolio 
offered such gems as Mon ster in the 
Closet (" It's coming out! ! " I. Th e Clllss 
of Nuke 'Em High (" Readin', Writin · and 
Radiation ~ "). and most awful of all , FiJt 
Gu y Goes Nut wid!', with its immorlal 
pos ler slogah "lI e"s all a<:l ion ... He's all 
action.. . He's all over Ihe place ! ·' 

R I 
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never less than warm and affectionate, while 

the production as a whole paints the 

intimacy and nosiness of small-town 
America most engagingly. l'ldrk Brennan 

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES J 

• A farce, a proverbial camper-than-a-row

of-tents-in-a-country-field lark, La Cage Aux 

Folies 3 is the latest episode in the life of 

middle-aged gay couple Albin and Renato. 

As befitting the nature of farce, the new film 

is a jigsaw of coincidences and events which 
eventually fit together for a 'happy ending' 

whilst also trying to satisfy farce's other 
wry sense of humour almost always provide main prerequisite - the audience's demand 
adequate protection against his foes, but It's for laughs. And audiences have guffawed at 
easy to see how he's become trapped with the Folies humour centred around the two 

that particular character. In the role of lovers and their place In a society which 

Murphy Jones, a widower and small-town regards them at best with uneasy tolerance 

businessman in Arizona, Garner gives a far and at worst with an,attitude somewhat 
more sensitive and understated reminiscent of Bernard Manning. It is to the 
performance. Sally Field, meanwhile, is still Folies' credit that they have avoided both 
bringing sex to the stable. The story itself liberal claptrap and cheap laughs and 
begins when Field, freshly divorced, arrives portrayed Albin and Renato as any other 
in town with young son in tow to forge a couple. However, time flies, standards drop. 
new life for them both. She is quickly Now, with the story of Albin (the 

befriended by the worldly if slightly 'woman'/drag queen side) Inheriting a HOUSE 
eccentric Murphy, whereupon their rapport fortune only on the condition he marry a girl 

develops into something stronger and more and father a child and Renato's heinous • Alfred Hltchook once said that a great 

tender. The course of this romance, efforts to get him to go against his nature, director could make a film which was set in a 

however, is less than smooth when her ex we are presented with a formula that is cupboard and it would work, but I never 

husband turns up broke and jobless. This often tedious and presents its main thought you could set a film entirely in a 

merry little menoge-iHrois (or quolre if you characters to such an exaggerated point that house and manage to include scenes from 

include the son) proves a rich source of Albin and Renato as your average gay couple both Vietnam and Mutants I Have Known . 

humour and insight into love and growing is about as accurate as Bet Lynch and Mr House is that film. It's packaged as a 'spoof 

old and the nature of integrity. If the script Immaculate 1986 representing Mr & Mrs Horror' flick , a fairly fatuous description 

seems Oil mite contrived on occasions it is Hetero. Pass. Adrtan TIerney-Jones since just about every horror film by virtue 

• Flesh And Blood_ A Haimes' <HIuII ad""'lum. The Belle M.dler and lI,cha,d 
s;xret!llih eMwry medie"'" d_ uSIHII SpjeIborr mGfIc lIIuch (he's Drey(uss. ..ho Ihen proceeds 10I ON RELEASE ..m'in, a blum ond violenl Iole o( co-produc.r, .....". plenty a( brln, Ih.... some kind o( , po,i,u.' 
ven,lGtIct, be"ayd and ce,ri(yinC ,pecilJle(fects and 0 hap/Hness, man. L.(fs are (..rlyA !trl .. l.uld.. to 50m.' 01 th.. IIImo ~ur...ntly 
bG,bOtism. /lUI,., Houer i, the cho,mlnJly obvious /1/.1. Moke Ihin on lhe ,round and Ihe ma,.,1 

doing thr r"und~, ane In 1M bul,in, codpiece. sure you don't miss the CredlU 01 cop-ou, .1 the end should mak. 
the end! you puke. Lillie lIiehord" IU" 

Co""", 10...1 i, • kind o(eca • Clue, Loose/)! baJed an the fine and the doC ;, I•• cule fo, 
horr., block comedy which boord,om. Cluedo, this is an • "-tum Of The Llvlna words. 

A Room With A VI.w_ satirises lite Amer;cCIII obsession inlenH hlele comedy .baCll Dead, They're back and IIt.,·re 


"""'"Mlrehont and Jomes /Yory WIth juII/< food. HI,hly murder. human weoll:ness and huncry ond they dan 'I hove any • He Died With His Eyu 

_ CfefI wIIere David Lean (ailed deceit. Some road pe,(armances IIIbIe manners ,., DGIt 0'8_ Open, Miclle/ Serraull a( Ll 

in brtrtInr EM Forster III the bi, and • hand(u1 a( nice moments. mobs Iri. debut a. a dirKl., with Ca,. Aux Folies (ome is lhe 

1CIftII. A nlht social comedy Jady Jane. Ii's !hoi 80nham tltis m"""'teIy sueens(uI ,Idiosyncratic Inspeclor Sianila.d 

..hich Is hard III (oult, the (11m is Carrer lirl "lain, Ihi' lIme "'ayinc • Zina, Oamiziano Giordano as comedy ""'",r seque/III Gear,. In 0 French thriller based u,..n • 


"""Pluau",. phalOCrOplred and appaaile CIII)' Elw•• o. the IU- ,he dou,h ... , a( Lean Traully. The /lamere'. classic zombie (lick. novel by lIobin Cook Charlalle 

(_,IIII-<ound ereellenl (.Ied Lady Jane Grey (Queen (or 0 (oct that the 8erUn lram sequence lIamphnc " CIt her steamy ~OSI, 


".,(ormoncn, ""th .".c/ol (ew doys/and her laver Guil(ard ...... • ctu.lly shat an 8/ack,..01 • Mixed Blood. A ne.. (Hm by bul the ..hole (oils 111/1"" up III 

IIItIIfiom PC 10 Donie( Day Dudley. Trevor Nunn '. screen _front doe. nat delraCI (ram • I'IIIrI MorriSsly, (arrnet Worho/ 1M sum o( Its parts. 

I-'t and M.y's caver I'rI, debul is an .b_bin, piKe .( very saIi.(yinc and resolutely collaban"or ortd the ""'" who 

He/tIIo 8tMom CorrB. work .nd marvel/OUIIy detGlled. .rtful piece a( cinemo. braulhl us Flesh, Heat ond Trash • Police. Gerard Depordieu 


Maslermind points ..11/ b. oman,.t ather dubiou, pIeoture,. seems to tum out a new fiJm 
Jaaed lei... "A c/aaic, ....rded (.r _ry re(e,..,ce you Mixed Blood ends up as bath rourhly e'err 1"0 weelcs and in 


lIi.,..temIon thriller," accardin, III can spall. the Oedipu, myth (."inalinc.nd deadly borin, in this one he'. a polICeman who 


1/11 (1r/rIsIt) dhc..... II/chord THE It E 5 T (therOdre quile 0 few) . lurn, .nd w"""r decided 10 coil ,.IS mixed up in the dru,s case 

Mon/uand, and he', ri..,1. Jef( It a c-./y "",It hoYe • Wt)' he'S su,.,..sed III be In...Sfi,.ling 

ItidIa and Clem Clare ore bath • Frllht Nllht, The old • Itemo - Unarmed And s""","""" o( """'our. The Clossy direction by Maurice 

superb lit 0 pIol which will keep ...... pire IllIe in ca..emPD"'ry Danprous. Actian and humour Fash_ OeparrmenllOlled it Pialal, bul a ,ather flal ending 


you fWSJIn, rlPI up III the /oil seltinC. Tlte 'peclol erf.cts ore as a w.rld·weary New Y.rk cop is 

moment, w"." we pO_lee you brillionl, bul I~is fil".. ends u/l in a pilled "Ioinsl a corrUPI orms • Aft.r Hours. The new • Th. Clan Of The Cave 

..jumll GUt of your seal. 'IOid _here btlwe... m.nu(oclurer. Slunts aplenly· Scorstse, and 0 film o( I... Bear. A profound Slane A,. 


convenlion and sPOOf. "",-, &non. In lhe firsl hou, ..e drama to riWlI The Flintslan.. 

c:.r.vaalo. The (omw. • Crlm.wave. The e,11 Dead ore treated 10 p/enly o( /la"""", Daryl Hannah blots her olhtrw"e 

jNIIIIItr', ".at"' lilts bnxrfhl • The Lllhtlhip. Polish meels Blood Simple' Weu no. A.......ce and a ,.,..,inely impeccable c.pybook by 
bade IIIl(e by Derek jDrman. ",..""'" jerzy SIIolimowskf, aclually. Sam llaiml and IIIe in"'''''nc ortd willy scn/ll. Tht oppeonn, in 0 (rankly lou,hobIe 
A_ ctnemotor,aphy and ° Iolesl/S • lIary of moral canf/icr 8ralhers Caen com. up with 0 second hou, becomes as yarn aboul people whose nomes"1 o(naked bottom,. Whol """" iHum/noted by (ine performances lund .f cartoan c.,..r ..hich only (rustratinc (or lhe we_ CIS'I is ...",d like insults - Creb, Grod, 
_ ... soy? by /loberr Ou¥Olland 1M hol( succeeds. de.pile the (ad (or Sco....'s lie"" who jull C,", and . 0..,,' 

ublqUlI.U' Ktou. MorlO th.t Ihe mllln chorocle, " called ..anU III CO homt. 8y the end o( 
!rendlra. WIllI ",""play 8rond.uer. SIow-ma,in" Vic Ajax II 011 you may fond yoursel( in • BlIII••. Smell, sus"'cl ...~y 


.,. .... GobtW Garcia Manjue., inlt"',..,1 dnd prIMICCltI'lt . ac,"",enl. like GIl ottempll. cash In on lhe 

INs film ItIJd our South American • A.....lute Belinners_ /I successa(Back To The FOIII.. . 

c_Comspondonl in raptum. • The Je_lln The Nil., don't mean a thin" bUIlt'S COl. Perhap, it i' samethln, of a• ''''' Weeks_I( you're
"Sklined ftMt richness," The sequel 10 Rormnci"& The cerroln swln,. Julien Temllle 's e>pectine tlOliciSm y.u will be "ibut. III the American film 

"-"",C ¥Irion, ""ereellenl Sto"" and nOlhin, like ., road much·hyped mUSIcal versioll.( disappointed. MicMy Rourkt IS mdustry thallhoy can mono,. I. 


oclllll" - the", _e juSI • (e .. Michael Cou,tas and Kathleen Caijn Maclmos' much-hyped the man with Ihe mucky mocho let an American inl. Ihe slory af 

0{ Itis (_nte thin,.. Turner or. once apn the duo newel Mds up as • crass belween manners, ..ith Kim basin,., as 1Ir,,,",. I, n.thtnc .acred ' 


wIth Jewel problem•. Guys .nd Dolls and Ken lIusse/i's hIS (wery/ willitr, and ,ubmlssive 
To Live And 01. In L,A_ lOmmy. Characle,isatian and 1o..,. /I all adds up 10 some ~ind • The Delta Force, More 


/I's °"diamond-hard, bane • Billy The Kid And The pial d....,.pm.nl fake secand .( Yu/lPie (onlllly .nd far some Connon fodder "'!tn.hem Golan 

splinlerinc thriller" occ.rdtnCI. Gr••n Baize Vampire. A placr 10 the oudia.isuol Ihrill of it reason a 101 of womlM Sftm EO directs on esso, in ..ish·(ulfolmrnl 


thI, mllJOzine, and who would modern Brills/! mu,ic.l. Sounds all. and In a caup" a(yeors well 'OYe ;t. ., lhe 8 .."" h,/Ock.., is rewnlltn 

.,.,...1 E",Wnl cinema. fom,fior'tn llus e.se lhe son,s .'e ..onde, wh.1 all lhe (uss .... Sl/llrinC tile American equl..lenl 


drood(d bUI 'he pial is worth obOUI • Down And Out In o( lhe SAS. lIannle ....uld ,...., rII" 

The Stuff, From the man in...tiC."on. /I', aboul some Beverly HIIIs_ Nick Nolle IS the one. 


""'" """'Iht you It', Alive ortd Q came cal/td snooker ..hich IS • Younl Sherlock Holmel_ 1IOm/l who Is I...... in by a rich 


The Winfed Serpent. Lorry occasionoUy sho..n an TV. Ostensibly lhe pnquello Sherlock &e.erly HiIII cau/lle, p/dyed by 


T 

of its construction is a 'spoof. What it r eally 

means is that somewhere in the gawky 
mixture of Apocalypse Now, Kromer Vs Kromer 

and Bock From The Grove. you get yucks 

aplenty. It's the story of writer Roger Cobb 

(William Katt), whose wife has divorced him 
and whose kid has mysteriously 

disappeared. He moves to the house where 

his aunt topped herself amid rumours of it 

being haunted and spends the next hour a nd 

a half discovering it all for himself. The film 

is an above average example of its genre 

with impressive effects and two notable 

cameo roles. Georgie Best's ex-girlfriend 

Mary Stavln has perhap. the most pointle.. 

supporting role ever surrendered to 

celluloid whilst George Wendt (Norm from 

Cheers ) Is the star of the film as Roger's 

bemu.ed neighbour. Spoilt b y a lame 

attempt to tag a few modern rock songs on 
in the middle, It's nevertheless about as 

much fun as you can have short of living in 

an abattoir. Paul Mathur 

THE TRIP TO BOUNTIFUL 

• It's an intriguing fact that most film. and 

plays set in the Southern states of America 

involve an awful lot of domestic squabbling 

and vociferous argument . Maybe it 's 
something to do with the heat. The Trip To 

Soumiru/, set in Texas, starts off according to 
form . with a conflict between ageing 
widower Geraldine Page and her daughter· 

in-law Carlin Glynn , whilst John Heard, son 

to one and husband to the other, is caught in 

the middle. However, the rip-roaring action 
(we are joking, naturally) only gets under 

way when Page decides to go AWOL in a bid 

to return to Bountiful, the small village 

where she spent her youth. In her headlong 

flight (only kidding) she spends a fair amount 

of time on a coach, even longer at a coach 
station and after what seems like an eternity 
arrives back in a town which is no longer 
inhabited. Geraldine Page won an o.car for 

he.r performance as the biddy on the run and 

there's no doubt that it's an acting [our de 

force. That aside, the film add. up to little 

more than a rather mawkish yarn which 
shows its theatrical origins in every drawn 
out, stagey scene. At times Bountfful is 
reminiscent of the more frustrating aspects 
of Scorsese's A(te, Hou,s - you begin to wish 

that the old dear would just get to Bountiful 

and get it over with. Nevertheless, one 
insight is provided here and that is why oid 

women always hold up queues in bus 

stations - they are trying to buy a ticket to 

a place which doesn't exist. Tim Hulst' 
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While it's hard to credit the riotous potential that KR USH 
GROOVE (" the high energy street musica l from Warner 
Brothers" l apparently has in New York (it's no more dangerous 
than Bill Halev's Rock A round Th e Clock , reallv I, it 's harder 
still to credit the reluctance of Warner Brothers t~ release it over 
here, Most of the recording artistes featured are on the Ilabel, 
and they have a soundtrl\~k /.sampler LP ready to go, In the 
wake of F1ashdance and Footloose it's hard to see what they're 
wa iting for. 

Krush Groove is certainly a good bit better than the above
mentioned abominations. In fact it's about as good as could be 
expected, being basically a series of performances, onstage and 
off, hung on a simple but serviceable plot. Youthful would-be 
record mogul find s his ambitions threatened by a cashflow 
problem, the solution to which threatens him with potentia l 
problems of a more personal nature. With Gangsters on one 
side, and Major Record Company Money on the other, our 
hero's position is pressured further by his kid b rother 's 
professional im pa tience, itsell fuelled by jea lous)' vis-ii-vis The 
Girl - played by Shiela E, who is utterly brilliant onstage, 
though a little strained off it; probably because she can't help 
but appear as a wo man among boys. Of the boys, kid brother is 
J oseph Simmons - the Run in the Run-DMC equation 
whose witty, diffident arrogance makes for the only really 
engaging character interest. 

Director Michael Schultz has made Krush Groove in the 
modern musical style tha t as direc tor of Car Wa sh (19741 he did 
a lot to define. Undermined somewhat bv the sickly New 
Edition, and H ip-hop's answer to Lena Zavaroni, ~ super-twee 
little lad called Chad, though boosted by Shiela E and Run
DMC, Krush Groove - also featuring a vigorous cameo by LL 
Cool J and a lot of the completely disgusting Fat Boys - isn't 
q uite Def, but it's 8 definite maybe. Worth seeing. Worth 
releasing, for a start. Mark Cordery 

(Krush Groove is showing ae The Scala .Peneonville Road. London NI . July 11-1 J) 

PLA YLIST 


T e n Fr o m Th e Turntabl e 

Jim Shelley's ten current most
played tracks. 

I. 	Girls - Iggy Pop (fro m Ansta 
New Values albu m) 

1. 	Edna O'Brien reads 'The 
Country Girls' - Edna 
O'Brien (Decca casset te) 

J. 	Mlr Stankele - Stefka 
Sabotinova (from 4AD album 
Le Mystere des VOIX Bulgares) 

4. 	Just Like You - Roxy Music 
(from Polydo r al bum Stranded) 

S. 	 Union City Blues - Blondie 
(Chrysalis 7") 

6. 	Sometimes It Snows in April 
- Prince (fro m W EA album 
Parade) 

7. 	Die Liebe - Laibach (Cherry 
Red 12") 

8. 	Vigilance - Magazine (from 
Virgin album Magic. Murder & 
The Weather) 

9. 	The Queen Is Dead - The 
Smiths (from Rough 1i ade 
album) 

10.1'11 Never Fall in Love Again 
- Bobby Gentry (Capi tol 7") 

ALBUM REVIEWS 

Oh to be in Manchester now that june is here! 
Come sun or hail. to paraphrase Ginsberg, it 
wou ld seem that at this moment in eime 
Manchester is the centre of the collective 
consciousness of the entire universe . Well , at 
least the post-punk firmament anyway. The G 
Mex Fes tival is only weeks away, and in the 
meantime we can all whizz into our local vinyl 
emporiums and sample some Mancunian 
delights right now. Smile at Pete Shelley 's fob 
new waxing, grin at james ' masterful album , 
but best of all. reel around the nearest fountain 
to the accompaniment of The Smiths' The 
Q ueen Is Dead (Rough Trade .) Take a trip 
down memory lane via Coronaeion Street and 
witness Mr Morrissey avoid self-parody and 
make on album of epic dimensions . Hear him 
become the George Formby of Whalley Range 
on Frankly. Mr Shankly. Our Steven does have 
a tendency to open proceedings with the stand 
out track and the title piece here is no 
exception . While Marr has gone mad in the 
studio, lashing layers of dementoid Stooges riffs 
over each other, Morrissey addresses himself to 
such issues of the day as Royalty, tabloids , 
cross-dressing. castration. pubs and solitude as 
he assumes the persona 0 f royal in terloper 
Michael Fagan and enters the regal boudoir. 
only to be informed by her Maj that he cannot 
sing. "That's nothing - you should hear me 
play piano," comes our hero's rejoinder. Fagan 
went on to record with the Bollock Brothers . 
Th is Morrissey man could go a lot further. 
Elsewhere. Vicar In A Tutu and Bigmouth . 
are inspired slices of bravado which cut thrilling 
paths through pop's many blind alleys . 

One local profound influence on the fledgling 
Morrissey was Pete Shelley, ex-Buzzcock 
and original fiction romantic. Now. after much 
to-ing and fro- ing with technology. Pete has 
been spotted around town of late clutching 
plectrum and Strat to fine effect. and Heaven 
And The Sea (Phonogram) is the first full
length fru it of what is predominantly a return to 
basics and a sparkling return to form . Naturally 

it 's not as frenetic as Orgasm Addict , but then 
none of us are getting any younger, dad . Apart 
from the odd dodgy vocoder on I Need A 
Minute . this is a mercurial Shelley. freed from 
technofear and justifiably happy to be back . 
Who said that nostalgia was a thing of the 
past? 

I've already preached the beauty of James 
around these parts. and this month sees the 
release (gosh . at last I) of Stutter (WEA ). 
produced by Patti Sm ith ex, lanky Lenny Kaye , 
which arrives like their vocalist Tim Booth , 
kicking and screaming . The odd thing about 
bonds like these is that they've all read their 
beloved music press so aVidly over the years that 
they've become scared to admit to being a rock 
band. as if it were tantamount to being a fully 
paid up member of the League of St George or 
Ley ton Orient Supporters Club. At least johnny 
Marr revels in rock history, proudly hugging his 
Rickenbacker once owned by the Byrds ' Roger 
McGuinn . Shelley tried to escape from rock by 
hiding behind cold machinery. while james , in 
interviews, build up a wall of mystical 
inferences to imply that they are about as Rock 
And Roll as a quartet of Trappist Monks . 
Stutter. however, is Rock and very sturdy Rock 
indeed. particularly Insect Song and Reall y 
Hard , where hi-life and Afro-jazz tinges 
successfully blend with more trod structures . 

My household has just voted The 
Woodentops honorary Muncunians to mark 
the release of their debut LP on Rough Trade . 
fine splinters of Rock with a lot more than 
scissOrs to those kicks and plenty of surprises 
up their sleeves . Anyone who has seen young 
King Rollo knows that he harks back to the 
dawn of Rock better than anyone since Marc 
Bolan . He might have been a bit too daffy to 
have been invited to the Sun Sessions , but 
there's Gospel in them thor pipes, skiffle to 
boot (and he does), and on Shout . Rollo 
dabbles in Eddie's Summertime Blooze. gets 
interruped by the spirit of Li'l Richard hollering 
high while Dr Robert Howard looks on enviously 
through a cracked pane of glass . Things are 
turly beginning to swing around here . 

... Typical. then , that the festivit ies should be 
s(p)oiled by grubby Politics . If ever an album 
could frown it would be Easterhouse's 

Contenders (Rough Trade). Now, big 'P' 
Politics has its place and Easterhouse have 
already made their position clear with their 
support for the RCP on the single Whistling In 
The Dark. but the LP does rather bludgeon 
somewhat. a bit like the ideology classes the 
SWP used to hold after everyone had joined up 
post Rock Against Racism . Touring with The 
Smiths has seen them acquire some admirable 
twelve stringisms. but one can't help pondering 
that without the all pervading politiCS and the 
odd pop riff, Easterhouse would just be a part 
of the Echo/Simple Minds pop/rock rubric 
US stadia fodder and the true sorry heirs to the 
mid-seventies progreSSive rock title . In fact just 
the kind of music that caused james, The 
Wooden tops and their ilk to conceal their rock 
trappings . Besides, at the end of the day what 
does having Bobby Sands pictured on the sleeve 
achieve that Pat Phoenix doesn '(l 

So. what else has been keeping me from my 
bed this month? Cameo's Larry Blackmon 
appears to be harbouring Princely ambitions for 
himself in terms of constructing his own stable 
of artists . Cashflow had considerable success 
in the clubs earlier this year with Party Freak. 
and their self-titled debut on Phonogram 
continues the formula . Blackmon oversees and 
produces the project, which has some nifty, 
punchy horns on Mine All Mine among the 
more expected fluffy funk workouts. They've 
got a slick look and come-hither glances . 
though names like Gaylord and Regis do 
confuse the issue somewhat. 

Blackmon 's involvement with Barbara 
Mitchell's High On Love (Atlanta ) is a for 
more interesting alliance. Though not in the 
diva league of Anita Baker. Mitchell does pout 
and preen in all the right places and the title 
track comes as close as anyone ever will to 0 

female Sexual Healing. 
One strange fact of late is the proclivity 

Americans have these days for thanking God on 
their album sleeves . Former Prince protege 
Vanity gives "special thanks to God" and 
"extra special thanks to jesus " on the sleeve of 
Skin To Skin (Motown ), pop soul and sex 
education to a teenage disco beat. Prince 
himself gets only a brief namecheck . 

Elsewhere, Def jam let loose their first real 

booboo with Oran 'Juice' Jones. Rather thon 
the granite-tough ACIDC hip hop criss-cross 
crassness of the charmless Beastie Boys, or LL 
Cool j , who does hove a certain boyish charm. 
juice is pour misogynistic machismo. From the 
sleeve, where a befurred 'Iaydee ' swoons around 
the kneecops of our medallioned 'star : to The 
Rain , wherein he tur fs presumably said laydee 
out of his apartment after seeing her walking 
with another man . this gent is guaranteed to 
give all freethinking women the pip. 

Soul's real problem , however, is its sheer 
predictability, much like the current state of our 
own blonde boy synthy pop. once so engagingly 
dished out by Depeche and Bronski and now 
featured on the new LP by Erasure, Maybe 
the market is simply saturated, but Vince 
Clarke's Erasure seem to have been pumping 
out singles this year without a hint of a hit 
Maybe his winning streak is running out of pop 
puff. Wonderland (Mute) is passable club Hi
NRG , but over forty-five mins at home it does 
get stretched a tod thin. And vocalist Andy Bell 
is just a shade too much like an Alf substitute, 
albeit on octave or three higher. Still, hey! Why 
not be really outrageous and just play Side 
Two!! A great mini-LP from Erasure . 

One man no one dares describe as 
predictable is Lee Perry. Some Of The Best 
(Heartbeat ) is a random compilation from '68 
- '74 wherein we can witness some of Scratch 's 
innovatory techn iques - he really was one of 
the first producers to 'scratch' records , and it is 
not being over-generous to suggest that the 
included People Funny Boy was crucial in the 
development of reggae from rocksteady. At last 
sighting this man was busy putting a curse on 
Island Records boss Chris Blackwell, but is due 
to have an all-new LP aut any day now, but 
which one, who knows ? As I said, 
unpredictable. 

And finally, for all budding Paul Daniels out 
there. if, ahem. it 's A Kind Of Magic you 
crave, give Queen's new opus a wide berth 
and head for Supply And Demand (Hannibal) , 
Dagmar Krause's renditions of Brecht and 
Eisler, or even Robert Anton Wilson' s 
Secrets Of Power (Illuminated). These two 
gems and gestures of resistance and conspiracy 
are rare magic indeed.• 



"The Monochrome Set were boring live, inconsistent 
on record and never really worth much of anyone's 
time 

Not the hyperbolic musings of a disaffected music 
hack, but the carefully measured words of ex
Monochrome Set singer ana songwriter BID. He takes 
a bite on a particularly unidentifiable pastry, r ubs his 
chin and shrugs his shoulders. II wonder whether the 
whole Set life wasn't a bit of a waste. 

"In one way I suppose it was. I was never really 
satisfied with a lot of what we did. The later stuff was 
much too much of a contrivance, a long way away from 
what the idea of the group seemed to have originally 
been." 

You can decide for yourself the worth of his words 
when you cock an ear to the newly released 
Monochrome Set live retrospective on el records . It's a 

raggedy, unsubtle thing sweeping across what seems like 
two hundred years and covering most of The Set's 
almost-nearly-not-quite hits. It's a little unnece$sarily 
melodramatic for my liking, but will undoubtedly be 
looked back on in twenty years' time as an important 
document of sorts. Pop's equivalent of a dyslexic love 
letter maybe) 

More important is Bid's new solo single Reach For 
Your Gun, a welcome hullabaloo in the face of music 's 
current politeness. In a perfect world it'd be a hit , but 
you, me and a couple of million Duran Duran fans know 
otherwise. Can Bid be satisfied with these gently 
worthwhile gestures? 

"I don't want to be a part of any indie concept. That's 
far too much like being prisoners of war in a japanese 
concentration camp. All that singing together when it's 
the last thing you want to do. I obviously have some 

sort of concept of myself but it's difficult to talk about. 
It's not particularly tied to commerciality; I write things 
that I want to, not really because they're going to sell 
huge amounts." 

It's difficult to maintain such an approach without 
tumbling into outdated justifications of 'authentiCity', 
'integrity' and 'no compromise'. Hopefully Bid 's 
unpredictable dash around the pop consciousness will 
avoid any muso accusations. There 's ideas aplenty on 
the brink of realisation and a determination to maintain 
the role o f interesting observer. 

''I've never done that whole crowd thing . Tramps 
drinking meths, punks jumping around at the front at 
gigs.1think it's about time we had a bit more 
mystification ." 

Prepare to be confused . Paul l'1a!nur 



One sunny Speech Day at my secondary school. Captain 

Something-or-other addressed us through a wandering 

breeze. "Find something you like doing." he said . " and get 

someone to pay you for doing it." I accepted this as the 

sort of knowledge accrued only by age . and so find myself 

surprised to hear it being paraphrased by Susan Ottavanio. 

one half of a song writing duo (the other being Ted 

Ottavanio. no relation . would you believe' I mean. how do 

two Ottavanios find one another in a world peopled by 

Smiths') which is the creative nucleus of a four piece pop 

band from New 'fork called BOOK OF WVE. "We're 

just doing what we've always wanted to do." she says. "Our 

message is really the passion we have for what we're 

doing." 
Formed in 1984, the band took their name from a Fifties 

rock'n'roll classic which had itself plundered a trunk of doo

wop influences to dredge up its success. No surprise, then, 

that much of what Book of Love do has a borrowed air, but 

one they thankfully don' t try to dress up in altruism for 

public consumption . Instead , the talk is of formulas , 

melodies and packaging while the music is of cream puff 

constituency and lemon meringue colour. They give their 

songs titles like I Touch Roses or You Make Me Feel So 

Good and on them banks of sequencers tinkle tonkle up 

and down, pipe forth like choirboys or hubble bubble about 

with the rhythm section. Other parts JUSt bill and coo a bit 

before everything is swept down in a succession of swoony 

choruses. Nothing wrong with that. Apart from the 

occasional lapse, when they come over all hard and 

mysterious and the songs begin to clank along like a lot of 

rattled toolboxes, Book Of Love stick to what they do 

best, which is playing pretty little techno-pop tunes. I'm not 

at all surprised they once· toured with Depeche Mode. 

Their debut album , called Book Of Love, was released in 

'May and if you like this sort of thing then you ' ll think it all 

well worth one of your five pound notes. j eremy LeWIS 

"It's an attitude song - and I've got a 
lot of attitudes:' says DHAR 
BRAXTON of her excellent 45, Jump 
Back (Set He Free), one of the very 
best dance tunes to come out of New 
York City In recent... well, weeks shall 
we say? It's computerised, but it 
swings, which Is a rare and splendid 
combination, and the vocal is delivered 
with appropriately soulful panache. 
"It's a strong song for the strong 
women of the eighties. We don't have 
to put up with bad relationships 
anymore, y'know? It hits a personal 
note," says Dhar, who abbreviated her 
given name of Dardenella and arrived 
at the Norse Goddess of Thunder And 
lightning. (Too much for Tony Blackburn, apparently, "He was tame. I told 
him I was disappointed. He said he was tired ..... ) 

She started singing in the (Catholic) church at age seven, and was singing 
onstage with her mother, a jazz singer who toured with johnny Hammond 
Smith's band along with George Benson, by the time she was nine. Later she 
sang in an all-black female rock group called Precious Cargo that, improbably, 
embarked upon a tour of the American South. Sounds rough. 

"It was rough, Interesting, though ..... They had no management at the time, 
and while no one wanted to take them seriously there were plenty who 
wanted to take advantage of them, You can imagine. After a spell as a session 
singer at Casablanca Records (home of Parliament and Donna Summer) she 
met her present ManagerlWriter/Producer john Fair, whose Sleeping Bag 
Records, an NY independent, now have their second dance hit, following last 
year's East Street Beat by Chocolette. Now Jump Back looks likely to follow 
joyce Sims's wondrous All And All in making the sometimes tricky move 
from The Club to The Chart. Ma rk Cordery 

Why is it that politics and religion 
breathe more easily within African 
music than they do in Anglo-American 
Pop? A sweeping generalisation, 
obviously, and there are exceptions to 
it too numerous to mention. But, one 
way or another, the presence of The 
Big Themes in Pop Music tends to be 
contentious matter. Except in rare 
instances, Politics in Pop smacks of 
tabloid trivialisation, however well 
intentioned. And ,Religion? The 
Greatest Love OfA III U2? Leave it out! 

These Big Themes are the principle 
stuff of Chimarenga For Justice by 
THOMAS MAPFUiHO AND THE 
BLACKS UNLIMITED, Not merely 
the subject matter, because that 
implies the kind of division of style and 
content that occurs when Pop music 
moves furthest from its roots in jazz 
and R&B, and simultaneously decides 
that Love Songs Are Not Enough . Pop 
history is pock-marked by cracked 
containers and clapped-out vehicles 
mostly dating from the sixties. You 
hardly need me to number for you all 
the numbing absurdities that occur 
when Pop gets ideas above its station, 
starts messing with concepts it can't 
handle. 

Chlmarenga music, it seems to me, 
doesn't have problems of this kind. 
Where considerations of political 
realities and spiritual possibilities are 
the hard currency of everyday 
conversation they flow more readily 
through the popular music of the 
society, Such is the case where 
Mapfumo is concerned. It's just 
everyday music, where every day is a 
liberation struggle; which is what 
Chimarenga means. This doesn't 
exclude tales that come to be told, "All 
because of a certain woman in 
Marondera..... - but a song like this, or 
the calypso-influenced One Han One 
Woman, isn't going to get the singer 
arrested, and Mapfumo spent 90 days 
in detention during the administration 

of Bishop Muzorewa, prior to the 
victory of Robert Mugabe's ZAPU 
forces in the war, and in the 
subsequent elections in Zimbabwe. 
Mapfumo's influence was considered 
potent enough for the Muzorewa 
regime to release him on condition 
that he play at a rally for them. The 
front-page pictures of the Bishop with 
the band were designed "to confuse 
the people in the bush, to make it look 
as though I was supporting the regime. 
But word got around.. ... Much to the 
relief of Mapfumo, wno was in danger 
of being shot by both sides. 

Further indications of the place of 
music in Zimbabwean society, where it 
is both more elevated and closer to the 
ground - more crucial even than 
football - can be seen in the fact that 
the country's Spirit Hediums 
considered the music too sacred to be 
recorded (objection overruled by 
popular action), and that when the 
band plays, it plays all night. "We play 
gigs from eight in the evening to six in 
the morning..... Hard work, but they 
enjoy it. "If the audience is urging you 
to go on, you can go on, When we play 
here, my guys end up saying the gig is 
too short. We have a lot of different 
tunes and different beats, so if we only 
play for an hour we've left lots of 
things behind," 

You can hear what he means on 
Chimarenga For Justice - richly 
textured music, filled with a sense of 
place, though International if not 
Universal in outlook, Mark Corder>, 
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Reviewed by )1ark Cord"ry. 

Writing things down is supposed to help you 
remember them, isn't it? Not lists. I mean, 
but memoirs. The trouble is. never mind all 
the alterations, the adjustments. the 
downright lies that get told later on - the 
distorting power of memory, if you like 
it's hard enough, harder still probably, to be 
truthful at the time, when the stuff is 
actually happening. We're not on solid 
ground to begin with. 

"And as for memory... well .. . don' t try 
and tell me that the taste of a madeleine can 
summon up a whole village, a house, a park. 
a river. Oh, I am sure such things trail their 
own connections. But don't expect it to be 
a real park, a real village, a real river. They 
will simply be the things you want to 
remember." 

The narrator of Star Turn (Faber, £2.95) 
by Nigel Williams has a lot of slippery things 
to get to grips with, as he sits at his desk in 
the Ministry Of Information during 
February, 1945, writing propaganda for the 
Mol - for moil - and for himself. His 
memory is appalling for a start , as he freely 
admits. and he's a professional liar. He'd like 
to tell the truth - but he doesn't believe in 
it. He's tended to live vicariously anyway, 
admiring and desiring the feelings, the beliefs 
and enthusiasms that he lacks himself, but 
recognises in others - his childhood friend 
from the East End, and his immediate 
superior at the Ministry. He lacks himself, 
really, as the girl in this menage il quatre tells 
him. He wants her to be married to him. But 
what would she be married to ' If he is only 
what he remembers. Nothing else. 

He remembers The Somme - and what 
price Belief after that? - and he remembers 
the General Strike of 1929, particularly 
Virginia Woolf's part in it: "If you thought 
she had problems with those novels you 
should have seen her trying to drive a tram." 
And Freud in Vienna: "He wasn't cheap." 
Characters are replaceable by their 
doppelgangers, and the narrator "himself" is 
furnished with a new identity, bestowed 
upon him at a party by the faulty memory 
and perception of others. Star Turn is an 
elaborate joke from start to finish . a joke at 
the expense of Identity and History - did 
you know, for example, that Ramsay 
MacDonald'was a transvestite, or that 
Joseph Goebbels frequently laboured under 
the delusion that he was-a New York taxi 
driver called Abe Solomons? Of course not. 
How could you? 

Surreally funny and deadly serious at the 

same time, Star Turn is a very well-told joke 
indeed. 

"The murder was a piece of pure 
nostalgia, of course - striqly for the 
tourists." Tourism is apparently the only 
thriving ,industry that remains in the England 
of The Last Of The Country House 
Murders ('Faber, £3.95) by Emma Tennant, 
a combination of sketchy dystopia and 
detective story satire. The murder is 
scheduled to take place at Woodiscombe 
Manor - last of the English country houses 
- outside which the tourists' coaches, 
fitted with closed-circuit TV screens, are 
parked, surrounded by barefooted crowds 
waiting hopefully for a wad of used chewing 
gum or the end of a hot dog. Inside the 
electrified fence surrounding the grounds. 
Jules Tanner, last of the once-rich (the 
English detective story, in contrast to the 
American variety, has always been the 
preserve of the upper classes), is preparing 
his own murder, in collaboration with the 
Government-appointed detective. 'X' 
already marks the spot in the library and all 
that remains is to select Tanner's murderer 
and supply a motive. A coolly entertaining 
novelette - and yes, there it is, the moment 
I've been waiting for, at last: "A shot rang 
out." Wicked. 

The Beans Of Eygpt. Maine (King 
Penguin, £3.95) is the compelling first novel 
by Carolyn Chute. The Beans are mean and 
dangerously dumb people with fox-colour 
eyes. In fact they all look pretty similar 
like a peasant royal dynasty - on account of 
the in-breeding. Mad bad Beans don't have 
children so much as they breed little Beans, 
that swarm over their mothers like kittens 
until they're old enough to hiss and spit and 
throw things at people. Earlene Pommerlau's 
God-fearing Daddy always warns her not to 
cross over the road to the Beans' side, but 
she runs away one day after he's forced 
shampoo down her throat to discourage her 
from smoking. When she comes back 
there's a little Bean inside her. Meanwhile 
Gram - who KNOWS WHAT GOD 
THINKS - just rocks in her chair, moaning. 
When Mumma comes out of hospital for a 
while she just drinks Pepsi and plays Beatie 
records. 

The Beans Of Eygpt, Maine (no relation to 
Paris, Texas) is skilfully and resonantly 
terrible, like some kind of hinterland 
Beckett. All things bleak and beautiful, the 
Lord God made them all ... . 

I IVEW NON-FICTION I 
Reviewed by :I1arc Issue. 

Book of the Month isn't a book. 
ZONE (Zone, £8.95 UK price). I never 

got a review copy of this, and I must say it's 
the first t ime I've ever paid nine qUid for 
something that calls itself a magaZine, but 
then it is pretty special. This ZONE is the 
first , a double issue of a new journal, nearly 
five hundred pages of it, concerned with 
modifications undertaken in the cultural
perceptual concept of the city. Particularfy 
recommendable amongst the written pieces 
is a concise appraisal of JG Ballard's urban 
nightmare, Paul Virilio's Sophisticated City and 
the questionnaire at the end where a 
bewildering assortment of guerrila
academics are quizzed on the changing status 
of the city. If that were it, though, I would 
hardly go out of my way to recommend it to 
you. ZONE is also one of the very finest 
examples of hang-the-expense design you 
will ever encounter - fold-out pages, multi
format printing, maps on tracing paper, the 
works and more. 

ASK: The Chatter of Pop by Paul 
Morley (Faber, £6.95). When did any mob of 
painted glove puppets ever take a rough and 
ready intellect so very personally? What did 
pop ever do to deserve this? What did pop 
ever do to Morley? Are these chatterings 
not a little remote now, lost in a heap of 
obsolete specifics? Is it really enough to have 
them stuffed, mounted and fanned out in 
someone's blunt window display? Is it a 
healthy thing to own a copy of this 
scrapbook I Why do you ask? What do you 
care? 

Boys From The Black Stuff: The 
Making Of TV Drama by Bob Millington 
and Robin Nelson (Comedia, £5.95) is. 
well, pretty much as you might expect such 
a book to be. There is every angle covered, 
within the production and within the 
broadcasting structure that admitted it. 
Enough information - if I might be allowed 
to wrench some Laurie Anderson out of 
context - to stun an ox. And a very 
knuckly bit of ideology they make of it, too. 
Bleasdale, bless him, is most probably quite 
happy to see that the stuff is getting another 
round of attention, but I wonder about the 
tone - it could almost have been written by 
a couple of cyphers from the Biff cartoon 
firmament. Maybe it's my problem that I 
can't keep a straight face for quite the 
number of pages that Messrs Millington and 
Nelson pull off. 

At The Chelsea by Florence Turner 
(Hamish Hamilton, £12.95). The Chelsea 
being, of course, the most famous and 
grooviest hotel on Manhattan island, if not 
the world. You'd be amazed how many 
famous, creative, groovy and not at all 
unfashionable people have resided in, thrown 
up in the toilets of, neglected to pay their 
bills to, and been otherwise associated with 
the Chelsea Hotel, and here's Florence 
Turner to write it all down. Okeydokey. ~ 
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Dance. Normal Maile, (Sphere). 
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us wirh a pointedly irreverent wir and in the sheer volume of detail always a complim!nt to, ne....er a outrageous and icanociastlC the fresh tottoo and a car drenched in 
throuth rhe almost anarchic, and wisdom contained in its r!placement for , true and [one is subdued and ;ronlc and blood. Part thriller, part 
rrecherous process of bir-time pates . penetrating insight . suggestive of a generosIty of psychoanalysis , this is not one of 
(ilm·making. scappmg along the spirit, and even in the pOIgnant , Moiler 's best but it does have the 
way to cite eclectically and • My Beautiful Laundrette • My Last Breath, Luis oddly melancholic final passare In power and penetration to locate 
inciSively from Hollywood lore and The Rainbow Sign. 8unuel (Flamingo). One o( che which he bows to the closeness of and manhandle deposits ofour 
and his own bittersweet Hanif Kureishi (Faber) . This mosr influential film directors of his own death , he can'l resist a paranoia and. of course, the prose 
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experience. For the aspiring brinrs together the script of all time rerales us with his joke or two. Bunuel died in July IS as row. chest-shovinr and

& screenwriter there ;s also the Kureishi's recent award-winning, reflections on an extroardinar}' 1981 shortly afcer camplecing chis unsettling as ever. .... 
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Mor"yn Monroe made her nome with picrures like this one, token in 1950, 

Luc Trameau 's 1966 blk ,ni made oul of real hair 

In June 1946 the first postwar A-bomb tes t 

took place on a sma ll island in the South 


Pacific: Bikini AtolL Only III days later, a 

French mechanical engineer named Louis 

Reard registered the name for a new, very 

skimpy form of two-part beachwear. And 


so a legend was born.... 

E ve n so. forty years on , no one is still quite 


sure why Reard seized u pon the name 

'bikini'. One reader of Parisian newspaper 

France Soir suggest.ed at the time tha t it 


was probably because the wearer looked as 

if a bomb blast had just blown all her 


clothing to shreds. M erie l M cCooey. in 

the introduction to Pedro Silmon', book 


THE BIKINI (Virgin . £9,991. a 

photogra phic account of the thing 's forty


year history, suggests a more likely 

explanation - that Reard was awa re that 


his shocking new invention would b~ a 

bombshell all over the world. Silmon's 


book shows just how. fro m bikin i. made of 

rea l hair. milk bott l .. top;; or h"d 07chocr 


skins to some of the minim a li-l ra nta ~ i es 


to be found on thp beach in the . uth of 

Fran ce ... , 


'~Killing For Company by Brian Masters 
(Coronet , £2.95) . Laugh this one off. Dennis 
Nilsen killed and disposed of fifteen people 
over a period of four years, at two different 
addresses. None of them had ever been 
missed. Some of them have never been 
pos itively identified (which is a mild way of 
saying they could be any of hundreds of 
missing persons of the age indicated. 
answering the given descriptions, etc. etc. ). 
Masters roots further into Nilsen's life, 
thoughts, opinions and motivations than 
most of us would care to, and faithfully 
reprints Nilsen's first hand accounts of the 
murder and disposal of several' - the more 
memorable - of his 'victims'. The 
conclusions reached are plaUSible. but 
Masters, being a smart cookie and mindful of 
the British sensitivity about unpleasant 
impulses lurking beneath the phlegm, refrains 
from pursuing causes beyond impulses within 
Nilsen's mind . 

Beating Time by David Wid'gery 
(Chatto, £6 .95) is the Rock Against Racism 
story. The scissors and paste format is not 
inappropriate for this 78-79-80 
phenomenon - a proper trip down memory 
lane, The 'Anti-Nazi League' Temporary 
Hoarding' Militant Entertainment' Socialist 
Worker (for that matter ')' RAR was a 
crucible in which a lot of people got 
politicised, but - and this might be a trivial 
point given the amount of retrospect we're 
considering here - why was it necessary at 
that particular time to rock against racism 
and not (also) rock against nukes , sexism. 
and for animal rights, self determination for 

the Irish , etc. etc. - we could have done 
with an explanation of that in this book . 
Also, the cover de.sign is bafflingly 1983. and 
he nce neither one thing nor the other. 
Otherwise , a most entertaining diversion 
from the other kind of rock book . 

Bolo'bolo by P.M. (Semiotext(e) , 0 .95). 
A new addition to the dandy, pocket-size 
Foreign Agents Series, Bolo'bolo sets out a 
programme for the dismantling of the huge 
and extremely tiresome Work Machine 
the principle mistake that homo so-called 
sapiens has been too heavily invested in to 
break away from . Provocative rather than 
systematiC, persuasive rather than scientific , 
Bolo'bolo is a good read and easily the most 
accessible book those naughty Semiotext(e) 
people have published to date . I shall mail a 
copy to Prince Charles .• 

PAPERBACK CHOICE CONTI NUED 
• Wired, Bob Woodward scondtll and subsequen tly 
(Faber ), W ired choru the do cumented the o((ll ;r. Be/ushi's 
pathel lc but ineKoroble descent of egotism . erratIC behaviour and 

John Belushi, cult comedlon and selfishness do not escape scrutiny 
octor, into (he ,rvel, unforgl vmg and the (mll/ pages. whIch 
grosp of drug addIction . At thIrty minutely (aI/ow the closmg stoges 
three his death fro"1 overdose of his life. exert a temble . 
came despairingly early, caused mesmeric faSCina tion. 
by his faiJure to cope wllh rhe 
demands of success. and • Money Into Light . John 
Woodward 's account of thIS Boormon (Faber ). Wi lh this 

tragedy is (ontenl to set out all wonder fully evocative phrase 
[he eVIdence w i thou t drQwing any BritIsh film direc tor Boorman 
conclusions . The deta,l and describes the complex and 
thoroughness contained here is no tor tuous process of making a 
more rh an one would ex pect (rom (1 1m, or, more accurately. gerrlng 
the man who, with Ca" a film made, because although 
Bt'rnsrein . exposed {he Watergate the boo Ie. does cover the arduous 

shaotmg schedule in {h e rom ImmortQ/{zed Sam S p.od~ !md !Ime now but if you hllV!n 't rt ad It 

forests of Brazil il is probably what a fIfe ,t was Samt ptttOds 'e t I must recommend you do so 
most mtrJgUfng'ond mformatlve rernall1 hc:. y. os ... ~,. ommen Immediately For ll/l his smug (lnd 

when delailing the politics of the wor ~ as 0 po .l1k dl!ltCtlwe (01 tao frequent television presence 
film, bOlh in Hollywood and (he !lie fo",.<1 p," ertDn Ar-ncy. bul mere IS no doubt in my mind (hot 
UK . as enco untered by [he (he rH{ U thorottlh1r Dnd Jam es IS an abundantly gl fred 
direct or in the pre-production tmerrDlnPlli'J ~ He was wrller. humOrISt and satinst. Here 

stage . Wrjuen in diary (orm over on 'nc~robIe ol~c. bod a he mercilessly lampoons the 

Q three-year period it IS 10'"mg. POW Ofl (Of PlOS~I"(n. )D'''''' tilt media In all srs manife stations and 
perceptiye and caus tic. and Me IS army In I1fs ~le (OfueJ. was: tJ the reader f/Ods out SWiftly that 

left wondering how a mOVie ever dedlCoted (omrnu;fus t ill ell os 0 he knows this community 
ac tually makes It (0 the screen sincere PDtI~OC dll d w(feled Imrm(J tely and IS not impervious 

persec u~on uncfef tr1 cCartIry A [0 les foll ies and Idiosyncra Cies . 
• The Life of Dashiell biogra pher would hove to f-O some rile central choracter. (or 
Hammett, Diane Johnson 10 make a bOring story out of c: ).ample, has a dog called 
(Picador). Johnson chromcles [hal Feydeau , which s/ayed me Try It 

affectIonately the lIfe and rImes {O r yoursel f. if only (or James' 
o( the myth ;cal American writer • Brilliant Creatures. CII .,e ' en /on of tablOId journalism. 
of such crime claSSICS as The James (PICadar ,- ThIS, hrs first 
Maltese Falcon, which novel, has been around for some 
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The long one. 
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REFLECTIONS ON THE CHAMPION 

Alain Prost has a Problem. His name. Just 

consider. It's an unfortunate monosyllable, 

to put it kindly: like Ifrost', 'cost', Ilost' 

-unattractive sounds (and associations) the 

lot of them. What's In a name! A hell of a 

lot. 

Take PIQUET: it's picaresque... Or 

ROSBERG: swashbuckling and cavalier, like 

the man himself. ALBORETO sounds like 

something springing into Action ... And 

JOHANSSON is similarly expansive, and 

impeccably Scandinavian. Anyone called 

LAFFITE must be as aristocratically French 

as the Chateau itself... Then there's 

BERGER, SURER, SENNA, LAUDA: all 

suitably punchy and uncompromising. 

Aggressive names. Racers' names. Even 

MANSELL (pity about the 'Nigel') is 

appropriately macho. 
But 'Alain Prost'! Forget it. It'll never 

catch on ... It's such a vague sound: an 

apologetic nasal whine followed by an 

abrupt burst that starts as a spit and ends as 

a lisped whisper. ALAIN PROST. Like his 

diminutive stature, and his obvious human 

warmth, the name rather ende,ars me to the 

man. But do World Champion racing drivers 

really want to be endearing! 

Rather more seriously, M. Prost has 

another problem. Yes, everywhere you look, 

this guy is in a Real Mess. He's simply too 
successful. 

h's a strange fact but true that too much 

success can be almost as bad for you and 

your popularity as too much failure. The 

whole world heaved a sigh of relief when 

Bjorn Borg finally decided to give someone 

else a go, lust as they jumped for joy when 

that Someone Else was finally proved' not to 

be unbeatable himself. Favourites are 

boring, because we like surprises; and, by 

definition, the success of the favourite is 

never surprising. 

Prost's success is almost indecent. He's not 

only the most consistent race winner of the 

Ilast decade. he's more or less twice as 

successful (ll wins out of 94 races) as even 

those MUltiple World Champions, Niki 

Louda (25 out of 171) znd Nelson Piquet (14 

out of Ii 5). He's won sixteen races in the last 

three seasons (1983-85), while Lauda was 

winning eight, Piquet six, and Rosberg four. 

Such success, unless it happens to belong to 

one of your compatriots, is positively 

obscene. And as far as Pr'ost's concerned, he 

adds outrage to the wound' by being French 

for heaven's sa'ke... 

But of course Grand Prix drivers don,'t 

represent the countries they happen to have 

been born in, and very few of them live 

there anymore anyway. Rosberg the Finn 

lives on Ibin (as does Lauda); Senna from 

Sao Paulo lives in the Surrey stockbroker 

belt; Parisian 'Laffite lives in Stoke Poges; 

and Arnoux in London. In Stringfellows,~ 
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~ ~adulation - and can finally drop defensive aggression 
~ in favour of a more positive variety; he can, in fact, 

adopt the swagger of a Grand Prix champion. 
Champion of Europe, no less - and after the very 
next race, Champion of South Africa as well. 

The final race of the 1985 season is in Adelaide. It 
could make the hat-trick. Either way, Mansell's time 
has come at last. The status and the glory he's been 
chasing for so long. He should be riding the crest of 
achievement and recognition. Basking in the warmth 
of success. On top of his chosen world. And so he 
would be, but for one thing: another driver, called 
Ayrton Senna. 

Senna is nearly six years younger than Mansell : 
still only 25, still in only his second season in Formula 

~ 

1. More than that, he's the one who inherited 
Mansell's seat at Lotus; the one they preferred when 
they decided not to extend Mansell's contract with 
them for this season. So Mansell moved to Williams, 
to join the 1982 World Champion Keke Rosberg; and 
Senna joined Lotus, officially as joint number one 
with Elio de Angelis - and by this stage in the 
season, de facto solus number one as well. And 
Mansell had always been Elio's number two. 

The fact is, Ayrton Senna is the name on everyone's 
lips this year. They say he's the most mature, most 
complete talent to have arrived in Formula 1 for years. 
They say he's a future Champion for sure. They 
mention him in the same breath as the late Jim Clark 
- the superlatives go on and on. He's won his first 
two Grands Prix already this year, before Mansell's 
triumphs at Brands and Kya'iami; and he it was who 
beat Mansell In the rain at Spa, when Mansell fought 
for that best-yet second place. Jackie Stewart says he's 
still two years off his prime. 

There's really only one thing in Mansell's favour: 
the Honda in the Williams is suddenly the engine to 
envy. The Renault in Senna's Lotus has blown his 
chances several times already this season. And here 
are both together, side by side on the front row of the 
grid for the final race of the year, ifll Adelaide 
except that it's the Brazilian in pole position (for the 
seventh time this year, out of 16) and he's threatening 
to ruin Mansell's party and steal his thunder. But this 
is Mansell's chance at a hat-trick and he's fired up for 
the start of this race like maybe never in his life 
before. This is, without doubt. The Big One .. 

When the lights turn to green, he drops the clutch, 
floors the throttle and goes for it with such sweet 
timing and power that it's Mansell past Senna and 
leading through the first corner, through the second 
corner, and the third! But coming into the fourth in 
this zig-zag sequence Senna tries the impossible. He 
tries to dive through on the inside . . . The two cars 
touch tyres at around 80 mph and Mansell's bouncing 
out into the boondocks : the dream start ruined, the 
race already over. The car is damaged beyond 
immediate repair. .. 

A few months later, in Brazil, the first Grand Prix of 
the 1986/7 season, Nigel Mansell looks to have at least 
as good a chance as anyone of winning. And he 
surely has a better chance than Ayrton Senna, even if 
Senna is in pole position yet again. Lotus Renault are 
known to make special efforts for Senna to qualify 
well. But this race will be a different ball-game 
altogether. 

The superiority of the Williams over the Lotus is 
evident from the start , but Senna holds his pole 
position through the first back section. Even on the 
main Retao straight past the grandstands, Mansell 
can't make a passing move. Finally he leaves it too 
late, until they're already braking for the 90 degree 
left-hander at the end of the Retao. Braking later than 
Senna, he comes up beside him on the inside, trying 
to force a way through just as Senna had done in 

Adelaide, his smaller right-front tyre level with the 
Lotus' fat rear-left. But Senna isn't prepared to have 
the lead taken from him so early in his home Grand 
Prix, and perhaps he isn't prepared for Mansell's 
audacity either. He holds his line, refusing to let the 
Englishman through, the two tyres touch, the 
disadvantage, again, is Mansell's. He's bounced out 
of the race, on the first lap, for the second time in a 
row, by the same rival. 

Meanwhile, Nelson Piquet passes Senna to take a 
lead he holds unchallenged to the flag. 

And so to Spain ... 

2. A RACE TO REIMEMBER 
In racing, as in life, expeclthe unexpected. Nelson 
Piquet, the King of Brazil - and therefore (until half
way through the race, at any any rate) King of Spain 
- did 1101 win the first European race of this season : 
he retired with a blown engine, no less, on lap 39. 

That left the race wide open and as tight as a 
tadpole's ass as far as Ayrton Senflla and Nigel 
Mansell were concerned. Who else? After Adelaide 
and Brazil, it was bound to be Formula 1's two 
Chargers of the Moment in Spain. 

But what was so marvellous about it was that they 
slayed on the track together this time: never more 
than 20 seconds apart for the entire distance, and 
only then when Mansell stoj ped for tyres. For the 
rest of the race, they were no more than five seconds 
apart , and mostly closer. At these speeds (well over 
100 mph average), one second equals 15 yards. And 
that made for Grand Prix racing at its finest: the most 
exciting and surely Ihe closest race, from slart to 
finish, for many a moon. 

By the beginning of lap 69, Senna was leading and 
Mansell was in the hottest of hot pursuits. As they 
crossed the line to start the last lap, the gap was 1.5 
seconds: the length of a cricket pitch. 

But Ayrton Senna - do not forget, amidst the 
sniping and the jealousy - is a driver in the genius 
class. Both his Grand Prix victories to date had been 
wet-weather races, in which he waltzed to the flag 
unchallenged . This one he was having to fight for, on 
failing tyres - but he was fighting for it with all his 
remarkable talent. And as they came towards the 
final corner for the last time, Mansell's charge seemed 
all in vain. The Renault 's superior acceleration out of 
the slow corners appeared to have given the Brazilian 
the cushion he needed. 

But the Williams had the Lotus cold on braking 
and as they hit the Paddock Hairpin, it was almost as 
if the Lotus was about to suck the Williams up inlo its 
tail-pipe. Coming out onto the straight, Mansell was 
exactly where he needed to be to slingshot out and 
past to take the flag .. But it didn't happen. 

It was possibly the closest finiSh ever in 35 years, 
since the sport began. Senna clung to it by the very 
edge of his metaphorical fingernails - and ManseU's 
passing surge came feel too late. Three pOint one feet, 
in fact - or 95 centimetres. One-point-four hundredlhs 
of a second. 

The final straight from the last corner to the flag 
measured barely 300 yards. If the flag had been just 
one metre further up the road, it would have been an • 
altogether different hairsbreadth victory: one 
magnificently stolen rather than, as in this case, 
heroically not quite won. 

Incredibly, this was almost the case. Two weeks 
before, at the request of the timekeepers, the 
finishing line had been moved 25 feet back from ils 
original position : towards that final bend. 

There were several nice moments on the podium. 
Like Ihe obligatory attempl to rubbish the 
competition's national anthem by moving about. ~ 



NIGEL MANSELL. 

AYRTON SENNA. 



probably... Meanwhile Nigel Mansell enjoys 

the various havens of the isle of Man, and 

Nelson Piquet lives on his yacht, which he 

parks at Monte Carlo (well, where would 

you park it!) and when he goes ashore he can 

go crash a couple of beers off Stefan 

Johansson or Riccardo Patrese. 

So what does Alain Prost have to do to be 

recognised in the same mental breath as the 

GREAT World Champions! Win it for a 

second or even a third time? But he's already 

in danger of winning too often for the good 

of his popular reputation. Where the money 

is. 
It's a double bind alright: a real Catch·n. 

He's got to go on winning races to win titles; 

but he's already won so many that the world 

is becoming comatose. "Who won last 
Sunday! Prost! Well I never, zuzz..... 

THE SCAVENGERS 

Call them vultures, call them hyenas - it all 

fits, like a second-hand sheath really: cold 

and clammy, but indisputably there. They 

sit, or stand - but singularly without a glass 

in the preferred hand (reserving their 

appetites until the appointed hour) - in one 
of the most privileged and commanding 

positions on the circuit - whichever circuit; 

positions any fan would give two right arms 

for just a sniff of: to get up there, with the 

gods - away from the dust and the hot-dog 

wrappers and the wire-fencing: up into the 

.Iouds... Where the sour-smelling literati 

from the world of motor sports journalism 

cluster like patient cows at the milking gate. 

Watching the TV coverage. Watching the 

computer read-out of the times and 
positions. Watching; locked-in; just follow 

that screen. 

Backs turned on the panoramic views of 

the cars and the corners, they might as well 

be at home, or buried underground in a 

concrete bunker. Oh, sure, some of them 

grab the window seatsilnd gaze out, with 

the same bland disinterest as the screen

vultures. But they're clearly less hungry 

even for easy tidbits. They chat and smoke 

and gaze at the sky through high-gloss 

shades, and contemplate the colour of their 

bathrooms, for alii know. And people down 
below, who like motor racing, are paying £25 

to stand in the dirt. It's a crime. 
So why do they come! Why not write it all 

up from the comfort of their own offices! 

Because they like the jetset life of travel and 

sun! Forget it. All you ever hear, certainly 

(Fom the Brits, is complaints about chis, and 

how,that's not as good as you get At Home. 

·No, the reason for their (I'm sure) 

enforced attendance is this: they gotta 

doorstep the stars, they gotta pin a couple of 

drivers to the side of the motorhome each 

time they so much as show their snouu; 

they gotta catch the great pearls of wisdom 

dropping like gold-dust from the lips of the 

mighty. Gold dust! Dropping like instant 

copy is a little more like it. The point is, 

these drivers aren't just racing cars out 

there, they're selling·things too - every 

minute of the dawn-to-sunset day. They're 

vehicles themselves: marketing vehicles 

ultimately for the future security of their 

own careers; and therefore for all the 

products and corporations they're flogging 

on their overalls . And good luck to them 
after all, they're getting paid for the loan of 

their prestige and glory. But when it comes 

to selling newspapers and TV advertising (or 

even licence fees), these grossly paid 

superstars are getting royally screwed. 

They're not earning a brass cent. 
Now, the media might very well (you may 

even think, very reasonably) claim that it's 

only their exposure that makes those 

immaculately embroidered logo badges 

worth the silly sums they actually are. And 

that's all very well, but it still doesn't 

wriggle away from the fact that it's only the 

naked skill and balls-out brilliance of these 

entertainers that commands the vast and 
growing audience - and thus keeps the 

scavengers in dead meat. 
And you should see them pounce. In like 

flies, clustering on a warm turd. Fresh in 

from nowhere. Materialising from the 

cracks in the walls, no doubt - where it's 
safe and warm. With no grace and no simple 

human decorum whatsoever. Get the 

microphone hard in to the guy's teeth - or 

as hard In as the length of your arm, allied to 

the speed of your 'extramural emergence', 

will allow. And if it's not the mike, it's the 
lens: great gawping eyes, blind snouts nosing 

out the juicy bits, - up the guy's nose, inside 

his ear, you name it, there's no stopping 
them. 

They are an astonishing species of life

form, the Press, rich and variegated. 
Multifarious, multinational, multilingual, 

and hangin' out for an easy time. But 

preferably the easiest. It's too hot to hassle, 

and besides we're too far from home. 

Running fifteen yards to hit a racing driver, 
maybe half-a-dozen times a day - that's 

more than enough like serious trabajo for 

any decent drinkingman. So let the drivers 

write the copy. They don't even need 

typewriters. They just open their mouths, 

you press the record button, and whatever 
comes out, it's half your story. Easy. 

"For sure, the car was good, the tyres 
were good, everythin' was good. But 

Nelson/Nigel/Alain (delete as applicable) was 

quicker than me an' for sure there was 
nothin' I could do." And so forth. 

Can you blame them! They're only racing 

drivers, probably don't know one end of a 

column-inch from the other. Plu, they don't 

get a chance of a second take if they blow it 

first time around. They've got to get it right 

in one shot. They've got to be right there, 

right with it, on the ball and diplomatic 

(about the car, the sponsors, the circuit 
organisers, the fans, the press, you name it) 
immediately after stepping from ninety

minutes of I DD-mph-plus, full-charge motor 

racing. Without even a chance to wipe the 

sweat from their eyes. Hell, the press will 

even interview you walking back to the pits 

after you've banged yourself up in a tyre

wall or something; microphones twitching, 

lenses bristling, pens poised over paper: Say 

something, Nelson/Ayrton/Nigel /Alain 

anything. It doesn't even have to make 

sense. It', just I've got this deadline to 

catch...• 

~ Mansell had first bat, occupying himself during the 
Brazilian national song with an elaborate 
decrustification of his moustache and a mildly curious 
examination of the findings, foll owed by broad grins 
at his fans and friends and a certain amount of 
fidgeting. Senna led off well for 'God Save The Queen' 
by fidgeting extensiv21y himself. It was almost a little 
dance, in fact. But Nigel stole it back with a snappily 
relaxed salute, and by the finish , which always seems 
to take forever anyway, he was acknowledging the 
open and sustained applause and more cheering. The 
Brits were celebrating. Ayrton's jaunty little thumbs
up to his sponsors (his thumbs are olive-brown and 
curly) couldn't quite restore the balance. 

3 . TIT FOR TAT 
Mansell got his own back for Spain by beating 

Senna comfortably in the fifth race: appropriately 
enough at Spa in Belgium, where Senna had beaten 
him in the rain the previous September. Whether he'll 
ever be able to settle the score for Adelaide and Rio is 
doubtful, but he dearly wants to somehow. He's not 
going to start trying to run Senna off the toad, of 
course, so what else can he do but 'beat him to the 
flag as many times as possible, and preferably win 
the Championship into the bargain . Anything less 
will continue to remind him of what might have been 
in Brazil. 

And this can only distract him from his ambition . 
He's got two targets now: not simply to win the title, 
but to beat Ayrton Senna in the process. To defeat 
him, not because he's one of many rivals and of 
course they must all be beaten, but 'because of who 
Senna is and what he stands for. The personal rivalry, 
the single combat, the challenge for supremacy as the 
new driver to stand alongside the Champions Piquet, 
Prost and Rosberg; that's all in Mansell's mind. 
Ayrton Senna gives no more thought to Nigel 
Mansell than he does to any of the other contenders, 
probably less. Except that he may well have realised 
what a useful psychological lever Mansell's attitude 
has proVided: it gives him an advantage over Mansell 
that he's already exploited with some panache. 

For example: in Spain, on the grid. Mansell is 
already in his car, helmet on, cocooned from the 
eager throng, concentrating on his determination to 
wipe the floor with Ayrton Senna, after Rio. And 
suddenly, there is Senna! No helmet , not even his 
balaclava, walking back from his third pole position 
in a row to talk to Mansell. "Don't try anything Silly, 
Nigel. There's no point in trying to win the race at the 
first bend this time ... " 

And whatever Mansell was able to think of to 
express his reaction to that, you can bet that it was not 
only unprintable, but that it couldn' t even begin to 
convey his outrage and fury. IT WAS SENNA WHO 
STARTED IT ALL IN ADELAIDE' Senna, the kid, 
talking to Mansell as though he were the hothead 
novice!! The audacity, the sheer bloody arrogance .. ' 

It 's my bet Senna knows the advantage lies with 
him . He's so used to hostility by now that Mansell's 
particular resentment isn' t going to get to him. Where 
it really counts, deep down inside, there's a self-belief 
so fierce, it makes Mansell's true Brit guts and 
determination seem like whistling in the dark . In 
there, in the private space that Ayrton Senna 
occupies to such an extent that it cocoons him from 
the world outside as though he were permanently illlhe 
car, there is a perpetual rivalry with every racing 
driver who ever lived . Ayrton Senna wants to be The 
Best. Believes he is the best already, and waits only to 
prove it to the world . Nigel Mansell , I suspect, needs 
first and foremost to prove it ,to himself. 
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This year Daniel Day Lewis has firmly established himself as one 

of Britain's most outstanding young actors, with successes in the 

cinema, on television and in the theatre. 
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Interview by Mark Brennan

Photography by Marcus Tomlinson
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~plays a gay, reformed National Front supporter, whi'le 
in James Ivory's A Room With A View he is Cecil Vyse, 
the awkward, stuffy bookworm who is not so 
absorbed in his reading as to be impervious to the 
charms of Helena Bonham Carter. Television 
audiences have not missed out either. Richard Eyre 
cast him as the enigmatic Dr. Kafka in Alan Bennett's 
The insurance Man. 

The prestige of these various productions and the 
rich skills to which this assortment of roles attests 
have turned Day Lewis into something rather more 
permanent, one suspects, than the flavour of the 
month. The attention which his work has aroused 
daunts him only insofar as he fears it will interfere 
with that work. 

" I thought I was doing quite well till The Laundrette 
got all this attention," he says. "Then you're 
encouraged by a lot of people that you're onto 
something special and they all want to carve off a 
little piece of you and put it in a bottle and they use it 
as part of the formula for pepping up their films. And 
of course that's nothing to do with your work. Take 
Hanif - he may well write a wonderful script next 
time, it may well not be the sort of thing that they're 
after, but even so they still want him as a part of their 
li ttle formLila." 

50 for a while the scripts flood in, most of them 
paralysingly awful. but he ploughs through them 
with a single-mindedness born of superstition. Hard 
on the heels of the scripts come the charities, which 
are rather more difficult to reject. His benevolent 
nature sprang to the fore recently when he did a two
week stint for Sport Aid at the Virgin Megastore and 
ran in the Race Against Time. Our meeting takes 
place in a photographer's studio and a shot hanging 
on the wall of Bob Dylan, Keith Richards and Jack 
Nicholson sharing a joke backstage at the American 
Live Aid prompts this discussion . Having given a 
great many interviews of late he accepts eagerly the 
opportunity to talk about something other than his 
burgeoning career. He is always refreshingly eioquent 
and loquacious, but never more so than when the 
subject is Bob Geldof. 

"More than anyone else, certainly in my lifetime, 
he's come close to uniting a generation of people. The 
last person that really did it was Churchill. That's the 
last time that England felt they had reason to work 
together for one particular cause. Regardless of 
whether or not we were in the right in the Second 
World War, lives were being Lost. Live Aid seems to 
have as pure a motive as one can get in these 
circumstances. How long ,jt will last I don't know. A 
group of people generate a euphoria about what 
they're doing and come out of it the other end 
confused and depressed by what's happening in the 
rest of the world. 

"And I think it's absolutely right to go back out and 
do something else for a while. Maybe he'll generate 
enough enthusiasm to come back and do some more 
because, whether he likes it or not, he is the Pied 
Piper, he is the man to whom everybody is looking 
and it's an appalling responsibility in many ways but 
it's one that he's accepted. He won't shrug it off easily 
and I'm sure he won't try to." 

Day Lewis's performance as Johnny in Laundrette is 
perhaps most extraordinary of all. In real life he 
speaks with a cultured public school accent, smiles a 
lot and is physically unimposing, not to say almost 
emaciated . But you would be wrong to suppose that 
Johnny, with his South London monotone, his whiff 
oi ready violence and impenetrable expression, is 
pure creation. Day Lewis was born in South London 
and went to school in Charlton up to the age of 
eleven . 

"Through infant school there was no problem 
because kids at that age are beautifully unaware of 
their various bat:kgrounds. They haven't yet been 
handed this truckload of prejudices, received from 

brothers and older friends and parents. They're not 
aware of the differences in each other. Then there 
comes a time when suddenly one becomes aware of 
different colours, the different ways people speak, 
and I had a hard time for a while, got into a few fights 
in which I didn't acquit myself terribly welL" 

He cottoned on early to the advantages of following 
Millwall F.C rather than neighbours Charlton, 
namely that life expectancy tended to be longer. Such 
considerations were crucial for someone who "spoke 
posh:' His father might have been poet laureate Cecil 
Day Lewis but he certainly couldn't help young 
Daniel with his rhyming slang. The family lived in a 
splendid Georgian house opposite Greenwich 
Theatre but the discrepancy between this affluence 
and the tower blocks where his schoolmates lived 
seemed irrelevant at the time, although he 
remembers their mixed wonderment and resentment 
over the publicity which the elder Day Lewis 
attracted. 

''It upset me that they thought I was different, 
because I was intr,insically happy there, I liked the 
people I was with. My parents had always 
encouraged me to believe that everyone was the 
same, so I went around naively thinking I could get 
on with everyone and it just wasn't true ." 

This relative happiness came to an abrupt end 
when he was sent away to public shcool in Kent. He 
was way behind academically and felt himself 
foundering from the first. The solace to be had from 
football and athletics was meagre. In protest he 
embarked on a campaign of disruptive be haviour 
which culminated at age twelve in his running away. 

"All my creative energy went into mischief because 
that was the only thing I felt I could do. I felt I was 
sinking in a quagmire of ignorance. I felt totally 
alienated from this way of life. I was appalled by the 
anonymity of eight hundred boys in straw hats. All I 
knew was that I would sink, that I was dying as a 
little human being and that I had to leave." 

He ran as far as Bedales in Hampshire, where he 
again found contentment. But by this time he had 
become addicted to trouble-making and rebellion. 
Revenge for all the unhappiness he had endured 
seemed a justifiable emotion. -It took a sympathetic 
housemaster to teach him to consider the 
consequences of his actions. He had already 
discovered theatre as a means of escaping into a 
different world and slowly his destructive mges were 
harnessed into a more potent and positive force. 

When the time came to leave school he felt 
powerfully drawn to the theatre but resisted it for a 
time because of the insecurities it entailed . He was 
torn between acting and cabinet-making and in th~ 
end it was an almost arbitrary decision to accept a 
place at the Bristol Old Vic, where, most memorably, 
he first plundered his South London schooldays in 
Nigel Williams' Class Enemy. He repaired to London 
in a bid for, if not stardom, at least progress. The 
capital greeted him with five months of 
unemployment, but this was bearable now. He had 
resolved the uncertainties over his ability to fit into 
the theatre. He was an actor. 

Today the principal enjoyment in his work is derived 
from the spirit of collaboration. In the theatre , 
rehearsal is potentially the most fuHiiling time for an 
actor provided the director encourages his players to 
use their imaginations and isn't prone to autocracy. In 
the cinema the luxury of rehearsal is rare but the 
process can occur and can be just as productive 
during actual filming given the right cast. 

"A lot of actors are quite introspective. They 're not 
people who are most naturally drawn towards the 
group mentality, not just through their 
ostentatiousness and egotism, but I know a lot of 
actors with a reclusive temperament. Although I'm 
not a terminal recluse I do have to separate the two 
lives very carefully and I do need quite a lot of 
privacy. To begin with, that got in the way of 

working. I wanted to be on my own too much of the 
time. Along the way that just disappeared." 

His acting seems to come from within. He revels in 
the possibilities of disguise but he has realised that 
submerging a character under endless affections and 
mannerisms can produce a disastrously mechanical 
and vacuous effect if those aspects are not supported 
by some empathetic intuition . 

"Everyone accumulates their own bits and pieces, 
some retained from training and so on. Bristol was 
quite a formal training based loosely on Stanislavsky, 
as is most of the training in this country. That has 
nothing to do with The Method, which is also 
derived from 5tanislavsky but just took a completely 
different route. It took Stanislavsky to an exteme 
which I think, in a way, has become redundant and 
I'm rather suspicious of it. 

"There are certain things which I pay particular 
attention to, like, for instance, the speed at which a 
character works, his kind of metabolism. Someone 
described it as the energy by which a ch,lracter 
consumes himself, which I think is quite an effective 
way of describing it. I don' t actually understand what 
that means. I understand it intuitively, I don't 
understand it intellectually. But that controls 
everything - your thoughts, your instincts, your 
emotions, which are really the three aspects of a 
character from which characters are born. 

'The most important thing of all is that a character 
engages your imaginaiton , because if you don't feel 
imaginatively drawn towards a character you don't 
stand much of a chance. Everyone has their bag of 
tricks and it 's very easy to drag around an 
accumulated system that you slap on and it all 
becomes rather plastic and self-conscious." 

The coveted roles Day Lewis has won bear out his 
swiftly-acquir(,d standing in the business. Only the 
part in Laundrette looked like it might not hllll his Wily 

So he wrote to Stephen Frears to assure him thilt 
although his education had been ostensibly polite he 
did have "some very nasty friends ." The director's 
reaction was that anyone who wanted a part that bad 
ought to have it. 

On The Insurance Man, which is based improbably 
around the state insurance office in pre-World War 
One Prague, he was much taken by the charm and 
charisma of Alan Bennett . 

"He was there every day, curled up in these 
extraordinary positions like some exotic bird , fast 
asleep in the chair. He was divine, but I hated it 
because you'd see him in the distance whispering 
something in people's ears and them dissolving into 
laughter and then he'd move on again. I kept feeling I 
was missing out. You had to follow him, you didn't 
want to miss out on anything he said" . 

Day Lewis appears to have some kind of fascination 
with Eastern Europe. Futurists focuses on Russia in 
1921, when that body of poets added their creative 
force to the revolutionary surge before Stalin's 
emergence ushered in the period of socia'l realism, or 
"happy tractor drivers," as director Richard Eyre clllls 
it. Mayakovsky spoke of "crushing the throat of his 
ow n song" when referring to the suppression of h is 
natural lyricism in the name of the cause. This 
conflict between artistic purity and revolutionary 
expedience, which partly accounted for Mayakovsky's 
suicide, provides the play's central theme. 

In Summer, believe it or not , the 29 year-o ld actor 
will playa Ciech brain surgeon with an insatiable 
appetite ior women for an American film director, but 
more than that he's not allowed to say at this stage. 
Not surprisingly this sounds far removed frOm 
everything else he's done. We might have been seei ng 
him in Alex Cox's new film, Sid alld Nancy, but Gary 
Oldman eventually won that part. The only 
worthwhile advice for impatient, admiring audiences 
is to expect the unexpected and you can be sure th at 
this most gifted of performers will duly oblige. 
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[THE BLITZ DESIGNER COLLECTION 

On Sunday June I'5th the full collection was the centrepiece of a BLITZ Fashion Gala in aid 
of The Prince's Trust at The A'ibery Theatre, St. Martin's Lane, London WC2, produced by 
Mikel Rosen Productions. 

BLITZ at the Victoria & Albert Museum: the complete collection of jackets goes on 
exhibition at the V&A Museum, South Kensington, London SW7 on July 10th until 
September 28th. Opening times of the V&A are 'Mon-Sat IOam-5.50pm; Sunday 
2.JOpm-5.50pm. Closed Friday. Admission free. 



J A C Q u E S AZAG u R Y 
":viy dt~lIign sho...·s thai a L·,·j" jackt':l mU8t be on.. of 'he mOtit adaptable items of clolhing in Ih .. ,,'urld loda)·... 

Jacques Augury was born in of Fashion. going on 10 finish his sh'adily buih up an impressive 

Casablanca. Morocco in 19,)6. At the studies at SI :\'lartin's School of Art. dit~ntele. from bulh lhe }:H)P and film 

Ll ge or "ixlf'en he began to .....ork ' or a lrnmediatel)rLIfter graduating. aged worlds as well os among the royal 

dres!! t:ompany in the Jo~ost End of 20. he sIGned hi~ own comran),. and family: the Princess of Wales is 

London . and less thull II Ye'iJr laIN W3.'1 !tubsequentl)' u.skl"d tn join the known to 'avour his ~lamon)u~ 

began tu allend the ulndun CnllCj;6 London Dt"signer Coll ec tiool!o , He bas t"\'t"ning wear. 



" J 

B E R N S T O C K / S P E I R S 
"The denim jacket is 8 throwaway classic. We\'c turned it into something \lery !lpecial , almolt hllul couture in iI. splendour." 

Paul B>orn,tock and Thelma Spein outlet. Warehouse. They exhibited for York gangt. Sioce they joined (orcet' 

met while studying 'alhion at the fint time in March1983 at BemlJtock/ Speinl ha\le .h~·n in 

Middl.... Polytechnic. Alter Design Studio. London. The 8ucce&i London, New York and Tok~'O and 

graduating they punued separate of their acceuory line led to an have received worldwide prelf8 

careers but were drawn together by expansion in bU8me8& and the coverage II!I well 88 international 

8imilar idea. and aspirations. They development of a clothes range was a sales. 

began 8e accel80ry detignen. natural progreMion. Their clothes are 

fonning 8 partnership in 1982 and often inspired by particular groups of 

producing II !lucceufuJ line of people with a .!ttrong image 8uch 88 

acce88orie8 for Jeff Banka' retail skinhead• • teddy boYI!I. gypsys or N~' 



E R I c B E R G E R E for H E R M E S 
" Luxurioul5 - hence the jackct'!i mink collar - bUllflilJ discreet. The wearer can remain unique in the knowledge of the extravagant ailk lining in the traditional Hermes print," 

French bom in 1960. Eric Bergere honoUl'!l and immediately went 10 have earned him a reputation (or 

had already obtained the 'Brnet train ""ith Mugler in PariI'. Since adding ·subtle winici'lms to 

Technique de L'indUitrie de 1981 Eric Bergere ha. been traditional dassil'-s: the mink jogging 

L'habillement' in Troyeo by the age of responsible for the creation of the Allit or the most extravagant set of 

eighteen. After two yean at the well Hennk womf!nsweaf collection. The .him. waistco8t~ and luxedOfl cut 

known French f••hion school first collection was Autumn/Winter (rom Hermes print Ilearve". 

ESMOD he graduated with Ii"'t cia.. 1981 / 2 and subsequent collection. 



- BLITZ MAGAZINE, Paul Mathur 

II••• 

- TIME OUT, Geoff Andrew 

- FILM '86, Barry Norman 

- THE GUARDIAN Derek Malcolm 

THE GEFFEN COMPANY 
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.F ,;;:Sr ~ 
P Oi RECIUR .: .l ( "' NNf"S ·i 
' ." ·""R./;''':'~• . ,,' . ~ 

ROSANNA ARQUrnE VERNABLOOM· THOMASCHONG· GRIFFIN DUNNE 
L.INDA FIORENTINO· TERJ GARR JOHN HEARD · RICHARD CHEECH MARIN 

CATHERINEO'HARA· PRODUCTION DESIGNERJEFFREY TOWNSEND 
MUSIC BY HOWARD SHORE· EDITED BY THELMA SCHOONMAKER 

WRITTEN BY JOSEPH MINION DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY MICHAEL BALLHAUS 
PRODUCED BY AMY ROBINSON. GRIFFI N DUNNE AND ROBERT F COlESBERRY 
DIRECTED BY MARTIN SCORSESE i). -,~,!"",,,,~@ ..~, .""."= ,=

NOW SHOWING 
WARNER I GATE I SCREEN I RENOIR

WEST END CINEMA ON THE GREEN RUSSBl.SQUARE TU8E 
LEICESTER SQUARE· 439 0791 NOTnHG Hill. 727 4043 lSUNGTON. 226 3520 837 8402 

lFollTlOllyGATE Bloomsbury) 

XVII CENTURY 


Spring-side shoe 

33 Oxford St, London WI 
92-94 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2 

35 Drury Lane, London WC2 

D esigned and Made in London 

MARK AND SYRIE'S SHOES EXC LUSIVELY AVAILABLE FROM A&D AT ABOVE BRANCHES 



B O D Y M A P

"Lc"j',. taken a ~tn.::tch (uMher ... ttimple, 81yJiIl~1 chic," 

David Holah and Stevie Ste~·tU1 both !lOOn after. their 'Olh'e OyJ meets diffusion line delligned to make Ihtir 

lUudied fuhion at Middlesex Querelle' collection won them the clothes more affordable and 

Polytechnic from 1979 to 1982. After Martini award 88 the most exciting, accessible. They 8180 signed a license 

graduating they formed BOOyolap. innovative YOWlg de8igne~ of 1983. deal in America. The look is 

partially financing them8elveJ from Their finn major cWlway show Was an unstructured and layered, u.[;ually 

the proceed8 of their Camden lock unequalled !.4UCce8!.4. reBulting in featuring 8 !ltmng print BIOry which 

market !tall. A showing all part of tremendous pre~ coverage and hall become.ll diatinctive and easily 

' Nf"\' LOndon in New York ' in their ~'Orldn' ide sales. Joseph opened 8 rt"cogniBN:I tn.demark, 

second leaton resulted in growing Bod)'map ,hop and Bod)'map 

pre~8 inlfOrest fro m both capitals. and. themsel\'CM launched '8 BS8ic', a 

http:become.ll


L E I G H BOWERY 
"Golden hairgrip!f form a continuous all-over fringe. Lined in turquoise satin with sequin detail . . ," 

Leigh Bowery was born in Australia 

in 1961 and came to lDndon in 1980 

where he began developing his unique 

style of dellign ul ing elaborate make

up. clothE'S and acce8&oriet. After 

ltuccellS'lIl1y !thowing in london. New 

York and Tokyo hi" ra.her theatrica l 

style was recognised by dancer 

Michael Clack who commiasioned 

Leigh to de!!§ign for hil!! dance 

company. uigh h8~ worked on 

several pop and contemporary ballet 

videos and has recently been the 

subject of BteleviMion documentary. 

The trendy nightClub TABOO i, 

h08ted by the intrepid Mr Bowel")' 

and alltn\'j him to pursue hi!!! ~cial 

pleasure! ' 



J A S P E R co 
"Why'1 Because it'", "ild and STOO\' y and I'm tumt.-d on to denim!" 

N R A N 

Born in London twent)'-Se"4m years 

ago. !tOn of Terence and Shirley 
Conran. Jeaper Conran wei accepll!d 

at Panona Fashion Intttitute in New 

Yorlc: in 1975 agM. only sixteen. He 

worked briefly for Fiorucci in New 

York aher graduating and then 

returned to London to dellign for 

Wallis (or IwO yun. In 1978 j.!per 

,howed hiolirot indepeodent 

collection. Two 8e8&on8later he For Spring/Summer 1985 jeeper 

joined the London Designer oonceh,ed a men'. collection to 

Collections and wall acclaimed 8S a complement his women8\'\'ear rang~ 

new talent in Briti8h fashion. Using and ha, no,,"' built up international 

only the mOIl luxurious fabrici aale. with both Iine9 . 

Jat~r hAIl found hi! market in 

de.&igning simple but chic clothes for 

a new breed of working ....-oman. one 

who de-mend. quality and style as 

well 811 practicality in h~r wardrobe. 



ENRICO COVERI BOUTIQUE 
72, New Bond Street 


London W 1 

Tel. (01) 629.4005 




E N R I C o COVER I 
" for thl' daM, jc u,i jackt't I chos,~ a lHuhicoluur ~ra (Citi priJlt c ()n... j ~ ling of 1)1a",lic fi~h fill. ,rl ,,·ith d i ffe rt'nt colour litIUid.. :' 

Enrico Cow ri W83 born ill 1952 in 

Ita ly. H e !tludied theatre d~ign at the 

Accademia di Bell 'Arte of Florenct'. It 

wa:; a shon !l tep (rom the wond of 

theatre to (aJlhioll des ign . He ml:tde 

his debut lI:tI a de!llgner for Ii ~nih\'ear 

company in 1973 and only three years 

later was creating tlu'ee collectio n ~ a 

~ea son in I tal), - for Touche... Gentry 

and Tycns. In 1978 he moved to the 

E~pacp Ca rdin in Pari. whe", he 

n-ce ived much attention front tht 

French press who described him al 

the Italian Kent:O. H is dollies ore 

humorous an d brif{ht . with II !ltrong 

~n.8e or ooioll.r and shape and ~ 

di5tinct leaning IQWll rd .s the )'mwA 

Clls[()mer. The children's wear line. 

launched in 1982. and ~rri jt".AI1J; 

M\1!: Mid iocri!d1hly ",~II .lJd 

contin ue to be in put ~nl&nd 

worldwide. Ehn c:o h.., many 

oommiUmenlilo hi, own compan}' 

Ulll it dIld not f)f'l!lW.nt hIm fmm 

returning kt hil!i Ii..., I~. thea tn:' 

delign. and ht' aJao ~t.a..i.nl a.n 'u~.i\'e 

in terest in oontemporary an . 

http:f)f'l!lW.nt


J o H N GA L L I A N o .. 'The Queen of Hearts: .. Once upon a time" there wae a brave little 

jacket who wu 108t and loncly~ we met each other one morning and I gave it a muJti·coloured magic coal, so it could pu~ happily through many mystic realms and cvenluaJl,· reach the wheel of fortune," 

John Gamano WH. born in Gibraltar immediately hailed as the Dew .tar 01 

in 1960. H. studied I ••hion.t 51. British fashion. The entire collection 

Martin's School of Art where he was bought by Brown•. His elothetll 

recei\-'ed 8 fint clay honoon degree tend to look a8 if they have .tepped 

on hi, graduation in 1984. His college out of the page!! of a history book. 

collection received enormous acclaim bearing names s-uch 81 'Fallen 

from the British pre"88 and he was Angels' and 'Forgotten Innocenu', 



c U L T U R E 5 H o c K 
"Clallic meets CJanie - the Levi. denim jacket meets worcelter wool8uiting in Prince of Wales check," 

Yazur8 Kog. and Jeanie McArthur 

met in Tokyo in 1976 whe ... they 

~rked in theatre and (aAhioD. 

Returning to london in 1981 they 

began by importing anlique Japanese 

textiles. Jeanie McArthur then met 

Koji Tauuno and a friendship was 

fonned which blO8AOmea into Culture designing their own labrice. Culture 

Shock in F.bruary 1983. Their lirat Shock i. nota Japan... Company 

collection wall based on traditional but it brinp. strong Japane.e 

K.aauri (lkatl textile8 and we. influence to bear on the EngliMh 

launched in spring 1984. It was a tradition of lint clue fabriCtiand 

great 8UCcess. Since then they have immaculate tailoring. Culture Shock 

concentrated on Eng,liah wool. and on collections are &Old worldwide. 
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ALISTAIR BLAIR 

GIORGIO ARMANI 

BASILE 

COMME DES GARCONS HOMME PLUS 

ERREUNO 

GALLERY 28 

KATHARINE HAMNETT 

KRIZIA 

UNGARO 

supports 

THE PRINCE'S TRUST 



KATH A R I N E H A M N 
"AII changt" here. L::, '", get il :,traight by '88. Wt" ,,·m \'otc. Make i t h appen . 

Born in England in 1948. Katharine 

Hamnett ""'eDt from ChE'ltenham 

Ladif's ColI~ge to St. M.rtin ·~ Sch(xJl 

of Art to study fashion. At this point 

h"r intere5tll 18)' more in the textiles 

and art afeu. HOwe\'er she did 

freelan ce de.!lign work while ~tilll:ll 

college and continued after she 

E T T 

gtlIduated in 1970. ",ing in 

partnenthip with Anne Huck. for 

Tuttabankem. She .Iso rreelanced for 

French . Italian and Hong Kun g limit 

before founding Katharine Hamnetl 

Ltd in 1979. Since then .he h.. been 

s noted f••hion influence ""'lrld~widl"-. 

onf' of thf' ntflet copied British 

dHifnen. H ... do~ .... ollm butd 
()Jl workwear. made in fine Cl'\l.lhed 
&ilk and llave ..nPCtHt Rath.rine'. 

.!.roll, polllieal heBer.. nouobly h.r 

BAN THE BO~fB and SAVE TIlE 

WHALE 'f. hi,,.. 



in 0 u r 
'SUGAR' 


with cream print lOp. mini and jacket by Pam Hogg. 




B E TTY J A C K S 0 N 
'''The label s.y. hot . .. the designer ••y. not! Cycle 1 deDin , dry clean only silk. cycle 7 wool and polish only scoltie.!' · 

Born in B~up. England in 1949. 

Belly lacluon began her I..hion 

training with. three )'f'ar coune in 

f••hion/ textiles at Birmingham 
Colleg_ 01 Arlit o..ign . Graduoting 

in 1971, 8he \I¥Ork.ed .. 1 freelance 

iIIUJlntor for two yurS before joining 

Wendy Dagworthy 8" an . lIieunt 

de&igner. After a further two yean she 

moved 10 Quorum .. their chiel 

designer. Betly Jackson launched her 

fint collection under her own label in 
1981. In the gme year she WI• 

..leered .. 'S.paralU D..ign., 01 the 

Ye.ar' in the Woman Magazine 

fuhion award•. Subeequenl 

collections haw incrueed ... Iea and 
hne led 10 further award., one () f the 

mOlt recent of which WI" Deligner of 

the Vea, 1985. Belly '. cloth.. are beat 

known by their brood shouldered. 

long and lea'd shapes in couon and 

linf'n and distinctive printa which 
p.....d irnmensly popula, both in th. 

UK and AmeriCli . 

http:I�Ork.ed


"on a time like this" 

rAnD 
bow 



pJ o s E H "The Levi jacket StOP8 nol only at denim. The front itl plain but slill h.. all the leatures 

of the da8eie Levi's jacket. right do-on 10 the 'Red Tag' label. The back, an embroidered window 01 cherubs designed and created by Martin Kidman. gi~ the jacket i18 name.. . 'JOE'S ANGELS' .. 

Joseph Ettedgui, French Moroccan, hi, aweeten \lery lucceulully from the recently launched Parium du 

born in Casablanca. fint came: to the Balon window. So began the fint Jour. Marlin Kidman graduated 

London on holiday .1 a young man. Joseph "hop; then came Yohji from St Manin', Sehool of An in 

He returned with .. much Yamamoto, Chin_ Laundry and the 1985 and his hand-knit~ jumpe.. 

enthusiasm in the mid-eixties to open concept of Joseph Pour La MaiMn  and waiaLcOa18 W(!"re anapped up 

a hair-dreeelog 5alon, 'Joseph Salon clothetl. furniture. objecta and a immedia ... ly by Jooeph, who aloo 

33', on the Kings Rood, H. restaurant all under one roof. There asked Martin to design for hill nat 

discovered a PeTitt-based deti,ner. are now Joeeph 8hops in New York. Joaeph Tricot collection , 

Kenzo. and began to dioplay and ..II and Parie. _ Joseph Tricot 18kl and 
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A S HOT o F S H RRY 
By 


Stephen Jones 


Particular: The other Sherr 




S T E P H E N J o N E S 
"The pocketl ha\t! bt! corne earnap8, a whi8per of ••tin ill tucked into the top cravat-slyle and, hey pn:ltO. Biker'. Delight!" 

Stephen Jones was born in Lh'erpooJ 

in 1957. He mo\'ed to London in 197,) 

to slBrt at 51 Manin's School of An. 

While still a lttudent he wee 

apprenticed a8 a niillinf'r at I....arch~ 

couture in Mayfair lind alter 

completing his degree he continued to 

c~ate outrageous one~rr hau for hilt 

often outrageous friends, amon~t 

them Boy George. Marilyn. and 

membeN of Spandau Ballet and 

Duran Duran. In 1980 S ..phen 

opened hill first shop in Covent 

Garden and hi!t hats were al90 

IVflilable from PX and Joseph in 

London and Bloomingdale8 in New 

York. By 1961 h. had moved 10 a 

!lmall showroom in the Weat End and 

wu !thowing in both London and 

Paris. With increa"ied inlere~t from 

the preSl!l. Stephen .!MXln attracted hiB 

fi"" royal customer, the Princesil of 

WalelJ, and many of the Englillh A8C()t 

crowd began to patroni..e him a9 well. 

He hAl.ince acquired a fac more 

international clientele. acceseori8lng 

the collections of Jean Paul Gauhif'r 

and Thierry Mugirr in Paris and 

Comme del Garconll in Japan a8 well 

a5 secu.ring a licence with hetan in 

Japan. 



p5 T E H E N L I N A R D "A 'camping' jaekel for uoe ill liM: buotle of Fulham Road, 

Sloane Streel and Bond Sireel, featuring a hipOuk, removable handbag and patiaserie set, a. well atI other neeeesary items (or. day'" shopping Or indeed. weekend in the country. A useful ~Irich rucksack 

cUps onto the rear. Penian lamb and fringed seams 6.oj"h 0(( the details••. a mUll (or the harried "hopper and !loci" climber." 

AI the age of twenty-one Stephen two &ea8Ons. He has since worked in American depreuion. Stephen le now 

Linam left 51 Manin. School of An Japan for the Jun company, back in Brilain. working in wndon. 

an 1981 to twnultuOUA applause for designing for Iheir George Sands and his clothes are avaU.ble in top 

hi. 'Reluctant Emigree' collection . range. He has drawn inspinlion for storea worldwide. The cllItomised 

Alter gndualing, he joined ......1 hil pa8t collection. from 8OUI"CeIJ 1.8 camping jacket i.e an extension of his 

other deeigncn to form a c0 diverw u European immigran18. 'CI.,.. To Ihe Muacl. Aulumn/ 

operative. Notre Dame X, for hie fint Edwanlian ochoal children and Ih. Winler oolleclioD for 1986. 



M A R K & s y R I E "The Levi's jacket is a cla.sic and doesn't deed 

changing (maybe get rid 01 thoee pocketal , Didn't want to change it.o we ' framed a cla..ic' by highli8hting the linea with gold braid, Moa. people put.omething, they believe in on the back panel like 

"-S" or Led Zeppelin or whatever, NO we put a cla.,ic painting of DABA which represent, the 5 Nymha), or the key of life." 

With no rormal training in design, the British rashion preaa, and these and t.ranslate Ihem into well made 

Mark" Syrie made an unusual debut incl'f'..aM!d considerably arter their rint and wearable clolhes. Their clientele 

into the world or rash ion by making collection was included in the range from skinheads to young 

simple dreaes rrom floral curtain Individual Clothes Show. Mark " ari'tocrau, They de""ribe themselve. 

rabric and selling them rrom a rail in Syrie take traditional utility or a8 more or a new mcwemenl than jU8t 

Covent Garden. Berore kmg they were rurnishing rabrics. &ouvenir tea- c10thet designen. 

receiving very fa'oOurable reports in towels, beerrnats and carpet rabric 





J E A N M u I R 
"Overlaid with blur pai8Iey-prinl suede: subtle )'ct predoulf . To give the jacket an exlra-8pecial fL-elthc "Iud fastenen han been replaced with pe"pex.eoated goldluf bunon., crated e"clulh-ely for Jean Muir," 

OfLen described a. Britain'l 'Finn Melling in the madto-to-meuure Muir decided then to form her own 

Lady of Fuhioo', Jean Muir waif born department. In 1956 Miaa Muir company. and in the )"ellJ'llince hal 

in London in 1933 and began her !lwrted to design for Jaeger, an acquired a worldwide reputation lor 

working life far from the world of alliance which la"ted for Je\'eI1 yean. immaculate cut and detailed 

'.shion. in a Inndon 8OIieitor'. office. She began d ....."'.king in 1962 under !jtitching. Her at:eptional use of the 

Afler 8 brief period working in the her own I.bel Jane a Jane, which finest lilk jeney sod the sollelt of 

stockroom at Liberty's. she began became part of the SWtan Small 8uedet. interpreted into c1aseic 

!!Ielling lingerie for them aDd from ' organization when it WIUI taken over tailored 8hape&. hal become a 

there mO"'ed on to &ketchiog and by COl1l18.1da four )'eal'lJ laLer. Jean hallmark 01 her unmilltabble style. 



IN THE WEST END AND AT SELECfED 

KEY CINEMAS FROM JULY 11th 




R I FAT oz B E K 
"The clauic denim jackel meshe!l with the traditional hU8sar c08lume in the style of the S.Hel RU8ae .. ," 

Born in Turkey in 19':>4. Rila, 

Ozbek's originallraining was in 

archileclure. a ~ubjeel he Iftudied l OT 

three years before channelling his 

crea tive talenlll in to fuhion. He was 

accepted at 51 Martin 's School of Art 

where he graduated in 1977. 

Following graduation. Ozbek began 

designing with Waller Albini for the 

Trell company in Milan. His lintl 

collection under hill 0""'" label WI:II I!\'ening wear: in traditional men'" 

~hown in October 1984. The ballet C08tumt> for his elegant. 

following three collection" firmly feminine da)'wear. 

....bJi. hed Ozbek, both in the UK 

and America. 8" ont> of the m OIl 

celebrattd and exciting new dettignen 

to emerge from Britain in the lut fh~ 

yean. The latest Otbek collect ion 

findM il:t in!fpiratton tn ballet - in 

Martha Graham'", modern d.nce for 



____________~VNn__________ __ 




Z A N o R A R H o o E S 
" I"y tre88ured lIixties denims were a constant source of ins piratio n to me, so I wanted to feed a little of that back into this:' 

Born in Chatham in Kent in 1942. 

Zuprinl Rhodes had fuh ion in h~r 

blood from her fint breath. Her 

mother had been chief filter al Worth 

in Parilt and a fuhion lectllJ'er at 

Medway College 01 Art. where 

Z.Hlldra began her studie8 in Ie.dilf' 

de-sign. She completed hN education 

in 1%6.t the Roy.1 College 01 Art. 

anJ although lfhe hdd originally 

inlended 001)' to design It,Xtilelf she 

became increuingly (nutlr.ted at not 

being abl!" 10 ifee her fabrics expre&!ted 

as !thE" would like. Following a IIhorl 

period retailing dresses made from 

her own prints, Zandra "'.$ finally 

convinced thai only !lhe could 

interprf't her fabric de.!igns the way 

!the wan led. and so in 1968 she 

""..bli.hed her o.,-n d .... l.bel. 

Zandra Rhodes designs 'antat'tic and 

lotall)' unique garmenl!f and her own 

almng penonaJ approach to fuhion ia 

deeply embedded in each on~ U!ling 

chiHona, ailks and Wiles. Ihand· 

printed with squiggles and l.ig·zagl'l. 

Mhr. hu crea ted 8. riot of rulned 

crinolins, glamorised punk dreue!l 

and bubble dre8!e1, all "'ilh the 

unmi!t18kable Rhodes signtdUre. 

Each alone tt work 01 art . 



:'Oc<:ause th'! Le,'i's jacket is ItO class ic 

I dido't want to change it beyond recognition IKJ I made it look like a weU·worn garmentlhat will go on and on. It has been embroidered and pal.ched with eighty year-old Japanese wi fabri c:' 

PAU L s M I T H 

Born in Nottingham in 1940. Paul when he couldn't find the eort of P.rie and has since been licenced in 

Smith I.ft ..hoolat the age of 15 to thiog he wanted to ..II in it. Thi.led Japan. There are now thrH Paul 

work for 8 whoJe8a)e clothing to ,,'Ork lor the llaHan shin company Smith shops in london. one in 

company before then managing 8 Chili 3. He was allO the stylist for the Nottingham and three shops in 

clothe. shop. In 1970 he opened hi. menswear collecliontl for Browns in Japan. 

own menswear "hop in Nottingham London from 1974 to 1976. In 1977 

and. began 10 de8ign hiM own clothe14 he introduced his tint collection in 



R I c H M o N o / C o R N E J o 

" lk~troy. Disorie ntale. Ui"ord r.r." 

J t)hn Richmond w."bom in 

Manchester Ilnd moved to London 

when he ...... ~ lQ to iltudy fashion Itt 

Ki ng::Jlon Polytechnic. Maria Cornejo 

""as born in SantiollRo, Chile. but 

moved to Manchn te r a l the llg~ of 

12. She studied fuhion a l 

Ravenlfbourne college. Both John ond 

Maria did '~dam:c dc§ign work 

while !jlill at t."o llege and graduated 

with ellcellenl degrees to .ell their 

individual collection! to J08eph and 

Whistles. John .Iao .uracted ~ral 

prestigious American bu),en (or hi! 

'John Richmond lor Lan .. Lino' 

range. In Oc tober IQ84 they joined 

(orees fo r ahe first Richmond / Comejo 

collect ion, 'Urban CowOO)'1 Clelth', 

Ati 'o\'ell as their '3~' ~1en,we.r fII nge 

in Britain . they aJ !iO have a \IW{)\:oen line 

bflcked by an Italian rompsn)' Oeni 

Cler. Ilnd a knitweur line produced by 

Japanese manufacturer!! Epoch 3. 



- ---- --------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

FROM A LOWDOWN DIVE TO WAY UPTHERE 

THIS IS A MODERN SAGA OF TROUBADORS 


FORWHOMTHE BEATRUNSWILD 


'BEAT RUNS WILD' A n_'low priced compilation L.P••Cossette. 

Contains many previously unreleased tracks, Includlng:

HIPSWAY ZERRAONE 

PETE SHELLEY WET WET WET 


TOMVERLAINE TOPPER HEADON 

LOVE AND MONEY BRANDON COOKE 
SWING OUT SISTER CURIOSITY KILLED THE CAT 

THE 

ANIMAL 

IN PHOTOGRAPHY 1843 - 1985 

28 J UNE - 6 SEPTEMBER 

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS' GALLERY 

EXHIBITrU~S . PHI NT HUOM . LIBRARY . COHEE HAl{ 

5 & 8 GREAT NEWPORT ST WC2H iHY 240551 1 

SPONSOREU BY SU PASN /\PS OPENI I (; HOURS T UE - SA T llam - 7plll 



'" like to take traditional things and 

pusb them into the future and I wanted to give myself a plug 80 I used my own logo on the back - the flying orb; it's an exam pit" of a traditional Engli8h motif, but with the Saturn ring around illo make it 

VI VI E N N E WE S TWO o o 

(ulUriSlic. I Iii it up becau8e I lo\-'e the ~piril of competition which naturally comes when arti818 have the chance to directly employ 

their own hand to gi"'c their be~l. I did my best and when I fioish __'d II W~ sure that no-one wnuld have a bener jaeket than mine ..." 

Born in England in 1941, Vivienne Seditionarie9 (1977f and World's End Vivienne's pirate look and a second 

Westwood earned her living as a (19801, The clothe. alway. reflected shop, Nostalgia of Mud, which 

school teacher before meeting the parr'8 anarchic approach to opened in 1982. Vivienne ha~ since 

Malcolm Mclaren. Together they fashion: at firat Teddy Boy/Rocker shO'wn in Paris u well as London, has 

attacked the laMhion world in 8 8tonn clothing, then leather and rubber Oirted briefly with Italy and hal' now 

of controversy. Their World's End feti8h gear, which subsequently returned to England for her latest 

shop went under se'\o'eral names - Let developed into the punk 1Itylt". The venture 

It Rock (971); Too Fast To Live, Too harsh reality of the punk ethic ga\'e 

Young To Die 11(172): SEX 119741; way to the extreme rornantici!:Jrn of 



o S M 
" Wt! wanted 10 create wr:nething !'ilunning and eye -catching desllite the limited reSOU I"Ct:!i nail.hl t'. In the t!nd ,",,'e came up with a ln~'imming costume with a difference!" 

Melanie Ashley, O.hlia Gore and 

Sharon Linton. 1hree girls living in 


Leicester and Sheffield. met on a one 


weele. work experience course 

spon&<>red by The Prince's Tru8t with 

the a im e,f impro\'ing employment 

pn»pecl!J. They combined their 

teSpe<: Ih.-e inte~t8 in faMhio n 10 

design . n outfit for a PriMe's Trust 

fashion !I~'. ",·hich moved P.-inee 

C ha r lell to delfCribe their work IS 

" brillian' '', 















Witherspoon, the WBA World 

Heavyweight Ch 

· become the first Briton 

On July 19th, 

Frank Bruno takes on Tim 

this century to hold the title. 
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Interview by Paul Kix. 



-I've got to hit 

them hard, 

otherwise 

I d be back 

digging dirty 

great holes 

in the road." 

0" 

E
IGHT YEARS AGO, FRANK BRUNO AND 
his brother wrote the date 1986 on their mum's 
kitchen wall . That year, they said, is gonna be 
the biggie . That year is when Frank's gonna be 
the Heavyweight Champion of the World. And 
it's beginning to look as if they might have 

been right. In July Bruno takes on the American Tim 
Witherspoon, current holder of the WBA world 
crown. If he wins, Bruno will become the first British 
boxer this century to take the world heavyweight title. 

Bruno, the shy, gentle goliath whose catchphrase 
'youknowworr.amean' and tendency to give thanks to 
God at the end of every bout has been a gift to 
impressionists, is currently in training at Canning 
Town's Royal Oak pub. The gym is on the first floor, 
where exercise bikes and punchbags surround the 
central canvas ring. Half a dozen boxers do press-ups, 
skip or shadow-box in front of mirrors, exhaling a 
'whoosh' each time a fist whistles through the air. 
Their vests grow darker with sweat, breathing 
becomes more urgent . This is hard graft. All the time, 
Bruno remains the centre of attention - his jabs and 
right crosses literally shake the rafters holding the 
punchbag. What he lacks in nimble footwork he 
makes up for with one of the most'shattering 
punches in the game. 

Introductions arrive in the finely suited shape of 
Terry Lawless, Bruno's manager. Grey-haired and 
healthy, he carries a portable phone which rings 
incessantly. As he rullS through the finer details of 
his protege's career, he skips nimbly between the 
characters of hard businessman (for phone 
interruptions) and cheerful raconteur. Lawless has 
been managing Bruno since 1980, when he won the 
ABA title and turned pro. For some time before that, 
Lawless had been keeping an eye on him, impressed 
by the perseverance of a raw novice who at 18 
struggled to finish a fight . 

"He didn't tire easily. I remember one fight when 
he was a youngster he could barely stand up in the 
last round - and three-minute rounds are long at 
that age - and every time the referee said 'break' he'd 
step back and take massive gulps of air, panting, but 
determined to keep it gOing." 

Lawless is the first to admit that as a rule he is not a 
big heavyweight fan, preferring finesse to big, 
powerful punchers. Naturally Bruno is an exception. 

"Such a quiet man, you never hear him say bad 
about anyone . Frank used to be a labourer and went 
to approved school - he'd probably be in trouble now 
if it wasn't for boxing. He'd be working in some club 
and would be buying something that didn't belong to 
the bloke selling it to him . And he'd push someone 
out the door and get in trouble with the police. Now 
as a boxer he's looked upon by kids as an example 
as he should be." 

Lawless displays unmistakable pride when he talks 
about Bruno, and his feelings for the sport of 'boxing 
itself are equally strong. 

"The people who talk about banning boxing are out 
of touch with the poorer people of this country - for 
some of them the only alternative to sport is crime. 
Take Charlie Magri, a very shy man, a tailor's cutter 
now he has a very nice house all paid for, a nice 
business, and he's a very confident young man. 
Boxing is a hard road, the toughest - if you can do 
anything else, it's better, as Frank well knows - but it 
gives discipline, pride, character, money, 
comradeship. Boxing is my life and I couldn't cope 
with not doing it. 

''I'm all for boxing in schools, because you box 
under rules . Street fighting's one thing, where some 
hooligan picks up a lump of iron and catches people 
when they're not looking, but in 'boxing, as Frank will 
tell you, you bare your soul in public and if you're 
taking a licking, you've got to take a licking until 
someone stops ,the fight. That produces a 
tremendous amount of character." 

Such talk of character building doesn't wash with 
the 'British Medical Association, who wage periodic 
campaigns to ban boxing, alleging that it can result in 
long-term brain damage. Mention of this to Lawless is 
like waving a red rag at a Raging Bull. 

"How does the brain decide the difference between 

a punch on the head and heading a football? 

FootbaIlers head balls day in, day out, and cricketers, 

in a so-called gentleman's game, wear more protective 

gear than anyone - if you get some six-foot-four 

feller who is eighteen stone pitching a hard cricket 

ball at that speed and it flies up two yards short and 

hits your head, that's got to be just as dangerous. Life 

is dangerous. People do it 'cos they wanna do it. I've 

seen more Sergeant Majors punch-drunk through 

banging their heels on the floor. I mean, I think 

people who drive cars at 180 miles per hour are crazy, 

but I don't have the right to stop them doing it 
same with boxing. Take Bruno, he works so hard for 

his success, but you can't explain why he does it . . . " 


Right on cue, Frank Bruno appears, washed and 
dressed and looking far too sleek, trim and dapper 
for this shabby location. He is polite but reluctant, for 
Bruno is we.ll known as a man of few words. His 
media celebrity has been achieved through gentle 
good manners rather than self-hype, as weIl as an 
ability to laugh at himself - at the Comic Relief show, 
Bruno appeared as Juliet opposite Lenny Henry's 
Romeo. 

He seems happiest talking about his early life. His 
mother is "a Christian lady", a Pentecostal preacher 
who refuses to watch him fight. "She doesn't like to 
see me hitting anyone or anyone hitting me." His 
father died when he was fifteen. He is the youngest 
of six children and at twelve he was sent away from 
his native Wandsworth to a special school. "I suppose 
it was for bad boys, but it did me a lot of good. I 
suppose I was over-aggressive." At sixteen he worked 
on a building site and hated it. Talking now about his 
phenomenal punching power and 82-inch reach, he 
says, "I've got to hit them hard, otherwise I'd be back 
digging dirty great holes in the road." 

Bruno lives a quiet life in Essex with his girlfriend 
Laura and three-year-old daughter Nicola. Every 
morning he goes running and returns home to a large 
pile of steak and eggs (his food bill comes to £150 a 
week) , then drives to the gym in a Granada Ghia 
with a six-speaker stereo and a collection of tapes 
ranging from Stevie Wonder to Pavarotti He reads 
only one book, the Bible ("It teaches you all men are 
equal"), and watches East Enders, Only Fools and Horses 
and James Cagney films on TV. Recently he met his 
all-time favourite boxer, Muhammad Ali, in Las 
Vagas, who told him: "If you can dance, you've got a 
chance ." 

A regular Sunday morning worshipper at his local 
church, Bruno shuns parties and nightclubs, which 
have seen the downfall of many a successful boxer. "I 
grew up with John Conteh pictures on my wall and 
look what happened to him." Nor is he extravagant 
with money, except on clothes. He owns twenty 
tailor-made suits, twenty-five pairs of hand-made 
shoes and wears a diamond-studded ring. So far in 
his career he has made more than £'12 million and is 
now on the brink of becoming a millionaire. 

"To get anything out of life, you've got to work hard 
for it, that's my motive; ' he says. "The only thing out 
there for me is boxing and the Heavyweight 
Championship of the World. I know I am capable of 
winning." 

Despite having won twenty-seven out of his 
twenty-eight professional fights, Bruno only recently 
si'lencecl the critics who carped that his opponents 
were mugs and has-beens whe.n he knocked out the 
South African Gerry Coetzee in 110 seconds. 

"Take it from me, I will be the first Briton to win the 
World Heavyweight title this century. I don't want to 
sound flash when I tell everyone I'm the best in the 
heavyweight division - what I did to Coetzee no one 
else has done, he would have had to kill me to win. 
And I can do it again ..." Bruno pauses and looks 
skywards. "I do love boxing, it's an art form. Boxers 
are brave people to get in that ring. Without boxing 
there's no doubt I'd be in jail. But I would have 
preferred to have been brainy and made money from 
being a professor!" 

Outside the pub, the sign reads: 'Take Courage'. 
Bruno has taken it in massive handfuls. ______lIiiiiill__ 
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New York is 'cracking 

cocaine sold in vials on 

on the city the like of which 

explosion on the streets in the 
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p'. The drug Crack, purified freebase 

reet corners, has taken a stranglehold 

asn't been seen since the first heroin 

arly seventies. Report by Mark Honigsbaum. 

Photographs by David A. Cantor/ PANS. 
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~crack. A favour for which he expects some ,return. 
We leave the abandoned lot, which is obscured 

from the street by trees, and he rejoins his friends on 
the street corner. Nearby stands a stocky, middle
aged Hispanic man in brown cap, shirt and slacks, 
watching. All of them are working for him. 

There are groups just like them all over Manhattan. 
To the untrained eye the 'dirty' corners look just like 
any other, but after two nights in a patrol car touring 
Harlem, Washington Heights and Inwood" was to 
become a practised observer. 

Appearances are everything. Some people hang out, 
others hang out with intent. Pretty soon it's hard to 
shake off the impression that from the Barrio to the 
Bronx the whole city is 'cracking up: 

No one quite knows how or when crack first caught 
on, but in the past year there is no doubting the flame 
has become a raging, uncontrollable fire. Already 
pundits are blaming crack for the sudden recent rise 
in major crime after a steady four-year decline. The 
police and media response has been to declare war 
on the crack dealers. "City Sending 'Crack' Troops to 
Battle New Drug Menance," punned Newsday in May 
when Mayor Koch announced the formation of an 
elite narcotics squad to contain crack use and sales on 
the city's streets. In the current climate of hysteria 
over the drug, puns are hard to avoid. Another 

Pit Bull~ in the park - the dog on the 'ilr right Answen to the name Gadaffy. 

example was the Daily News exclusive intelligence 
report from within a crack house under the headline, 
"A Journey To The Crack Of Doom." This told the 
story of a Stygian passage through the streets of 
Harlem past minders and steel doors to a basement 
back room where addicts sit all day heating granules 
of crack into "a swirling cloud of white smoke." 

The effect, which lasts about ten minutes, is 
euphoric. But the low which follows, with sustained 
use, just keeps on getting lower, forcing the crack 
user to take the drug more frequently and in ever 
greater quantities to sustain his high. Some experts 
believe it is more addictive than heroin. 

Crack is made in kitchen factories by mixing 

cocaine and baking powder with water in a blender 

and heating the mixture on the stove to the 

consistency of peanut brittle. Lumps are then 

'cracked off' and sold in tiny 100 milligram vials for 

between $10 to $20. For suppliers the profit margins 

are huge. An ounce of cocaine costing $1,200 can be 

converted into 437 vials of crack selling in total for as 

much as $7,000. 


Yet surprisingly it is an equal opportunities drug, 

attracting black and white, rich and poor alike and 

every other week there are new horror stories, like 

the case of Victor Aponte, a 16-year-old who stabbed 

his mother to death after she caught him in the 

middle of a crack high in their shared apartment in 


East Harlem. Two days later he confessed to the 
police and is now awaiting trial charged with second 
degree murder. Neighbours interviewed afterwards 
couldn't believe it. Victor had been a good student, 
well-mannered and loving to his mother. 

Doctors say irritability, short-tempered ness and 
paranoia are common symptoms of the drug'S abuse. 
One expert explained the typicai thought process : 
"Everyone out there is an enemy and they operate 
from a first-strike basis - 'I'm going to get you before 
you get me: 

"In the mind of the crack user, their families and 
friends are plotting to do horrible things to them and 
they come to feel they have to dispose of those 
persons for their own protection." 

"I never knew about pit-bulls until 1 came on 
this job. The only thing those pit-bulls are 

trained to do is rip you apart, they just sink 
their teeth in. You can't use your gun on them 
because they're too quick." - Police Officer 

Jimmy Krzepek, assigned to Operation 

Clean Heights. 
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The Crack Unit cart away a heavily sedated pit bull terrier guarding a crack hall. 

It 's 6.30pm, Friday, and my first tou.r in a squad car 
'hrough Washington Heights, the crack centre of New 
'ork. As we turn the corner into 173rd Street, a series 
f barely discernible signals ripple across the park. 
\ n elderly Dominican lookalike for Keith Richards 

unters up to the patrol car and stares at us, goading 
he cops in Spanish . He wears a telephone bleeper on 
is belt, a sure sign he is part of a sophisticated crack 
peration. Dealers working out of apartment blocks 

nearby commonly assign gang members to keep 
'" tch from telephones across the street so they can 
leep them when the police follow customers in . 

All round the park kids are circling the streets in 

eir parents' cars waiting to score. Most of them 


-orne from New Jersey straight across the George 
shington bridge, just a few blocks to the north. 

The tell-tale blue, out-of-state licence plates give them 
away. 

To wry cries of "Go get 'em" from a group of old 
ies seated nearby, we pull up beside a bench in the 

ark where the man is now standing with a group of 
'ounger Dominicans holding a pit-bull, a breed of 
taffordshire terrier famous for its fighting prowess. 

The officers get out of the car and shake them down 
I r drugs but they're all clean. They search the 

round hopefully next to a felled tree trunk half
. tripped of bark by one of the meanest pit-bulls in the 
park , a dog called Dingo. Also to no avail. If any of 

B 

them were holdIng. they got rid of the drugs the 
second their compatriots signalled the patrol car's 
arrival. 

As we leave I notice all over the park young men 
are sporting pit-bulls. the latest macho status symbol. 
Some even wear studded collars like their pets, a 
clear case of the dog taking the lead. But these animal 
Rambos are much more than fashion accessories. As 
one of the officers puts it: "These guys don't want to 
be caught with a gun so they have a dog. It protects 
them from other dealers ." 

Back at the headquarters of Operation Clean 
Heights on the 34th precinct, a map pitted with 
colour-coded pins reveals the scale of the task facing 
the police. Three thoroughfares connect the precinct, 
which stretches from 155th Street to the tip of the 
island, ",ith the mainland, making Washington 
Heights the first port of call for anyone looking to 
score in New York. "You can't imagine what comes 
over the bridge and anchors itself here," says Sergeant 
Jim Costello, who mans the Heights hot line. 

The statistics are staggering. In the first 13 days of 
the Operation, launched in April, police seized three 
pounds and ten ounces of cocaine and nearly 4,000 
vials of crack. They also closed down 75 apartments 
where dealers had driven out the law abiding 
tenants. But still the trade goes on. 

"We are fighting the media and the movies," says 

the precinct's crime prevention officer. Ron 
Savignano. "Just look at Miami Vice. Have you ever 
seen a drug dealer \\'ho doesn't have a fancy car, a 
bimbo and a great lifestyle?" 

Ironically, the only sign of success is the increase in 
homicides - up fifty per cent since the clampdown 
started - an indication that dealers are fighting 
amongst themselves as the police reduce the territory 
up for grabs. The problem is that as long as 
Washington Heights is connected to the mainland 
there will always be business. Faced with this 
constant stoking of the fire, it 's all the pOlice can do to 
remove the fuel. 

The rest of the day's tour and most of the next 
night's is spent issuing citations to the blue licence 
plates waiting outside the well-known crack 
locations. Without warrants the police are puwerless 
to go inside. 

One guy idling outside a grocery store in Harlem 
protests when we force him back over the George 
Washington Bridge. It 's "not fair" that he should be 
made to abandon his friend, who he claims is inside. 
"You expect us to believe you came all the way to 
Harlem to buy groceries?" demand the officers 
incredulously. They laugh at the thought of all the 
white kids getting mugged on their way back to 
Jersey City on foot. "They shouldn't come here in the 
first place." ~ 



"It's like chasing a river downhill." - Police 
Officer Bruce Simonetti, a patrolman in 

Washington Square Park. 

~ 'Early afternoon, and it's roll call time at Manhattan 
North Narcotics headquarters in Harlem, A group of 
eight men, looking like they've just walked off the 
street, stare intently at a blackboard a quarter the size 
of the one in Hill Street Blues, while a tired and drawn 
Sergeant runs through the bust one more time, 

The plan is to take out two kitchen crack factories in 
a tenement block on West 133rd Street believed to be 
occupied by three male Hispanics. The Sergeant 
indicates the lay-out of the apartments on the 
blackboard, under the watchful eye of Lieutenant 
Harvey Katowitz, a wiry Jewish cop with a raifish 
moustache, who in a few minutes will be leading a 
few men over the roof to hit the apartment on the 
third floor. Only then will the others, entering the 
block through the front, take out the second 
apartment below, One man is instructed to position 
himself in a vacant lot beside the block in case the 
suspects try to flee, "There's supposed to be weapons 
in both apartments and Apartment 11 has at least one 
metal door, maybe two," warns the Sergeant. 

The briefing is mainly for the benefit of the Press. 
The officers have busted fifteen different locations on 
West 133rd Street in the last five months and know 
what to expect. Hurriedly they don their bullet proof 
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The narcotiu squad Crack Unit with their haul. 

vests and gather up the Medieval array of implements 
that might be needed to force their way in 
sledgehammer, battering rams and a kelly tool for 
prising open reinforced doors, "Hey Bobby, you 
buying dinner tonight?" Jokes Katowitz as they 
prepare to move out. 

Outside the precinct building the kids in the street 
want to know what's going on as the narcs pile into 
their cars, They'll get their answer later that night 
when Katowitz is interviewed on the ten o'clock news 
outside the tenement block holding four male 
Hispanic prisoners - one more than expected. 

The raid couldn't have gone smoother, The men 
came running out of the apartments straight into 
Katowitz's lap when neighbours warned them too 
late to make a run for it. The steel doors inside the 
apartments are still intact and the haul is fairly typical 
- three and a haH ounces of cocaine, 30 vials of 
crack, two guns, butterfly knives, a telephone 
bleeper, $568 cash and the basic kitchen crack kit: 
blender, baking soda, rusty stove pot and scales, It 
appears they were in the process of brewing the crack 
when the police interrupted them, 

Katowitz is pleased with the day's work but clearly 
philosophical about long-term prospects in the crack 
war. "We kick 'em out and somebody else just takes 
their place," he says, "My manpower and my arrest 
record could increase ten-fold and we still wouldn't 
accomplish anything." 

Katowitz, a father of three, is just one of many cops 
in New York fighting a losing war against the crack 
trade. Around Washington Square Parkin Greenwich 
Village, Police Officer Bruce Simonetti plays a subtle 
game of cat and mouse with the dealers and steerers 
who pay the tourist trade, For a uniformed officer 
nearing the end of his probabation his record in 
impressive. Since January he's made over 30 arrests 
and in one case seized more than 100 vials of crack, 
The problem is the guys he and Katowitz busts just 
couldn't care less. They've all been through the 
system and no longer fear it. They know that the 
prisons are so overcrowded that even if the judge 
wanted to throw the book at them, he'd have to 
restrain himself. 

It is a measure of how desperate the war on crack 
has become that even those vigilantes of the subways, 
the Guardian Angels, are finding themselves 
powerless, When they descended on 42nd Street 
recently to intimidate dealers by video-taping them, 
the salesmen on the deuce just raised their pitch 
"Crack it up" - as the Angels passed. 

After a stare-down with a five-member Angel patrol 
one dealer was quoted as saying: "If New York's 
Finest (the police) can't do it, you think a bUllch of 
teenagers will?" 

At the moment it looks like nobody can do it. 
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CAL VIN KLEIN 

A L I FE'S 

o 
The controversial advertising campaign for 


Calvin Klein's Obsession 
perfume has once again 

drawn attention to 
America's most consistently 
successful designer. I(lein s 
jeans and underwear lines 
are a multi-million dollar 

business in themselves and 
his latest collection takes a 

step towards haute couture. 

Interview by Iain R. Webb. 

Photographs by Robert Ogilvie. 

F
ASHION FOLK LORE WOULD HAVE IT 
that Calvin Klein's sensationally successful 
career took off completely by accident when 
an important buyer absentmindedly took a lift 
to the wrong floor and stumbled upon Klein's 
tiny studio. Another tale has him 

pushing an early collection singlehandedly up 5th 
Avenue on a dress rail. Another describes him as 
being obsessed with his own appearance. 

In the world of fashion, meeting Calvin Klein is 
like meeting the President of the United States. 
Klein has been at the forefront of American fashion 
for many, many seasons. Bright young things like 
Stephen Sprouse may burn themselves out 
overnight, and others like Donna Karan may be this 
year's designer to die for, but Calvin Klein continues 
to produce unmistakably wearable and 
uncomplicated clothes year in, year out. 

From a business which began with six coats and 
three dresses, Calvin Klein Industries now retail in 
excess of $700 million a year. Klein has ten licenses 
to his name and presents over sixty different looks 
each season. His jeans line was selling 400,000 pairs 
a week at the height of the ad campaign and his 

----------------------------~ 
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CALVIN KLEIN 


~ underwear sold $250,000 worth in the first week it 
was launched at Bloomingdales. Klein himself was 
estimated to be worth a cool $U million in 1984. It 
would appear that everything he turns his hand to 
likewise turns to gold. 

And there's more... 
Calvin Klein has also been almost singlehandedly 

responsible for the American vogue for minimalist 
living. It is a lifestyle which is now synonymous 
with good taste, ultimate chic, and the modern 
working woman who has no room for fuss in her 
busy life. It is a new conception of the American way 
which is personified by Klein's attitude to design. 

Even so, Klein himself is everything you don't 
expect Americans to be. His clothes don't shout at 
you, and neither does he. He speaks in soft tones 
which mirror his designs. He is charming (beyond 
belief), handsome(still), and essentially a jeans and 
T-shirt man stuffed into a suit. 

As I sat ten floors above 39th street at the heart of 
the vast Calvin Klein organisation, surrounded by so 
much photographic evidence of his success, I could 
only marvel at the one glaring mistake he has made: 
you can't buy Calvin Klein boxer shorts in the same 
perfect pale grey as the V-fronts. Other than that he's 
perfectly OK by me. 

How true are the stories about your early years in the 
fashion business? 

These stories are completel y true . It's o ne of those 
American Dream stories . Q uite by acc ident d 

me rchandise manager of Bo m"' it Telle r in March 1968 
got out of the lift on the wrong floor and he saw th e 
clothes - I had a rack of six coats and three dresses, 
and he looked at them and said that they we re 
definitely fo r Bo nwit Telle r. This was Thursday. He 
said that on Friday the buyer would come down, and 
by Saturday I wo uld have been discovered. I had to 
take the clothes to the s tore, and I was so afraid they 
would get creased or so meth ing might go wrong that 
I whee led them myse lf o n a rack, from 7th Avenue on 
37th Street to 5th Avenue o n 56th Street, and one of 
the wheels even broke. It was a nightmare. It was 
horrible . Finally she looked at the clothes and sa id , 
"Mister Klein , jus t carryon m aking them th is way." 
And she told me she'd pay twenty do llars more per 
style than I was ask ing. Today it would never 
happe n. Maybe twenty do llars less. 
Have you always been fascinated by fashion? 

My gra ndmo ther was a d ress maker, and my 
mother used to sketch . She neve r rea lly did anything 
with lash io n except wear it and spend all of my 
father's mo ney. Whatever he had she managed to 
spend . I love fashio n, I always get eXLited . I neve r get 
bored . 
How important is what you do? 

We ll , I just co-hosted a benefit with Elizabeth Taylor 
(The AIDS Bel1efi t), which raised close to three 
quarters of a millio n do llars, a nd in that contex t then 
maybe fashion is very impo rtant , not onl y because it 
makes people feel good , but because I he lped raise a 
lot of money. I'm not a scientist, but the sc ie ntists 

need people like us to ge t the mo ney fo r them. 
Can you describe the ultimate Calvin Klein look? 

That's a ha rd questio n . It changes. That's why I love 
fashio n so much because it never is ' ultimate', even 
though I have a style and I'm always co ncerned with 
si mplicity and with purit y. For in stance, I collect a 
mi llio n things - to rtoise she ll, old books, watches, 
sketches - bu t I have to hid e them. I can't have them 
around me because I ca n' t live w ith d utte r. I feel the 
same about clo thes. 
They definitely are 'no fuss' clothes. Where does 
that come from? 

My mother, no question . She wo uld have a coat, 
but she wo uld have it lined in fur. That se nse of 
s implicity and tailo ring I now try and take to another 
leve l. A lot of the clothes in my new collec tio n w ill be 
exclus ive to Bergdo rf Goodman beca use Bergdorfs is 
the o nly store in the country that ca n se ll that kind of 
clothes. They' re very ex pensive - they arc made at 
my workroom and I ca n only make a few pieces at a 
time . I'm ve ry exci ted , I fee l like I d id in 1968. It 's like 
I'm starting all ove r agai n. 
You talk of quality. Your fabrics are certainly some of 
the most gorgeous. Are you desperately concerned 
with the quality of your work? 

Yes, I'm desperate ly co ncerned, and unfortunate ly 
in fas hion it 's really to ugh. We don't create a rt . but 
we' re paid pretty we ll. However. to cont rol it , to make 
sure the q uality is always the re, is rea lly tough . You 
know, it 's not a perfec t sc ience . You have ten lad ies 
si tt ing at sewi ng mach ines, each sew ing the same 
d ress, and they come out slig htly diffe rent. It 's 
human bei ngs sewing up these clothes. One person 
takes a little large r sea m, and o ne perso n takes a 
smaller one . . 
Does the expense bother you? 

I do so many clo thes. I do so much fo r America n 
des ig n at prices that ma ny people ca n afford th rough 
my jea ns collections and all the rugged , rough kind of 
clothes, the real sporty clothes, and now a step above 
that. Altho ugh not exactly couture, which is not a 
modern American term, I will be doing things 
speciall y if someone wants to orde r one of th ese 
dresses in a colour or special s ize ... and that 's as close 
to couture as you ca n get in this country. 
I really loved the shoes in your show. 

I have a thing about shoes.. 
Do you have set ideas about what sort of shoes 
women should wear? 

Weill sta rted o ut by o rdering a hundred pairs of 
a lligator pumps, and I never used o ne of them . I 
dec ided to go back to suede because I love suede 
during the day. The mixture of a lligator and li za rd. 
The mix ture of tex tured skins are so impo rtant. The 
shape of the sh oes. I've always sketched shoes, even 
as a kid , and now I go through every sketch . I have 
great fun with that . I'm crazy abo ut shoes... and 
gloves - a major accessory. 
Ah, my next question. What would you say is the 
'must have' accessory this season? 

I should say sh, es because we have J lIlaio r shoe 
busi ness, but shoes are a necess ity, not just d luxury. 

think gloves are the rea l majo r fashio n accessory. It 's 
just that a ll of a sudd en I d idn't like seeing this white 
hand sticking o ut. It looked totally wrong, and 
suddenly when there was suede, o r when a tangerine 
cash mere jacket had ye llow stitched pigskin gloves, 
or sweate rs had gloves in othe r colours, it looked so 
much bette r. I think it 's so chic, and it 's fun . An easy 
accesso ry fo r a woman to afford. 
Are you obsessed with women and the way they 
look? 

I'm o bsessed . Start with that. That's how I got the 
na me of the periume. Everyo ne I know, my frie nds, 
they' re all obsessive peo ple . They're obsessed with 
the ir lovers, the ir wives, their girlfiends, the ir work. 
They' re pass io nate people . I think th is is a ti me whe n 
people rea lly want to accomplish something, a time 
when people ca re, and they tend to be obsessive. It 's 
not just that I'm obsessed by wo men, but w ith trying 
to g ive wo men so meth ing that I be lieve in and that 
wi ll make them feel good and will be taste ful and 
sexy, and lots of diffe rent things. The obsession is 
with my work . 
And what you see around you? 

I'm not a completely crazy person. I look at it as a 
posi tive word . It 's not taken to th e point of insanity, 
I'm obsessed to the extent that I want things to be as 
perfect as they ca n be, whether it's the way a flower is 
arranged o r the way we adverti se. I choose the 
photographs and work o ut the layouts. I ca n't s leep if 
I'm not happy w ith it .. 
Speaking of advertising, two of the TV ads for 
Obsession were banned for a while in England.. . 

I ca n't be lieve that. I was shocked , because the 
English have a se nse of humo ur, w he reas we 
America ns are pretty uptig ht , especially on network 
t~evis()n , and the censors are rea lly tough . I love 
ta king risks, bu t I never ex pected tliat reactio n in 
England ... 
People have said the adverts don't make sense. Was 
it your intention to be as obscure as possible?' 

If you ad verti se in a magaz ine, the first th ing you 
wa nt is fo r people to stop. When I think of the word 
Obsession and think of the shape of the bottle, I have 
to try and translate that into a photograph . Well, that 
can't be a g irl runn ing th ro ugh wheat fie lds. She's not 
obsessed , she's too laid back. Well, what is 
Obsessio n? I have a g irl, Jose, who is the image fo r 
Calvin Klein . In the pho tograph I wanted something 
that s hows that people a rc obsessed w ith her, as if 
she is so incredible that everyo ne just wants to ravish 
her.. 
And the TV adverts? 

The TV adverts we re a whole othe r thing, because 
whe n you do TV you have to th ink of the words. The 
dialogue is eve n more important than to nal qualities 
because every TV is tuned d iffe rent , so a pa le g rey 
dress appears o ne shade in your ho use, ano ther 
shade in mine, and blue in someone else's. You've got 
to create exci tement in anothe r way. It's creating a 
story, an invo lvement , and maybe p rOVOking peo ple a 
little bit to th ink what is rea ll y going o n. A lady ca me 
u p to me and said , "I love your commercials, but ~ 
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~ please don't have that woman slap that other 
woman ," But 1like to be a little bit of a bad boy. [ have 
fun. 
You mentioned Jose Borain. Is she your ideal 
embodiment of woman? 

Well , yes she is. Every time [ see something [ design 
on Jose I go crazy. I mean, she could sell me 
anything. [ think she represents youth and 
sophistication. A kind of beauty that 's sexuaL a little 
bit man and a lot of woman. A lot of mystery and 
refinement. There's never too much make-up, the 
body is sensationaL and the skin is not to be 
believed. 
Do you have an ideal man as a counterpart to Jose? 

Well. .. yeah . Sam Shepard. He is brilliant. He's so 
handsome, such a fine actor, writer. He is an ideal 
man today .. . and his looks? I interviewed Katherine 
Hepburn once, who is my all time favourite idol, and 
I asked if her stlye deve loped by accident. She said, 
"Are you kidding?" She'd studied everything that she 
did on the screen. Sam Shepard doesn't look as good 
as he looks by accident. No one does! 
You seem terribly preoccupied with physical fitness 
- your own appearance and that of your preferred 
models. 

[ have this enormous guilt feeling right now 
because [ have gained 101bs and have not exercised 
for ten weeks. [ am now going to be occupied with 
physical fitness. I feel great when [ exercise mentally. 
I'm middle-aged, I'm no longer concerned with the 
body beautiful. I'm concerned whether people care 
about their bodies. I still love to eat. I love pasta, and 
in order to eat pasta you have to exercise. It relieves 
my stress. 
Are you attracted to people by their physical 
appearance? Do you think you have to be beautiful 
to be desirable? 

Who isn't? Everyone is attracted to people by their 
physical appearance. That wears off quickly, then 
what surfaces is real beauty. 
A recent article in the New York Sunday Times said 
that "a sure fire sign of success is a car and driver." 
Are the.se things which you equate with success? 

No, that's not even ... that was funny. That's not a 
real sign of success. A real sign is to feel good about 
yourself. and feel like you've done the best you can 
possibly do, and that people appreciate it. If one 
thinks a car and driver are a sign of success, that's just 
ridiculous. 
What's your biggest luxury? 

I treat myself well. It's easy for me to pick up the 
phone and in thirty minutes I can have a plane and 
go anywhere I want to in the world. For some reason 
fashion designers have become minor celebrities and 
so you get a good table at a restaurant , and when 
there isn't a room at a hoteL YOII get a room. All those 
things can happen, but you pay a price. In balance 
some horrible things, very unpleasant things can 
happen. 
Is there anything that you would like to be able to do 
but can't? 

I should be able to do anything that I want to. I 

think life is too short and ,[ think anyone is an 
absolute fool if there is something that they really 
want to do and they don't do it. It is maybe a little 
annoying to walk down the street and have someone 
come up to you and say, "oh look it's ... ", you know. 
But when people do come up they say the nicest 
things. 
Are you happy about the way your career has 
developed? 

I'm very happy and it's also developed in a way that 
my career is not the only thing in my life. I have a lot 
of things that are important in my life, which are 
nothing to do with fashion ... and I love my friends. 
It's very important to have friends, people you can 
count on who will be there at four in the morning 
when you are hysterical and panicking about the 
show... 
In recent fashion journals you've bought vast, 
sixteen-page advertising spreads. Does the immense 
size of your business ever scare you? 

Yes, it scares me, and it excites me. I've taken on 
really big responsibilities, but I've done it because I 
wanted to do it. I wasn't forced into it. I need 
excitement in my life. I need a certain amount of 
glamour in my life. I'm certainly very happy. 
Do you think that style is inherent, or can you make 
someone stylish by dressing them well? 

I think real style, like Millicent Rogers or Babe Paley 
or Gloria Guinness (all prominent social figures ill 
America), you just have. I think the job of fashion 
designers is to make people look good , to help them. 
That's the job of magazines, of the press, to guide 
them, to make things easier for people who have very 
busy lives. I don't know that I can give someone real 
style, but what I can do is make them look good in 
clothes which fit their lifestyle. If I can do that then 
I'm doing something pretty valid . 
Who do you admire? 

I guess Hepburn is a perfect example, and doing 
the AIDS Benefit I spent this evening with Elizabeth 
Taylor. I really admire her a great deaL she is really 
one of the last real actresses. A great star. Another 
person I admire who has been an enormous 
influence on my career and life is Nicky de 
Guinsberg. Baron von Guinsberg. He worked with 
Diana Vreeland and he worked at Vogue and Bazaar 
and for some reason he took a special liking to me, 
and always reminded me, "Be what you are . You're 
an American. Don't look to what's happening in 
Europe. Do what you're best at." I have a portrait that 
Horst photographed of him in the 1930's, and I look at 
it every so often and wonder what he would be 
thinking right now about my work . I think he'd be 
really excited. 
You talk of being American, do you think you could 
have had equal success if you had been designing in 
Paris or wndon? 

It 's two different questions. You have the tailors and 
dressmakers in London. You have the embroiderers 
in Paris. You don't have them here. There are people 
who still sit at sewing machines and make something 
beautifuL but they are old and dying, because the 

young do not want to do that - they want to be 
deSigners, they don't want to be seamstresses. In 
many ways it's easier to work in Europe, but as an 
American working in Paris, I don't think that would 
be so easy, and as an American working in Milan I 
think it would be impossible. As an American in 
London I really don't know, I mean I love London so 
much, and Grace Coddington at Brit,ish Vogue gave 
me a good deal of publici-ty for my clothes, but I don't 
know whether that means rcould be that successful 
actually working in London . 
Is what you're doing essentially American, in that 
you combine the relaxed with the ritzy? 
I think that's a good way of saying it. I wish I could 
have said that. That's pretty good. I hope ritzy 
doe,sn't mean flashy, though? 
No, well dressed and glamorous. 

Yes, I think a woman could look really glamorous in 
some of the clothes that I show, 
If you could only wear one outfit for the rest of your 
life, what would it be? 

Me personally? If you would have asked me that a 
few years ago I probably would have said my jeans 
and T-shirt. Now I would say my grey flannel suit 
from Anderson and Shepperd, but I would also need 
my blazer. I couldn' t decide if it should be my light 
grey one, or my medium or dark grey one. That 's a 
problem. A man doesn't need a lot of clothes . 

Are you more concerned to have people interested 
in what you create as opposed to the way you look? 
Well, yes of course. I'm only going to get worse
looking as I get older. If I was focussing on just the 
way I look I'd be heading for a major depression, so 
of course I'm more concerned about my work. But I 
know the way a designer looks,.appears and relates 
to people, even the way he photographs, helps to 
create an image as to wha! your clothes are about. 
What you are about ... people want to know that, 
woking to the future, where are things leading you? 

Well, I think the thing I'm doing with Bergdorf 
Goodman is an indication of the immediate future . 
I'm doing more exclusive clothes. It's another stage of 
my career and I'm very excited by it. 
Everything else will continue alongside? 

Oh yes, sure. 
And personally, you intend to contine life as a 
designer? 

Certainly. What else wou~d I do? Of course I just 
want to keep designing new things, but I can't 
imagine what eLse I would do. I get through the times 
when one is not always received so well. You accept 
that. After so many years you take the good with the 
bad, but that doesn't deter from the fact that when I 
look at new fabrics I get excited all over again, and I 
think what can I do... 
If it didn't continue to excite you, would you give it 
up? 

Absolutely. 
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Classifit'd Pulp Nasties edited by Malcolm Bennett and Aidan Hughes 

by 

Bill Abongtree 


Bruce Abodingo was wrenching a beer 
from the box when, suddenly, a naked 
sheila darted p,ast. He leapt from the porch 
and sprang afte'r heir. She ran as fast as she 
could, but he was faster. 

Roughly, Bruce grabbed her and wrestled 
her to the ground. She struggled 
passionately beneath himl, kicking up bi'g 
clouds of hot dust. He was snorting and 

straining. She was wild, wet~ and scratched. 
They were both sweating. 

"STREWTH!!!" he burst. "A da1mp 
patch! Well I'll be a koala in acodpiece! A 
split beaver in the outback!" 

"I was just looking for a Kiwi in the bush:' 
she panted. 

She got one. 

The End 
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Intelligent, hilarious, smashing - your 
review of After Hours was accurate in 
almost every way. Paul Mathur 
obviously prides himself on being a bit 
of a Scorsese fan . Pity then that he 
can't spell the man's name right . 
Martyn Skorsaysy, London E17. 

I refer to the review of 9 Yl Weeks in 
the June issue of BLITZ . I am amazed 
that th is film escapes so lightly from 
serious criticism in your publication . 
Deftly directed it may be, but it is also 
an astonishing piece of over·sexist 
claptrap that, for all its claims to be 
based on truth, is about as one· 
dimensional as a pop promo. In fact, it's 

possibly guilty of the worst form of 
sexism - turning the progressive ritual 
humiliation of a woman into something 
not only condoned but admired . Shame 
on a supposedly forward-thinking 
magazine like BLITZ for endorsing th is 
sort of shit. 
Linda Schooler, Bristol. 

"l'he records should be put away for a 
while and some small. but beautifully
formed LIVE and kicking guitar bands 
should be chased." Bruce Dessau's 

album reviews Uune BLITZ), Jesus' Get 
with it , Bruce . Live musid How passe . If 
you could only tear yourself away from 
back copies of the NME circa 1978 
you 'd realise that LIVE music is and 
should be a thing of the past . The days 
of being a student have been and gone , 
my friend . 
Savver, Bootie, Liverpool. 

Please thank Shelley and Morley for 
making my year with their best, busiest, 
most beautiful pieces for ages. To 
Shelley, then, for his ezquisite acts of 
pink, passionate prose, and to Morley 
for some more spellbinding, soaring 
performances in frer" of this captive 
audience of one . And how about a little 
more magic for July from th is nation's 
greatest living writers - I mean it, 'I 
reallt am jumping since the June BLITZ. 
I think it's love. Alii want now is to see 
a shot of Shelley in the next ish! 
Paul 'Lester, Sheffield. 

I simply cannot understand why you 
continue to employ Paul Morley to 
write for your otherwise excellent 
magazine. Certainly. once upon a t ime, 
Morley was a journalist whose thoughts 
were of some value, but whatever 
critical iacu Ity he used to possess seems 
now to have completely disappeared. 

For the most part his only talent these 
days is to dress up hopelessly mundane 
and trivial ideas in a pseudo - intellectual 
jumble of irrelevant hyperbole. There 
seems little point, as in the example of 
his television column in the June issue, in 
being intellectually obscure and esoteric 
when you 're talkng about mass-medium 
popular culture. It 's more like showing 
off. And such easy targets - Top of the 
Pops, The South Bank Show's Velvet 
Underground bore, Toby Young. Peter 
York and Robert Elms. As Peter Morgan 
pointed out (May Letters), Morley only 
seems to relish easy targets these days, 
those either beyond or incapable of any 
sort of defence. Intellectual 
masturbation indeed. 
Peter James, London N 16 

Why do none of the letters on your 
letters page ever point out factual 
inaccuracies' Are you perfect or what? 
Lee Goodman, New York, USA. 

Great to read the classic Wham 
interview again in the June issue - even 
if it was a bit cheeky to banner it so high 
on the front cover. I'd be interested to 
hear George Michael 's comments ... 
judy James, Manchester. 

Scooter Boys Uune BLITZ) - what 
bollocks! Geoff Howard, whoever he is, 
wouldn 't know a real scooter boy if he 
came up and k icked him in the arsc . This 
lot are a bunch of total posers ; they're 
jumped up bicyclists, not rea l 
scooterists. I mean who would really 
decorate their scooter with a Bronski 
Beat picture . And you wouldn't be 
caught dead in a parka or a mohair suit. 
If you want to see real scooter boys, try 
coming down to Garston on a Saturday 
night. 
Colin, Garston, Watford. 

November BLITZ 1985: Shelley on 
Siouxsie ending. " Siouxsie made me 
happy. I couldn't have asked for more." 
December BLITZ 1985: Shelley on 
Dexy's ending . " Kevin Rowland is not 
smiling. I do not blame him." 
February BLITZ 1986: Shelley on 
Cannon & Ball. " The interviewer leaves. 
Naturally a helpless grin is slapped on his 
face ." 
April BLITZ 1986: Paul Mathur on 
Stephen Duffy. " I leave the way I came 
in, but smiling:' 
Shelley's infatuation with smiling is as 
tedious as Mathur's with Shelley" 
Yossarian Tusker, Middlesex Poly, 
London. 
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Sayle: James Ferman and t 'i lm Cemsorshi p; 'Nona Hendryx; Twigb'1'; Annabella Lw_in: The C loth; 
Gaby A~i:s : DC Lee: Brilliant. 

37. DECIJAN 8. Micke~r Rourke: Pete Murphy: Kevin Rowland & Dex~'s: David Owen ; John 
Lithgow; Hj!rm e~' Eric Rergen:: t 'abulou:s Pop Tarts: Float Up CP; Lloyd Cole: Daniel Day I..t:wi:t, 

38. FEB 8. The Kra,' Twins behind bars: Cannon & Ball: Twisted Sister 'lI. Dee Snider: t 'lo\' 
Joy: Fish from )tarillinn' grilled; Death Wish director Michael Winnt>r; H ollywood D8h~' lon II ;' 
Ob:scure Objects of Desire, 

39. MARCH 86 Lager Wars - the rise & rise of trendy beer: Eddie ~h8h: John 4 'don; the 
brnkcn bonc:s and torture of Amateur Doxing; Arnold Sdlwllrz('neggt'r; Alan Bleasdale d nCrnHrd 
Hill; lulie Burchill: Saul Bd~~; Mark & Syri~; R<tymonde, 

40.APRIL 8. Snmnntha Fo.\( gets tom·hy with Puul Morley; Ken Lhringslone; jeun Paul 
Gnulticr: Be::ll of the Autumn/Winter fashion collections; Stephen Duffy; Freestyle i Ufe ah er 
Oef J am: Depeche :\1ode: Derek Jameson; Jamie Reid. 

41.MAY 8. What next for Vi,.. ienne Westwood?; the Blow :\'Ionkey~: Glo.m Re"hr,d: 
Anlony Sheri Arncricl1n Football in Britain: H elena Bonham Carter: Jona than Richman: 
lohn Pel!l. 

41. JUNE 86 War~ Guerrilla tactics in deepe!.'lt Surrey: Wham - the Pa.ul Morley 
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lllterv;ew re\'i~ited; Gospel's sweet insp iration; Peter Gabriel; Max Wall; Crickelt'!1Capsulaled .. 

Phil naniels: Keith Waterhou.se: Tim Roth. 


WHAT YOU SEE is what you get - only the back issues listed on this page are still available. All the rest are sold out. Back 
Issues are available at £1.20 in the UK, including postage and packing. Supplies of all issues are limited. Cheques and postal 
orders should be crossed and made payable to BLITZ MAGAZINE. Overseas rates are £1.40 to Europe (surface mail); £2.20 to 
the rest of the world (air mail). IMPORTANT: Overseas payments MUST be made in pounds sterling - the easiest way is with 

Please send me the following back issues : 

0 10 0 11 0 13 024 
025 0 28 029 030 
031 0 32 033 035 
038 039 040 041 
all at £1.20 UK 

Limited Edition ·(UK only): 

0 18 019 0 21 023 

026 02, 034 036 

Prices as shown on right 

Name (block capitals) 

Address _______________________ 

Country __~___________________ 

Alternative choice of issu e numbe r . We will 
send you this only if onc olyollr main choices is 
sold Olll. 

lir you don ' I want to (' ul lip the p;'~f", l..pply b~' )('lt t"r in:.teadl 

an International Money Order. We cannot accept money orders drawn on foreign 
currencies. Please clip the form on this page indicating which issues you want, and 
send it with your cheque or order to BLITZ BACK ISSUES 1 Lower James Street 
London WIR 3PN. NB: Since some issues may be sold out before we receive your order, please mark an 

a lternative choice in the bo.x on the order form _ 

LIMITED 'EDITION: All the issues below have been previously unavailable as back 
issues. However we have a very limited supply of copies left in stock which are now 
available as limited 
edition back issues. 
Since these are the last 
copies we have 
collector's editions! 
they are available 
ONLY in the UK, and 
at a different rate from 
standard back issues. 
Prices are listed below, 
and include postage 
and packing. Where 
possible please mark 
an alternative choice of 
issues on the order 
form. 

lB. FEB B4 Pete :'\'Iurpb)'; Kathy Acker: Ahcrnathe Interiors: Eeho do The Dunnymen; 
Music on TV; Suwe J ansen tt Richard Barbieri; Simple Mind~: Dil-ine; Ihe Fashion EditOTii, £1.80 

19. MARCH 84 Paul Weller: Keith Allen: Feargal Shurkey: Hobbie Coltrane: Youth in 
Russi.: Sam Fuller: Elliott Gould. £1.80 

11. MAY 84 JOftn RiH'r:s & Marilyn: Morrissey; Famou~ Bodie~ laid bare: Cocteau 
T''''ins; boxer ~oel Quarlesg: Robert Fripp: K ing; Lloyd Cole; Yip Yip Coyote.; Billy 
Mackenzie. £1.80 

2 J. JULY/AUG 84 Franki. Goes to Holl)'wood: Sunnv Ad.: Hi-'IRG: Supergirl: The 
Redskin!;; Prince Charles: Subway Art ; NiL'k Heyward. £'2.00 

16. NOV 84 J\·iadne!t!S: Paul Morley - H ow to be f:tmous; Record Sleevtl ne~i~ners: 
Cabaret Voltaire; Jud y Blame ; lenny H enry; Kim Wilde. £2.00 

27. DEC/JAN 8S Hupert E".rett : Suporg'.": the Comic Strip movie: Laurie 
Anderson: Paul Morley - meetings with unremarkable men; Sylvest{'r; Ihe J:\'1onochrome Set. £2.00 

J4. SEPT B5 .;th Birthday Issue: '\1arc Almond; Bodymap. john Galliano, Richmond 
Cornejo st)'lc themselves: Kate Bush; Kathy Acker: :\'1utt Dillon; Patsy Kensit &. Eighth 
Wonder: The C ure: 19110-110 - th. h"11 decade. £2.20 

J6. NOV 85 Siouxsie comes clean ; Paul !\'1orley meets John Mortimer; Ad!:' Edmonstm: 
Eric Bristow; J ohn (ale: John HustOT1; Huben B1ade!io; Bil-{ Audio Dynamite. £2.00 
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RESERVED COPIES 


I f you want to cnsure that you get 

regular monthly copies of BLITZ but 

don·t want to subscribc, fill out this 

form and hand it to your newsagc nt. It 

should ensure that your newsagent 

places a regular order. 

Dear Newsagent 


Please reserve one copy of 


BLITZ MAGAZINE each 


month 


Name: _________ 

~EWSAG E.NT: If yo u have diff iculty obta ining copies 

hom your wholesale.r. comlUlt Til E !\ 1 AGAZl ~E 

OI STHIB UTIOi\ BOOK. ,>c contact Quadmnt 

Publ ishing- Se.rv iees 

IO I-{MlolllIlIl. 

B LIT Z 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 


To get the next twelve 

issues of BLITZ dropped 


through your letterbox, send a 

cheque or postal order for 


£12.00, made payable to Blitz 

Magazine, to BLITZ 


SUBSCRIPflONS 1 Lower 

James Street London WlR 


3PN, together with your name 

and address printed neatly 


(please! l on the form 

provided. 


TWO YEAR 

SUBSCRIPTION 

discount rate. Subscribe for 

the next 24 issues, and get free 


postage and a 10% discount 

on cover price. For a two year 


subscription (24 issuesl, send a 

cheque or postal order for 


£19.44 to the above address. 

Subscription rates outside the 

UK are as follows: One Year 


- Europe (surface mam 

£15.00; Outside Europe 


fairmaiU £35.00. Two Years

Europe £30.00; Outside 


Europe £70.00. All payments 
MUST be made in 
pounds sterling. We 
recommend International 
Money Orders as the 
simplest method. 

Name (block capitalsl 


Address __________ 


Country __________ 


o ONE YEAR SUBSCRIITION 

o TWO YEAR SU BSCRIITION 

Amount enclosed: £ ______ 

o Please bill me (UK addresses 
onlyl 
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frankie goes to hollywood 
za ng tu um tu mb 
is land 
summer 1986: rage. ra ge 

IT'S FRANKIE 

AND FRANKIE ONLY 
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